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FURTHER STUDIES IN 

APPARENT OBSESSION 
CASE I. 

By Grorrrey C. H. Burns, M.D. 

New York City has been treating 

eases of sickness on the assumption 

they are obsessed by spirits. Last year there 
was presented a research into one of his 
cases so treated*. This report received 
favorable comment. Whether a mortal in- 
dividual can be obsessed by another per- 
sonality is still a mooted question, and an 
endeavor to aid in solving this problem in- 
spires the present work. While this method 
of treatment is rather unusual, it should be 
noted that it has been practiced in recent 
years by others’ before ever our doctor 
started his work and that it has the stamp 
of precedent upon it. We are not, there- 
fore, dealing with a new subject, but rather 
with an old one that, while at one time 

F« a number of years a physician’ in 

1Dr. “Titus Bull, referred to in the text as Dr. T. B., 
our physician, etc. I am indebted to Dr. Bull for the 
records of the present cases and others to appear later, 
and for permission to use these records in the present 
publication.—G. C. H. B. 

34 Case of Age Obsession: Psycuic ResrarcH, 
Vol. XXII, Nos. ; June-August, 1928. 

3 Not because his work is any more significant than that 
of others in the field, but solely because it has led to 
publication, Dr. Carl A. Wickland, of Los Angeles, may 
be cited (Wickland: Thirty Years Among the Dead). 
Those familiar with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s writings 
will also appreciate that when Dr. T. B. so directs his 
work as to consider the interests of the obsessor as well as 
those of his victim, he enters a field in which Sir ——s 
has been doing amateur work for some years.—J. B. 

common belief, with the advent of material- 
istic science has been frowned upon and 
practically discarded. In order to be re- 
stored, it must revive as a fact acceptable 
to the scientific censors, and it is for proof 
of such sort that we are in search. This 
report is made upon the results of the ex- 
periments in the treatment of two cases, 
both of which were psychopathic, and had 
been confined in institutions for such 
troubles. There can be no doubt, therefore, 
as to the correctness of the statement that 
they were suffering from psychotic devia- 
tions. It is felt that any investigation which 
might throw light upon the workings of 
the human mind and the treatment of those 
unfortunate individuals who have failed of 
mental adjustment should not be neglected, 
however minute that light might be. It is 
not claimed that the theory upon which 
the work is being investigated is true, but 
that in all phenomena there is something 
of truth, and for this reason there can be 
no doubt that, with open mind, a frank 
inquiry into the phenomena here demon- 
strated must result in an advancement of 
human knowledge. 

Dr. T. B. believes and works upon the 
belief that there is a hereafter. This belief 
is held by the majority of the world. By 
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this same majority it is believed, or at least 
hoped, that there is some kind of existence 
for them beyond this life. What that exist- 
ence may be no one knows, and the theories 
concerning this vary greatly in the dif- 
ferent parts of the globe, from the Chris- 
tian idea of a Heaven and Hell to the 
Hindu belief in Nirvana. Among the minor- 
ity that hold no such belief are a number 
of students and scientists, it is true. Also 
among this number are those who assert 
that what we call life is merely an expres- 
sion of the material, that when this life 
ends personality ends; there is naught else 
for us poor mortal beings when this life of 
trial, trouble, and tribulation closes. When 
such a vast majority of people believe that 
this transitory existence can not be all that 
we have, there can be no doubt that such 
investigations as this are not only war- 
ranted, but they should be welcomed. Sir 
Oliver Lodge said in one of his lectures’, 
‘* And if the future, instead of being a mere 
mechanical entity arriving in due pre- 
ordained sequence, is itself composed of, or 
dominated by, living intelligence—if the 
sections as they arrive are the result of 
what is even now being prepared in the 
future which is beyond our ken—then there 
may be reason to suppose that that future 
may be modified by what is occurring here 
and now, that active living and loving In- 
telligences which dominate it may be in- 
fluenced by our longing, by our exertion, 
by our prayers. There is no absurdity or 
contradiction in the idea; it is a question 
of fact ; it is a legitimate subject of investi- 
gation.’’ And further’, ‘‘but for my own 
part I am impressed with two things—first, 
with the reality and activity of powerful 
but not almighty helpers, to whom in some 
direct and proximate sense we owe guid- 
ance and management and reasonable con- 
trol; and next, with the fearful majesty of 
still higher aspects of the universe, cul- 
minating in an immanent Unity which 
transcends our utmost possibility of 
thought.’’ Bergson® states in his Creative 
Evolution, ‘Evolution creates, as it goes 
on, not only the forms of life, but the ideas 
that will enable the intellect to understand 
it, the terms that will serve to express it. 
Its future, therefore, overflows its present 

‘Lodge: The Nature of Time Modern Problems, p. 22 
(Hodder & Stoughton, 1922). 

“ Lodge: Balfour and Bergson—idem, p. 57. 

® Bergson: Creative Evolution, p. 108. Here quoted 
from Modern Problems, p. 56. 
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and can not be sketched out therein in 
ideas.”’ 

As before stated, Dr. T. B. works on the 
assumption that many of the psychotics 
are suffering from obsessions. By obsession 
he does not hold to the ordinary psychologi- 
eal definition of a persistent idea or im- 
pulse, but that a different personality in 
some way takes more or less complete 
possession of the individual and directs his 
conduct in a manner foreign to his own 
personality. He assumes that these con- 
trolling influences are personalities who 
have lived in this world and have passed 
on into another sphere. They are, there- 
fore, spirits of other individuals that work 
through the physical mechanism of the 
person obsessed. In working along this 
theory there is only one real objective for 
our physician, and that is the welfare of 
his patient. He considers that there is at 
the present time more than sufficient proof 
of a ‘‘spirit world.’’ I am not so sure that 
he considers we know enough of such a 
‘‘spirit world’’ to be able to describe it 
accurately, but for his purpose it is suf- 
ficient to believe that personality does not 
die but merely passes on into another life 
and, from that life, can, under certain 
conditions not well established, return and 
influence those living in the mortal life. 
The object therefore, is to relieve the 
patients of the obsessing entity or entities; 
to re-establish in the patients an ability to 
adjust to the conditions of their environ- 
ment; to fortify them to such an extent that 
they can resist further attempts at obsession 
by foreign entities; and to give them a 
viewpoint of the purposes of life that will 
make them good citizens and fit them for 
the life which he believes exists in the 
beyond. There is yet another problem for 
him. He considers that it would not be 
right to allow an entity that has obsessed 
an individual to remain in a state that 
would allow or predispose this entity to 
further obsessions in the same or another 
individual and, therefore, in conjunction 

with his treatment of the patients, attempts 
are made to re-educate and instruct the 
obsessors, to show them wherein they are 
in error, and to teach them the same princi- 
ples regarding the future life as are taught 
the patient. To accomplish this Dr. T. B. 
uses a medium through whom he believes 
and claims that contact with the ‘‘spirit 
world’’ is made. He further claims that, 
as his co-workers, he has a large number of 
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departed individuals who are both scientific 
and humanitarian spirits, and who are 
drawn together by the same ideal—to work 
‘or the relief of those unfortunates, both 
ortal and spirit, who have become victims 
of obsession or through errors in their way 
nave become actual or potential obsessors. 

Such a theory of obsession is not original 
with our physician himself, although in his 
ands it has been added to and somewhat 
‘laborated. We have throughout the course 
of history innumerable references to obses- 

on. The Bible, which is the foundation of 
the Christian Religion, contains many such 
references. Perhaps we may say that the 
first chapter in which the story of the Gar- 
den of Eden appears is certainly of such 
nature in so far as the dealings of Adam 
and Eve and the Devil, in the shape of a 
serpent, are concerned. Certainly the inci- 
dent of the Witch of Endor is of this 
nature. When we come to the New Testa- 
ment, we find that a great deal of the work 
of the disciples was that of casting out 
devils; and there are a number of refer- 
ences to Christ, himself, doing this same 
thing. 

In such a serious matter as mental aber- 
ration one can not be too eritical of any 
method that procures relief. And if this 
method relieves patients in such mental 
conditions and restores them to a state of 
normaley, or even adjustment, one should 
not quibble too much as to the means that 
were used, whether the theory behind it is 
true or not. Undoubtedly there is an ele- 
ment of danger in such procedures, but 
only in hands of persons not qualified to 
conduct them. The way is opened for char- 
latans, but not more so here than with a 
great many other forms of therapeutics; we 
find charlatanry everywhere, all around us, 
even among those who have studied and 
received degrees and licenses to practice 
medicine. There is a constant fight by the 
better and more conscientious men to pre- 
vent legislation that will sanction what they 
consider to be, more or less, charlatanism. 
Undoubtedly Christian Science, New 
Thought, and even Psychotherapy have 
done considerable harm; but as all this 
harm probably only accrues when the art is 
misapplied, it can not condemn the work 
itself. It should be stated to the credit of 
Dr. T. B. that he does not confine himself 

this idea and method of treatment alone. 
In all of his eases he uses every possible 
therapeutie means to relieve the patient of 
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his suffering and inquires carefully into all 
the physical ailments presented by the indi- 
vidual, giving them such treatment as his 
knowledge, as a qualified physician, dic- 
tates. In other words he is attempting to 
be a real physician following along the 
lines laid down by the Great Physician; 
and while we may not accept his theory in 
total, we can at least give him due credit 
for his efforts and investigate the results 
with a free and open mind. 

With this in mind we may now proceed 
with the examination of the first case. This 
will be known as the case of K. L.— initials 
are fictitious by request of interested rela- 
tives. The original records are in the 
archives of The American Society for 
Physical Research. 

The patient in this case, K. L., was a 
married woman of thirty-seven years in the 
year 1924. She was born in this country. 
With the exception of the father, who is 
high strung and emotional, there is nothing 
suggestive in the family history. The 
patient’s infancy was said to have been 
normal. Between her third and fourth 
years she was frequently entertained with 
stories of ghosts and goblins which were 
related by an old servant, and some time 
later she received a severe mental trauma 
from this same person. A thunder storm 
of severe proportions arose; the servant, 
becoming greatly frightened and agitated, 
took the child with her into a closet and 
prayed, calling upon the saints to save her. 
This scene has vividly remained in the 
consciousness of the patient. At the age of 
sixteen she was frequently thrown into the 
company of a negro servant who talked 
considerably of sex matters and obscene 
acts. The patient stated that this made a 
very unfavorable impression upon her, but 
there is no evidence that she avoided it or 
that she reported it to her parents. She 
graduated from high school and later went 
to work in a large office building at the age 
of nineteen. While working in this place 
she was accosted by a man who threatened 
to throw her out of the window unless she 
submitted to him. The patient escaped this 
assault when the man was frightened away 
by someone coming down the hall. This 
experience remained a secret with her until 
after her marriage. There is no reliable 
account of her personality make-up. It is 
stated she was of a nervous temperament. 
She apparently was not a good manager; 
she had no sense of money value and was 
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inclined to spend too freely. She showed 
poor executive ability and seemed to avoid 
responsibilities. The patient stated, after 
her treatment, that for a number of years 
she had never been as free and normal as 
she then was. 

She married at the age of twenty-four, 
and as a result of this marriage bore three 
children. Apparently her sexual adapta- 
tion was not good. 

It naturally follows that with such fre- 
quent fluctuations of temperament, her 
home life was not very happy. She would 
enter into the petty little scraps of the 
children and would go into a rage and 
storm, and during a large part of the time 
was unable to run her household properly. 

Her first definite depression was at about 
the age of twenty-two. This was followed 
by similar periods each winter until her 
marriage. Following this event, minor 
episodes occurred more frequently until she 
had a serious break about two years after 
marriage and another, three years later at 
the age of twenty-nine. At this time, her 
father’s advice (he was a physician) was 
sought. She was referred to specialists and 
the diagnosis of Manic and Depressive In- 
sanity was made. She was taken to sani- 
taria from time to time and during these 
years seems to have been in such places a 
large part of her time. She called on Dr. 
T. B. in 1924, at which time she was in a 

rather severe depression. Her mind at this 
time was not made up as to what she de- 
sired to do, and she was apparently on the 
point of leaving the doctor’s office when he 
entered. She then said to him, ‘‘ Have you 
a nurse in white hanging around?’’ Upon 
receiving a reply in the-negative, she added, 
‘*Well, I wouldn’t stay if you had,’’ and 
further remarked ‘‘I don’t know why | am 
here, and I will not pay you anything.’’ To 
which the doctor replied, ‘‘It makes no dif- 
ference to me who you are or what your 
name is. This, however, I do know; you 

are a soul in distress and are welcomed. 
Please sit down and rest; then you may 
go on your way.’’ She began to ery and 
said, ‘‘They told me you were kind and 
would understand.’’ He asked her who 
had told her, but she would not say. Finally 
he said, ‘‘ Your body is not sick, but your 
soul is sick unto death.’’ She answered 
with emotion, ‘‘ Nobody ever said that to me 
before; I know it is true. 
that, perhaps you can help. 
doctors. 

If you know 
I am sick of 

They don’t know what is the 
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matter with me.’’ Dr. T. B. coaxed her into 
the.inner office and finally got her on the 
table and placed his hands on her head. In 
a few minutes she remarked, ‘‘That feels 
so good. I do feel better.’’ She left with- 
out giving her name or paying a fee. She 
gave no information about herself. 

In Dr. T. B.’s words the story continues: 
‘‘The next morning she appeared again and 
asked me to put my hands on her head, 
which I did. She gave me her name and 
address and paid me a fee. She said her 
husband had told her that she had treated 
me badly and that she must come back and 
tell me everything and pay me. I continued 
to treat her in the above mentioned manner 
for some weeks; and the depression left, 
after which I did not see her again for a 
period of six months. At the end of that 
time she came back in a depressed state, 
and after a few weeks of treatment she be- 
came better. About this time a reliable 
medium of high type was available, and I 
began to make the following experiments 
with the assistance of the medium.”’ 

Following her treatments, this patient 
showed marked improvement. She was fol- 
lowed quite closely for two years, and the 
history of her case as described above was 
obtained approximately eight months after 
treatment ceased, during which time she 
had remained perfectly well. She stated, 
‘‘T am in every way normal and feel dif- 
ferent.’’ After thirteen months she wrote, 
‘*T have never felt so well and happy in my 
life, and I will never forget what you did 
for me.’’ This stabilized condition remained 
until two and one-half years had elapsed, 
when the patient was found dead from gas 
asphyxiation. Her people seemingly con- 
sidered this accidental; the element of 
doubt is, of course, very decided. 

It will be seen that this patient was 
under treatment by the physician above 
before any attempt was made to ex- 
periment with a medium. He apparently 
succeeded in alleviating one attack, and 
she returned to him in a _ recurrent 
attack six months later. Again he worked 
with her successfully until circumstances 
allowed him the use of a medium. Only 
five sittings were held and were discon- 
tinued for the reason that the medium went 
on her vacation. These sittings were held 
within a period of twenty days, and at the 
fourth sitting the patient was not present. 
Besides the patient there were present only 
the physician and the medium. The patient 
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played an entirely passive part during the 
sittings, entered into no discussions, and 
raade no comment. There had been some 
‘alk of what was to be attempted before the 
ittings were held. In the preliminary 
reatment the physician had made use of 
persuasion, talking along the re-educative 
nes, but had not made much progress, as 
ne patient was so entirely wrapped up in 
‘rr own thoughts that connected discussion 

was very difficult. We may now proceed 
) inquire into the reports of the seances. 

In this rather short record there appear 
either directly or indirectly thirteen fairly 
distinet entities. An old woman, an old 
lady, a tempestuous person, and a boy ap- 
pear in the first seance. In the second we 
have a messenger and a domineering man; 
in the third a painted blonde, a procurer, 
a worker (J. H. H.), and a second worker, 
Prudens. In the fourth seance a prostitute 
appears; in the fifth seance a German man 
and an Indian who is used to help remove 
obsessors. There is also mention of five 
other names. There is no indication of why 
they are given. They appear casually in 
the fifth seance: Helen, Elsie, Mary-Eliza- 
beth, Hilda, and Freda. Of course, in such 
a short experience with so limited a vision 
of these entities very little can be done to 
size them up. In fact, it seems almost im- 
possible to make any attempt at identifica- 
tion. The old woman has the name Mary 
and is credited with being the nurse of the 
patient. These facts were recognized and 
confirmed by the patient. The old lady is 
thought to be the mother as she is called a 
relative and in the second seance we find 
‘She (the old woman) goes away with the 
mother.’’ The tempestuous person and the 
boy are not identified but seem very close to 
the patient. It is impossible to tell whether 
the tempestuous person is a male or.a 
female. 

The entities will be taken up in the order 
of those friendly to the patient and trying 
to help her or prevent the bad forces from 
carrying out their desires; next those en- 
tities that are of the group helping Dr. 
T. B.; and finally the real obsessors or those 
considered responsible for some of the 
symptoms shown by the patient. It is 
thought that by this method a better idea 
of the purpose of these entities may be 
obtained. The lady appears in the first 
seanee with this reference: (Impression of 

Medium) ‘‘There is another lady here who 
wants to talk to her and ealls her sweet- 
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heart. A beautiful lady and very old. She 
Says you are going to be helped. The light 
is going to. be shown. Those who have not 
done right on your side will be shown more 
light.’’ And again in the third seance when 
she says, ‘‘You are in good hands and in 
due time will be made well; have faith.”’ 
And at this time it is purported to be the 
mother of the patient who has control. It 
is the impression that these two references 
are to the same entity, as in the first state- 
ment we have, ‘‘This entity was a relative.’’ 
Later in the second seance the nurse goes 
away with the mother and Prudens. 

The only reference to the tempestuous 
entity occurs in the first seance with this 
statement: (Impression of Medium) ‘‘ There 
is another entity waiting to get a chance 
to speak, a very tempestuous individual. 
This entity will want to jump up and down 
and go into hysterics over conditions. It 
has somewhat the condition of the patient.’’ 
The boy is referred to in the following 
remarks: (Impression of Medium) ‘‘ There 

is a boy here too, in spirit, a happy vibra- 
tion. The name of Alfred or Albert is 
given. This child was called-a pet name. 
He says, ‘If you allow me to come near 
her, I would make her laugh. I love her. 
I took her by the hand when she started 
to do something to herself.’’’ Again in 
the second seance, ‘‘ The lad and the mother 
will be used to help conditions. This little 
boy is nine or ten years old.’’ This ap- 
pears to indicate that the boy is a close 
relative. In the fifth seance we have the 
only reference to the ‘‘German’”’ entity. 
‘‘There is a person here, well set up, Ger- 
man type, pompadour hair, medium light; 
broad shoulders and bushy eyebrows. A 
very practical type of man in the earth-life. 
He says, ‘Poor boy, he has a lot on his 
soul,’ and signs his name Bill.’’* This was 
given as an impression of the medium on 
coming out of the control of what was 
probably the ‘‘procurer’’ entity and, there- 
fore, is a direct reference to this entity and 
not to the patient. The Indian is com- 
mented on with the procurer. So far we 
have given the statements in the record 
referring to the mother and two other close 
entities who were undoubtedly kindly dis- 
posed toward the patient and also with 
another person whose interest is not at all 
apparent and who merely makes comment 
on the previous control. 

Besides these we have the nurse whose 
interests were undoubtedly the welfare of 
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the patient and who was attempting to do 
what she might to help, although she ap- 
pears to have been somewhat misguided in 
her conception of what she should do. The 
following remarks refer to this entity. 

Seance 1. (Impression of Medium) 
‘Lady here now, and she limps; went 
across in straight line, hair gray but dark, 
iron gray. This lady used to manage 
things, active, lots of pain, but works just 
the same. Lady is outspoken. Why don’t 
she buck up and start things? Never was 
one to lay down on the job myself.’’ 

(Dr. T. B.) *‘Do you think you are com- 
petent to manage the affairs of this 
woman ?”’ 

(Medium, Control Nurse) ‘‘I did when 
she was a little girl. I am not afraid of 
anybody.’’ 

(Dr. T. B.) ‘‘You helped to make her 
sick ?”’ 

(Medium, Control Nurse) ‘‘I do not 

think I made her sick.”’ 
(Dr. T. B.) ‘‘You must go away and 

leave her to us to eare for.’’ 
(Medium, Control Nurse) ‘‘I 

know whether I will or not.’’ 
a * * +. * 

do not 

Seance 2. There is the following impres- 
sion, apparently through a _ messenger, 
‘The old woman, the nurse, is not quite 
as easy to handle as she might be. She is 
still feeling able to manage conditions.— 
Mary or Margaret was her name—lI talked 
to her and told her she must go away. She 
said she had prayed for her, and her 

prayers had helped. She cried and said 
she did not want to go; she would not harm 
her but wanted her to get busy. Finally 
she said she would go away and be taught 
herself.’’ A later impression in the same 
seance, ‘‘When she, the patient, had her 
shock, this spirit, the old lady, came to her 
and tried to help.’’ The patient recognized 
this individual as her early nurse; and in 
response to the query, ‘‘could she manage 
the patient’s affairs,’’ the statement made 
by the entity, ‘I did when she was a little 
child,’’ could certainly be construed in this 
light. Granted this jpossibility, nothing 
could be more natural than that this per- 
son should return to her labor of love and 
endeavor to help; and apparently this re- 
turn was definitely made when the patient 
had her mental shock. Her persistence in 
running things is perfectly natural under 
the circumstances, as there is every reason 
to believe that she had no acquaintance 
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with those that were attempting to help, 
unless it be the mother of the patient, and 
it would not have been the first time that 
she would have superseded the mother in 
this respect. As the record shows, she 
capitulated quite early and is said to have 
gone off with the mother and Prudens. 
Prudens appears to be mentioned in the 
second seance and there only in one sen- 
tence. In the third seance he is purported 
to have said, ‘‘She is getting along nicely 
and is clinging to us.’’ This statement is 
taken to refer to the old nurse, who had 
gone off with the mother and himself. 

* * * * * 

The entity designated Messenger does 
not appear as a control of the medium. 
There are merely impressions of the 
medium, and it may be assumed from th 
initial statement, ‘‘In His Name, ete.’’ that 
he is a messenger of the entity called Im- 
perator; this assumption following from 
the stated premise because ‘‘In His Name’”’ 
is the signature used by the Imperator 
entity throughout Dr. T. B.’s experiments. 
The Messenger gives a general resume of 
the situation, a hint or two as to how the 
patient should be managed, and apparently 
assists in the removal of the nurse from her 
self-appointed position as helper. A com- 
plete record of these impressions which 
oceur in the second seance is as follows: 
‘‘In His name, by His name, is everything 
done that ever was done. It is wise to 
understand His laws and obey them so con- 
ditions do not overcome us. The mind is 
awakening to a better attitude and will be 

better able to throw off the weight of things 
that weigh her down. Both the lad and 
the mother will be used to help conditions. 
This is necessary for the future as well. The 
old woman, the nurse, is not quite so easy 
to manage as she might be. She is still able 
to manage conditions. There are conditions 
around this patient which make it difficult 
for us to act. There is a force coming to 
one who is not directly connected with her, 
but who is in her vibration, that adds to 
her misery. This force is a man, most 
domineering and selfish. We don’t wish 
to urge our friend too rapidly to a change 
of plans and views; but we hope she will 
try very soon to accept invitations from old 
and true friends again. To try and take 
up a little social life-——This little boy is 

nine or ten years old. Mary or Margaret 
was her name. I talked to her and told 
her she must go away. She said she had 
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rayed for her and her prayers had helped. 
“he eried and said she didn’t want to go. 
She did not harm her, but wanted her to 
et busy. But finally said she would go 
nd be taught herself.’’ It will be noticed 
iat this production is a little jumbled, 
oing from one subject to another and back 
gain. In the midst of it is a statement of 
ie medium concerning an earlier impres- 
‘ion, ‘‘On the way over there was a man 
did not like. He was very domineering 
nd liked his own way.’’ 
The only other helper appearing is 

'. H. H.,’ who is considered as the guid- 
ng foree in the management of these cures. 
fowever, except for a very small part he 
eems to remain in the background in this 

case. He makes the statement, ‘‘Four 
months ago this recent acute attack began.”’ 
‘he further reference is to one of the other 
ontrols and is as follows, ‘‘She worked 

double, part of the time. His associate is 
tall and slender, a blonde of the painted 
type, she travels with him. She need not 
have gone in certain environments if she 
did not want to.”’ 

The remaining entities are three or four 
in number. The first appears as a domi- 
neering man, and there are references to 
him by the medium’s impression of the 
Messenger in the second seance. ‘‘There are 
conditions around this patient which make 
it difficult for us to act. There is a force 
coming to one who is not directly connected 
with her, but who is in her vibration, that 
adds to her misery. This force is a man, 
most domineering and selfish.’’ And again: 
Medium) ‘‘On the way over there was an 

impression of a man I did not like. He 
was very domineering and liked his own 
way.’’ While this entity is given as a 
separate one, I am rather inclined to believe 
that this reference applies to the next entity 
known as the procurer and that they are 
one and the same. The procurer first ap- 
pears definitely in the third seance and 
occupies more of the record than any one 
of the other entities. 

* * * * * 

Seance 3. (Impression) ‘‘They do not 
want the medium to be upset by what the 
spirit says when he comes through. He 
does not come alone when he comes to the 
patient. He was a ‘procurer’ while here 
on earth.’’ 

Control) ‘‘She is mine and I am going 

: Dr. James H. Hyslop, of course; who constantly pur- 
ts to participate from. the other side in these as in so 
y other psychical experiments.—J. B. 
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to keep her. You (i. e. Dr. T. B.) keep 
out of this; I can make her do things.”’ 

(Impression) ‘‘He goes back over a 
period of years. About fourteen, I should 
say. He has been in almost constant at- 
tendance. He suggested everything to her. 
She does not think or look at things norm- 
ally. He produces bodily irritation.’’ 

* * * = * 

Seance 4. (Impression) ‘‘Name, Joseph. 
There is a bar (dash) after it. 1 am now 
being shown a house three ‘stories high and 
painted, ete. 

(Control—Grim, ugly personality) ‘‘She 
hangs around me. I do not want her. Her 
mind broke.’’ 

(Dr. T. B.) ‘‘How did you get over 
where you are?’”’ 

(Control) ‘‘ Everything got black, and I 
just came.’’ 

(Dr. T. B.) ‘‘How did you die? 
you die a natural death?’’ 

(Control) ‘‘I I hs 
body became convulsed, 
breath and groaning. After this came a 
pause.) ‘‘You bring it all back again.”’ 
(Medium went into the same condition 
again, contortions, gasping for breath.) 

* * * * * 

Did 

(Medium’s 
struggling for 

Seance 5. (Impression) ‘‘They do not 
want to work too fast. They want to give 
this entity all possible chance to make 
good.’’ 

(Control—very arrogant entity) ‘“‘I 
came in of my own accord. You or your 
gang can not do anything with me.”’ 
(Medium’s arms were now violently twist- 
ed.) ‘‘For God’s sake, my arms will be 
broken.’’ (Note by Dr. T. B.:—The 
Medium cringed, groaned and_ twisted, 
bending head almost to knees; the twisting 
let up, and the medium began to feel under 
my chair, remarking, ‘‘I will find those 
wires.’’ Not finding any, the medium, 
still under control, jumped out of the 
chair and stood on the wood at the edge of 
the rug, remarking, ‘‘ You know wood is not 
an electrical conductor. Now you can’t do 
that again.’’ (Immediately the arm was 

twisted again with the same result except 
that no noise was made; the medium then 

relaxed.) 
(Control) ‘‘I guess that was.not you. 

(Arrogance gone.) You know when I get 
thinking about women I can’t think of any- 
thing else? They tell me they could break 
me in two if they wanted to. You know, 
they want me to keep away from this 
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woman. I don’t know whether I can or 
not. Do you know her little boy ?’’ 

(De. FT. 3B.) “¥en.” 
(Control) ‘‘He is a fine chap. I like 

him. I wouldn’t hurt him. Do you know 
what I just heard?’’ 

(Dr. T. B.) ‘‘No, I don’t.’’ 

(Control) ‘‘Somebody here says, ‘Ah, 
then my son has a heart.’ ”’ 

(Dr. T. B.) ‘‘Well, you seem to have, 

if you like that little boy.’’ 
(Control) ‘‘ Yes, I do like him; he is a 

fine little chap. You know I tried to get 
out of here, but I couldn’t. Now they want 
me to say I am a sinner, but 1 do not want 
to say it.”’ 

(Dr. T. B.) ‘* Well, why don’t you say 
a 

(Control) ‘‘Oh, God help me, I am a 

sinner! Do you know Helen?’’ 
(Dr. T. B.) ‘‘No, I don’t think so.’’ 
(Control) ‘‘I do not care much for the 

others except the little boy. Do you see 
how he puts his shoulders back and stands 
up straight? I would like him to have a 
chance. If 1’d had a chance, I would have 
been different. I know Elsie and Mary- 
Elizabeth; they were with us. Will you 
ask the mother to bring him up right? Sun- 
day school and all? If I’d had a chance, I 
would have been better. They tell me over 
here you could break my arm and take 
away my speech as they did. You know, 
there is anotKer girl over here with me. 
She is sneaking away now. I am going to 
try and be decent. If somebody can take 
away that awful desire for women. You 
know when that comes over me I can not 
think of anything else. Must I get out 
the way they want me to? You know there 
is one over here that hurts me to look at 
him, he gives out such a strong light. I 
like this Indian fellow here who calls you 
‘Dockem Bull.’ He says he will show me 
a lot of things if I go with him. They 
want me to go with the big man with the 
light, but I’ll go with the Indian. They 
want me to say I will not do that any more, 
but I can not promise. I would have to 
keep my word; that is the way I am built. 
When I first came here, I was going to get 
you. I do not know why I’m talking this 
way, getting soft, I guess. You know, 
when I am talking to you, this feeling does 
not trouble me so much. Well I must be 
going. Don’t forget the little boy.’’ 

* * * * * 

In connection with this entity, the Pro- 
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curer, there are two others. The first is a 
woman who is described as tall, slender. 
and a blonde who travels with him (the 
Procurer), apparently a free agent; and 
the further statement is made under con- 
trol of J. H. H. that, ‘‘She need not have 
gone in certain environments if she did not 
want to.’’ The other and final entity of 
this case appears in the fourth seance, There 
is, in this connection, first given a descrip- 
tion of the house which is presumed to be 
that in which this entity lived. 

(Impression) ‘‘I am now being shown a 
house three stories high and painted. [ 
now see a square window on the third floor. 
Now a woman is shown in her working 
clothes. She had on an apron; she has 
black hair. She is a very pretty girl. She 
is a drudge. She is nursing past grudges.’’ 

(Control) ‘‘I do not feel good. I am 
dizzy. I am sick. I wasn’t always this 
way. I am following Joe around. I hate 
him. He made me what I am. He made 
a bad woman of me. I had to slave and 
slave. I think I was in the West.”’ 

(Control) ‘‘Somebody tells me I can 
wash my hands of it all.”’ 

(Dr. T. B.) ‘‘You must not hate him. 
You must rather pray for him. Your hate 
is what is holding you back. Time and 
sequence of events will care for Joe. He 
will get his deserts.”’ 

(Control) ‘‘I was sick in my sexual 
parts. I had a nasty disease. It kept me 
itching. Those that get you that way do 
not want you after you get that way. I 
just saw Joe; I did not see any woman. 
You know, there were eight of us in the 
house, 149, I think the number was in this 
city. You know, whenever they got wor- 
ried in one place, they took us away. When 
you are no good, they make you work, 
serub, and clean. There was a big woman 
ordered us around. I could not go any 
place. I liked pale blue dresses. I always 
wanted to dance. Girls should not speak 
to men on the street. I think I came from 
Stockholm.’’ 

(Dr. T. B.) 
ing?”’ 

(Control) ‘‘I was thinking of my mother 
When I went ont the last time, they told me 
I need not be afraid of Joe any more. | 
was only here two months when Joe took 
me. Where is Sue? She was there too. 
I am only a young girl. I was seventeen 
when I came here. I am getting better all 
the time. It is getting light again.’’ 

‘Of what are you think- 
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and have love in your heart and try to 
live a clean and useful life, you will find 
plenty of friends who will be glad to take 
vou into their confidence.”’ 

(Control) ‘‘Oh, thank God, I am going 

» have friends again! I am goimg to try 
io do as you say. They have been teaching 
me here. It is getting lighter-all the time. 
am so happy.’’ : ; 

(Dr. T. B.) ‘‘If you will put out hate 

* a a Ke * 

These last four personalities certainly 
helong together and, as before stated, it is 
the impression of the reviewer that they 
inay be condensed into three entities, one 
male and two females. In this experience 
there was considerable opportunity for 
evidential data that could have been of 
real value in the nature of proof, but it was 
not followed up. The description of the 
house, the number of persons living therein, 
the first name of the man, the name of two 
girls, and even the number of the house, 
the faet that it was in this city, are to some 
extent eapable of proof and with some 
approximation of date and a definite street 
could have been readily investigated”. 
Regarding the man, we see that he is very 
definite in his statements. He goes back 
over a period of fourteen years, which 
would bring the patient to the age of 
twenty-three, one year before her marriage 
and about one year after her. first marked 
depression. Here it would have been ad- 

visable to have inquired more carefully into 
the sexual problems of the patient to see if 
there was any closer correspondence with 
this date. He (the procurer) makes a 

statement, ‘‘She does not think or look 
at things normally,’’ which corresponds 
very closely with the statements of the 
patient and her husband regarding the 

management of the household duties. 
Further, it is stated he produces bodily 
irritation. This statement undoubtedly has 
sex significance. In the fourth seance, he 
appears transitorily in between two con- 
trols by the brunette girl. He complains 
of this girl hanging around him and states 
her mind broke, and then appears to again 
vo through his death scene. In this refer- 
ence we may again turn to the previous 

‘In this connection, it is -well to refer back to the 
former article, Psycuic ResEarcu, Vol. XXII, No. 6, p. 

», where a fairly good description with street address was 
ven in relation with the entity ‘‘Gyp,’’ which later the 

medium herself made an effor to prove up: “I’ve a feeling 
| want to go to East 18th Street at 419, also that 419 was 
ten houses from the corner—I found it finally over among 
the gas tanks, and it was ten numbers east from Avenue 
A.”—G,. C. H. B 
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report, case of J. D., in which several such 
episodes were pictured’. Apparently con- 
trolling the medium, the entity enacts the 
final moments of his life. In the fifth 
seance we have enacted the reclamation of 
this entity. Again, as pictured in the for- 
mer report, an attempt is made to bring 
this entity to a realization of the econdi- 
tions. It would seem that he was not easy 
to persuade and that coercive measures 
were used, and these were rather strenuous. 
He labored under the impression that he 
was being given electrical shocks which he 
tries to avoid and realizing that he was 
mistaken in this conception, loses consider- 
able of his arrogance and domineering 
manner. He was finally induced to admit 
the error of his way and gives evidence 
that, underlying his outward bluff and 
callousness, there is some real feeling and 
thought for others. Then, for the first 
time, he seems to think of others instead of 
himself and suggests that something be 
done for these others. The next step ap- 
pears to be his removal from the sphere 
in which he could influence the patient, 
and he is asked to go away with other 
entities. He tells of this himself, in the 

words: ‘“‘I like this Indian fellow here 
who ealls you ‘‘Dockem Bull.’”° Finally, 
the Procurer is induced to go away and 
chooses to accompany the Indian. He makes 
no promises, although requested to do so, 
because as he says, if he promised he 
would have to keep his word, that being the 
way he is built. He still does not fully 
realize why he has succumbed to the influ- 
ence. - He states, ‘‘I don’t know why I am 
talking this way, getting soft I guess.’’ And 
his final thought is for another, ‘‘Don’t 
forget the little boy.’’ Before leaving this 
entity, there is one other fact to which the 
attention should be directed, that he him. 
self was not satisfied with the situation in 
which he was placed in connection with the 
patient and that he had tried to get away 
from it but in some way had found himself 
unable to do so. 

The statements to which the attention is 

now directed are those which refer to the 

condition of the patient and have more 
or less evidential value. In taking these 

® Psycnic ResearcH, Vol XXII, No. 8, p.444: ‘‘He and 
others seem to have had rather peculiar experiences that 
might be assumed to be a second death.”’ 

10 This most likely refers to the same Indian entity that 
took such a prominent part in the case of J. D., and was 
there definitely used for the purpose of controlling and 
taking care — entities; see reference of note 2. 
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up, the comments will be made with each 
reference. They are scattered through the 
first three seances only. 

Seance 1. (Impression) ‘‘I took her by 
the hand when she started to do something 
to herself.’’ [Patient on two different 
occasions made an attempt to destroy her- 
self.| ‘‘She had a neurotic childhood.’’ 
[This is probably quite veridical and is 
sufficiently indicated in the history of the 
patient to be accepted as true. It is, how- 
ever, a reasonable surmise in all psychotic 
patients.] (Impression) ‘‘She was fright- 
ened by stories of goblins.’’ [This is con- 
firmed in the patient’s statements; and 
while this is a frequent experience with 
children, it is not universal, particularly in 
reference to the goblins and, taken in con- 
nection with other statements may be given 
veridical value.| (Impression) ‘‘She had 
a shock in adolescence.’’ [The history shows 
this to be a true statement. Since the 
Medium has some knowledge of present-day 
psychology, it might be a natural conclu- 
sion of her own mind that such an incident 
occurred. Here it would have been of value 
to go more into detail, at least as to the time 
of occurrence and some of the situation. |] 

Seance 2. (Impression) ‘‘We_ don’t 

wish to urge our friend [the patient] too 
rapidly to a change of plans or views, but 
we hope she will try very soon to accept 
invitations from old and true friends again. 

To try and take up a little social life.’’ 
[That this patient had been backward in 
this respect is quite evident from the his- 
tory of the case and the nature of her 
trouble. The statement, however, consid- 
ered in its sequence, has decided evidential 
value, although it might readily have been 
surmised.| (Impression) ‘‘When she had 
her shock.’’ [This is a second reference to 
this condition. | 

Seance 3. (Impression) ‘‘He goes back 
over a period of years. About fourteen, I 
should say. He has been in almost con- 
stant attendance. He suggested everything 
to her. She does not think nor look at 
things normally.’’ [This seems to refer 
back to the onset of the trouble which has 
been commented on (see page 242). There 
is no doubt of her confusion which is here 
referred to, and the patient complained of 
finding it difficult to manage and direct her 
household affairs, of not knowing where to 
begin.| (Impression) ‘‘He produces a 
bodily irritation.’’ [Note by Dr. T. B.: 
The bodily irritation may refer to a con- 
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stant irritation of the external sexual 
organs, which was a source of great an- 
noyance to this patient. This brief deserip- 
tion gives a fair resumé of the patient’s 
trouble in regard to duration and genera! 
conduct. In connection with the reference 
to irritation, this is rather too definite tc 
ascribe to supposition, although of course 
it might have been. It is accurate enough 
to be considered as something the medium 
was able to tell and that she had no means 
of knowing, unless she read it from the 
mind of the patient herself.’’] (Control— 
J. H. H.) ‘‘Four months ago this rather 
acute attack began.’’ [Here we see a direct 
reference to the onset of the episode, tak- 
ing it back to February.| 

This statement was made June 10th, and 
it is quite accurate. We also notice the 
implied occurrence of previous attacks; of 
such the medium had no definite knowledge. 
There are further direct references to the 
condition of the patient, but at this place 
it would be well to refer to the statements 
of the patient and her husband about her 
sexual life. With this in mind, consider 
the nature of the obsessor, and there can 
be no doubt that they fit well, one with the 
other. It should be remarked, however, 
that vagaries in sexual life such as frigid- 
ity and hypersexuality are common enough 
symptoms in psychoses. While the doctor 
may have known this fact and have uncon- 
sciously projected the knowledge, we would 
have to admit it was reproduced by the 
medium in a rather elaborate way and 
with considerable distress to herself in the 
reenaction of the death struggle of the 
‘*procurer.’’ 

Husband’s Statement: When depressed 
she will rise in the morning at the most 
ungodly hours, start to work, and do things 
that are totally unnecessary. I have had to 
change my room on account of this phase. 
Even then she wakens me by her racket 
around the house. In the elation period 
she is sexually excited. I am telling you 
these things to help my wife.’’ 

Patient’s Statement: The first thing 

noticed by me at the onset of my spells was 
restlessness with loss of sleep. I wanted to 
get away from home on account of vacilla- 
tion which came about over household 
duties. I seemed not to know where to 
begin. When starting to do something, I 
would do foolish things such as cleaning 
the house when unnecessary. Food was dis- 
tasteful to me, and I lost weight rapidly. 
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‘here were times when I planned to take 
ny life, but something always stopped me. 
n the elation periods I did not seem to 

have sense of values. The children would 
trouble me. I would get in a jar with the 
olks at home. When I was depressed, my 
ex desire was absent. The contrary was 
he case in the elation period. 
Summary: This case shows, from the 
istory, a fairly characteristic mental dis- 

‘urbanee with recurrent attacks. The early 
iife of the patient did not differ so much 
from that of the average child. She was 
unduly interested in sex matters from a 
very early age. There was not any good 
reason why she should have endured the 
stories of the colored servant unless it be 
that she so wanted. Hence, we must dis- 
count her statement that they impressed 
her unfavorably. Her first definite break 
began after her ‘‘sex trauma,’’ and from 
then on she seems to have had many minor 
episodes with occasional severe attacks. 
Marriage does not seem to have had any 
definite effect on these occurrences, but we 
do notice a tendency to become worse with 
the passage of the years so that after the 
age of twenty-nine years she had to go 
away from home several times. Her attacks 
came on about every six months; so we may 
safely say the normal states of this person 
were of short duration, and that at best, not 
more than half of this time, eight or nine 
years, could she have been stable. Follow- 

ing the seances, we have a normal period of 
approximately two and one-half years. 
There is no saying as to whether this 
salutary effect was due to the treatment 
under investigation or whether it would 
have oceurred without it. Dr. T. B.’s first 
attempt at treatment without use of a 
medium was successful, but there was a 
recurrence in six months. His second at- 
tempt was also progressing favorably when 
the aid of others was called in. Judging 
from the results, we are forced to admit the 
second course of treatment was far more 
successful than the first. How much of this 
imay be eredited to the other agencies we 
do not know, but most surely the means 
used must be credited, and we may leave it 

‘ 
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to the erities to decide if these means were 
or were not spirit forces; that they were 
spiritual seems definite enough. Some may 
say that there was not a successful issue in 
this case because of the later demise of the 
patient. With such a statement the writer 
takes exception, for from the standpoint of 
the psychiatrist it was a most successful 
treatment. One would need go more into 
the theories of the future life and obsession, 
much more than space allows, to say defi- 
nitely whether or not this suecess could be 
attributed to the help of spirit forces. 

The few facts brought out by the 
medium were quite relevant to the case 
and give a brief summary of the psychotic 
features of the patient’s life in surprisingly 
few words. The obsession by such a spirit 
as the ‘‘procurer’’ might have accounted 
for the hypersexual conduct in the manic 
phases of her trouble, but not necessarily. 
The question arises, ‘‘Why not in the de- 
pressed phase?’’ ‘“‘Where were the ‘pro- 
eurer’ and his satellites during’ these 
periods?’’ The answer can not be found 
at tliis time. The state of frigidity in the 
depressed phase does not seem to be ex- 
plained by the character of any of the 
obsessing entities. There is nothing in the 
work of the medium to show why the 
psychosis took a manic-depressive form. 
None of the obsessors seems to explain this. 
It is true that such work as Dr. T. B. does 
has not proceeded far enough, and an 
answer may become more apparent with 
extended studies. At present we will have 
to resort to the psychiatric explanation of 
a syntonie or extroverted personality type 
in the patient, which is hinted at only in the 
history. Granted obsessions by spirit en- 
tities, this type of personality should be 
relatively immune to spirit control or in- 
fluence, since they are habitually projecting 
themselves. One would consider those with 
the opposite tendency, the schizoid or 
introverted personality, a much more favor- 
able subject type. We will leave this case 
at this point and proceed to examine the 
second one”. 

In a later issue of Psycuic Resgarcu, presumably 
that for June, 1929.—J. M. B. 
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THE LIFE AND WORKS OF 
SCHRENCK NOTZING 

By RENE SuDRE 

HE great German  metapsychist 

Schrenck Notzing has just departed 

this life at the age of sixty-seven, at 

a time when his career was hardly at a nat- 
ural close and when he still was in full pos- 
session of his intellectual vigor. It is a 
great loss to our young experimental sci- 
ence, among the pioneers of which Schreneck 
was at once the most tenacious and the 

most fortunate. 

It was at the Copenhagen Congress of 
1922 that I first made his acquaintance. 

After listening to my paper, he had said 
to Geley and had repeated to me that he 

was greatly gratified to observe the method- 
ical and elear spirit of the French taking 
hold of a subject which their natural skep- 
ticism had accustomed them to rejecting 
without examination. He was also most 
happy to find a Frenchman who had read 
his works. We found that our two minds 
were in strong synchronism. I admired 
the enormous amount of work which he had 
undertaken to give scientific rigor to the 
facts which he had been studying for forty 
years; and he was extremely pleased at 
the philosophieal viewpoint from which I 
look upon these questions, and the care 

which I have taken not to break my ties 

with established science. This was the same 
care Which had inspired him ever since his 
departure from the Faculty of Medicine, 
right up to the moment of his repeated 
demonstrations to men of science and in 
university auditoriums. Without being 
quite able to see the way, he was convinced 
that metapsychies, to be a true science, 
must be integrated with the rest of human 
knowledge. 

These relations which I have had with 
Schreneck, cordial from the start, were 

never disturbed. He always sent me all his 
publications and exchanged a voluminous 
correspondence with me. He had from 
long time past invited me to visit him at 
Munich and examine his laboratories; and 

when this desire was achieved, he extended 
to me, in the presence of the elite ot 
Munich gathered in his sumptuous parlors, 
every mark of his more-than-friendly at- 
tachment. He was the inspiration of the 
Congresses of Psychical Research that were 
held at Copenhagen, at Warsaw and at 
Paris. More recently he learned that, in 
vexation at not having been able to exer- 

cise their own unbridled authority over 
these free gatherings, certain members were 
seeking to cause miscarriage of the ap- 
proaching Athens Congress. He was great- 

ly irritated at this and he demanded that 
all true metapsychists stand by the serious 
organization that had already proved its 
worth. He had before his death the joy 
of knowing that his work, far from being 

a failure, would be instrumental in re- 
uniting, next year, under the bright skies 
of Attica all the European psychists who, 
like himself, were studying these questions 
with the desire to bring them out of the 
realm of faith and into that of science. 
I recently transmitted to Dr. Tanagras the 
official letter signed by Sir Oliver Lodge, 
Charles Richet and Hans Driesch which as- 
signs to the Greek government its share 

in the Fourth International Congress of 

Psychical Research to be held in Athens in 
the spring of 1930. Professor Driesch will 
be the President, and I trust that the Con- 
gress will be dedicated to Schrenck Notzing. 

Baron Albert von Schrenck Notzing was 
born at Oldenburg on May 18th, 1862. He 

was the son of an officer in the service of 
the Grand Duke. He took his medical de- 
gree at Munich, in which city he estab- 
lished himself in 1880 and which he never 
left. At this period there was great gen- 
eral interest in hypnotism. The good work 
of Charcot at the Salpetriere, that of Lie- 
geois and Liebault and Bernheim at Naney, 
greatly excited the medical and psycholog- 
ical world. While still a student Schrenck 
succeeded in hypnotizing three persons by 
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passes, and in obtaining duplications of 
personality which then and there plunged 
him into the mysteries of somnambulism. 
His orientation in the subject dates from 
then. On the other hand the singular ob- 
servations of Crookes with Miss Cook, the 
foundation by Aksakoff of Psychische 
Studien, the suecess of the works of Karl 

Du Prel, were sufficient to convince him 

that in these researches there was a new 
world to discover and to annex, as Richet 

proposed, to the domain of psycho-physiol- 
ogy. Did not philosophers like Hellenbach 
and Hartmann, with whom the young phy- 
siclan gained personal contact, boldly an- 
nounce that the theory of thought and the 
problem of the mind must undergo a com- 
plete overthrow? 

Entirely through participating in the 
two International Congresses on psycho- 
physiology and experimental hypnotism 
that were held in Paris in 1889, Sechrenck 
made the acquaintance of the guiding 
spirits of the English 8S. P. R.: notably, 
Sidgwick and Myers. He turned his at- 
tention to the work in telepathy that had 
inaugurated the activities of the new So- 
ciety. His first experiments in metapsy- 
chies were those in the transmission of 
thought with a young woman of Munich, 
Lina M. These experiments were described 
by Du Prel in his works. They aroused 
the curiosity of the English, and the S. P. 
R. appointed a commission to go to Munich 
and take part. 

From this moment the purely natural- 
istic tendencies of Schrenck were accen- 
tuated. He repudiated the occultistie ideas 
of Du Prel, and he resigned from the So- 
ciety which the latter had founded, devot- 
ing himself most particularly to psychiatry. 
Strongly attracted by the works of Forel 

and of Kraft-Ebing, he manifested a strong 
interest in sexual anomalies and in criminal 
psychopathy. He set himself to combat 
bad tendencies by processes of suggestion. 
His medical reputation became great; he 
was even consulted as expert in criminal 
procedures. In 1900 he published, in the 
Archives of Criminological Anthropology 
(French) an extremely interesting essay 

upon the importance of suggestion in medi- 

co-legal practice. Two years later he col- 
lected all these studies upon the same sub- 
ject and later added to them a little memoir 

upon Suggestion in Public Places with 
the Subject Awake, the essential features 
of which he reproduced in his communica- 

tion before the Copenhagen Congress in 
1922.. I may also cite among his other 
works the following, all the titles being 
given in English translation: The Impor- 
tance of Narcotics in Hypnosis; The Etiol- 
ogy of the Homosexual Sensation; The Divi- 
sion of Personality ; Mental Debility ; Child- 
birth under Hypnosis; The Sleep of the 
Yoga; Sexual Abstinence; The Treatment 
of Neurasthenia by Suggestion; ete. Like- 
wise when Sehrenck organized at Munich 
the Third International Congress on Psy- 
chology he aroused a considerable support, 
and this undertaking was a great success, 
since his name was already well known in 
psychiatric circles of the different lands. 

Schrenck’s first subject, Lina, did not 
give merely telepathic phenomena; she pre- 
sented as well those curious phenomena of 
the transposition of the senses which were 
such a specialty among the somnambulists 
of the romantic epoch. A new subject, 
Magdelaine C., gave him opportunity to 
traverse the cycle of hypnotie alterations 
of personality. Already studied by Mag- 
nin, a Parisian hypnotist, Magdelaine was 
a danseuse who, in trance state, interpreted 
the feelings and reproduced the actions of 
various personalities. The artistic world 
of Munich was greatly impressed by these 
demonstrations which testified to the role 
of the subconscious in esthetic activity. 
Schrenek’s study of the case, appearing in 
1900, furnished the transition between his 
researches on hypnosis and those in meta- 
psychics properly so-called. It was the 
physical phenomena that first attracted his 
attention. Abandoning his practice of psy- 
chological pathology, he devoted himself 
exclusively to the study of telekinesis and 
teleplasties. One may say that up to the 
time of his death, there was no important 
subject in Europe whom he did not study, 
either in the subject’s environment or in 
his own laboratory where he had installed 
observational apparatus constantly more 
and more perfect. 

It was with Eusapia Palladino that he 
commenced. The great Italian subject had 
already given him seances in Rome in 1894, 
in the presence of Richet and Lombroso. 
He also took part in the sittings at Car- 
queiranne, at the estate of Richet who had 

arranged the seances to convince the Brit- 
ish members of the S. P. R.: Lodge, Sidg- 
wick and Myers. Schrenck’s own convic- 
tion was by no means a premature one; he 
wanted to have long experience with Eusa- 
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pia, and he followed her in all her move- 
ments: to Rome in 1896; to Naples in 1898, 
to Rome again in 1902 and 1903, to Genoa 
and to Nice in 1909. Twice the celebrated 
medium was his guest at Munich. In spite 
of the large number of his seances with her 
(ultimately 55) Schrenck never made any 
contemporaneous declaration of his entire 
conviction. He knew that Eusapia at 
times cheated; he himself had caught her 

in flagrant substitution of hands, in Rome 
during 1894. At Munich he had determined 
that she lifted with a hair the letter-scales 
which she was required to influence at 
a distance. At another time Schrenck saw 
that Eusapia had touched Professor Flour- 
noy with the sole of her slipper. And he 
had caught her at even other tricks. 
Schrenck always however gave her this 

credit: that she never prepared her tricks 
but always improvised them during the 
seances. This was the first step in right- 
ful understanding of the psychology of the 
medium. 

Schrenck however finally was convinced 
of the reality of the paraphysical phe- 
nomena produced by Eusapia. In the in- 
troduction to his first great work: The 
Phenomena of Materialization he declares: 
‘*Morselli still holds that there can be no 
doubt as to the reality of Eusapia’s phe- 
nomena, a judgment with which, despite 
the tricks which I have reported, I am in 
complete aecord.’’ But it was not until 
1920, in his Physical Phenomena of Me- 
diumship that he decided to publish some 
of his Rome and Munich seance records. 
He confined himself to phenomena of 
movement without contact, which appeared 
to him to be of unassailable authenticity. 

If Schrenck’s scientific conscience had 
proved its possession of certain scruples 
in his study of the Italian subject, it re- 
gained an even keel of serenity and com- 
plete certitude in dealing with the French 
medium Eva C., alias Marthe Beraud, 

whom Richet had already met in Algiers. 
This subject had been discovered in Paris 

by M. and Mme. Bisson, and she was 
eiving materialization seances to a very 
restricted circle. Schrenck got into this 
eircle through the introduction of M. 

Delanne, in 1909. He very quickly recog- 
nized that he was in the presence of a 
strong subject with exclusively teleplastie 
phenomena. He studied her during four 
years, at Paris and at Munich, where he 

He turned his attention had her come. 
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toward a progressive tightening of the con- 
trols, in order to obtain conditions abso- 
lutely irreproachable. Mme. Bisson, with 
whom he made these observations, had the 
same regard for scientific probity, so that 
their work with Eva constituted for 
Schrenck his first irrefutable proof of the 
reality of the phenomena of materializa- 
tion. This work was published in 1913, in 
the form of a large volume of more than 
five hundred octavo pages. It gave the de- 
tails of all the seances, was filled with pho- 
tographs, and even included a section of 
motionpicture film showing the formation 
of the teleplasmie substance and the way 
it is modeled into quasi-living figures. 

This work created a considerable emo- 
tional reaction among the German-speaking 
countries, [ronical comment and attack was 
as plentiful as were evidences of astonish- 
ment and admiration. The claim was set 
up that the famous teleplasmic substance 
was nothing more than a gum of some sort, 
taken in in advance by the subject and 
ruminated or regurgitated by her at the 
critical. point of the seances. As for the 
eurious flattish figures, lacking essential 

organs, mangled and incomplete, for the 
critics these were rags or even clippings 
from illustrated journals. It was charged 
that the figures thusly materialized at 
times corresponded to the portraits of 
actual persons, as for example President 
Wilson, M. Poinearé, and an actress Monna 

Delsa whose photograph had appeared 
about this time in Je Miroir. Schrenck had 
to place his original photographs in the 
hands of experts, for determination that 
they were not of any fraudulent character. 
On the contrary, they were of considerable 
importance for the ideoplastic hypothesis. 
Mme. Bisson, Eva’s patroness and protec- 
trix, was a sculptress; and the appearance 
of the teleplasm as well as its transforma- 
tions presented precisely the characteristics 
of models in clay. Moreover Eva was an 
avid reader of the illustrated journals; 

and her flat materializations were super- 
normal imitations of those engravings that 
had particularly struck her imagination. 
As for the presumption of rumination, 
Schrenck supplied affidavits by competent 
physicians to the effect that Eva was not 
a ‘‘merycist,’’ that is to say, that she had 
not the power of voluntary regurgitation. 

Schrenck’s vigorous and decisive reply 
bringing out all these points appeared in 
1914 in book form under the title The 
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Battle for the Phenomena of Materializa- 
tion. It was translated into French and 
ran in the Annales des sciences psychiques. 
[he war caused these polemics to be for- 
gotten, along with metapsychies itself; but 
Schrenck did not interrupt his researches 
in the least. In 1919 he had the good for- 
tune to encounter a new subject in a boy 
of sixteen, Willy Schneider, son of a Bava 
rian printer. This young man gave, under 
even better conditions of experiment than 
those enjoyed with Eva, movements with- 
out eontact and teleplasmie formations 
analogous with hers. Schrenck studied 
\Villy for some years, but as early as 1921 
believed himself in a position to communi- 
cate to the public the results which he had 
obtained. These results. were put on rec- 
ord in a work which constituted a second 
volume of The Phenomena of Materializa- 
tion and which appeared in 1922. To- 
gether with Willy’s case, the author pre- 
sented that of Stanislawa P. which he had 
studied in his laboratory in 1912, 1913 
and 1916; that of Maria Silbert (1920) 
and finally that of Einar Nielsen (1921). 

This time the proof of the teleplastie facul- 
ties of the human being was so well done 
that no further serious attempt at refuta- 
tion was made. Any such attempt was 
rendered doubly difficult by virtue of the 
fact that Schrenck had invited to his se- 
ances, in small groups, those German Uni- 
versity professors whom he wished to con- 
vince; and the attestations which these 
savants had signed after one or several 
sittings each were such as to leave no pos- 
sible doubt of the clarity of their con- 
victions. It was in this fashion that 
Sehrenck converted Professor Driesch, who 

since that time has brought to our studies 
the weight of his high scientific and philo- 
sophie authority. ‘ 

Two years after having achieved this 
monumental demonstration of the reality 
of teleplasm, Schreneck published an essay 
upon the phenomenon of telekinesis in 
which he sets forth, side by side with his 

own observations on Eusapia, those of 
Ochorowiez and of Crawford on other sub- 
jects. I have often stressed the extreme 
theoretical importance of the wholly me- 
chanical form taken by the teleplasm on 
those oeceasions when the business in hand 
is not the reproduction of living pictures 
or of animate beings, but merely the dis- 
placement of objects. We have here an 
extension of the law of ideoplastics which 
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governs the external characteristics of all 
these phenomena. These movements at a 
distance Schrenck continued to study 
through Willy in 1922 and 1923, and he 
published a final book, Experiments in. Ac- 
tion at a Distance, which appeared just 
five years ago in Munich. One might say 
that this was the consummation of his 
metapsychical work. 

But there are those who never regard 
their work as finished; and Schrenck was 
one of these. Willy having escaped from 
the Baron’s influence and having in addi- 
tion largely or entirely lost his power with 
his arrival at adult estate, Schrenck suc- 
ceeded in having made available for his 
work the brother, Rudi, who had the same 
gifts as Willy and who like his olger 
brother gave Schrenck some excellent se- 
ances. Then he discovered a new subject, 
one ‘‘Karl Weber,’’ twenty-four years of 
age, who produced physical phenomena, and 
notably levitations, at will and while 
awake. ‘‘Weber’’ was the subject of 
Sehrenek’s communication to the Paris Con- 

gress, a paper which would have merited 

fuller discussion had the atmosphere of the 
Congress only been a more scientific one; 
for it carried a remarkable proof of the 
naturalistic interpretation of these phe- 
nomena. I do not know whether Schrenck 
continued his observations on this subject, 
but perhaps his papers will reveal some un- 
edited observations on Weber with’ which 
his German colleagues and disciples may 
make us acquainted. 

More recently, Schrenck has been inter- 
ested in spontaneous phenomena, particu- 
larly hauntings. He had already studied the 
ease of the Hopfgarten pseudo-haunting, 
which was really more of a poltergeist case. 
He was also keenly interested in the Kot- 
terback and Nikolsburg cases, as well as 
in the Rue Augustin case in Munich. These 
he published in the Zeitung fuer Parapsy- 
chologie in 1928. His last article in this 
review, of which he was the active editorial 
head, was again on a spontaneous case, 
that of Vilma Molnar at Giessing (Janu- 
ary, 1929). 

In reviewing this considerable contribu- 
tion to the literature of psychical research, 
I have not spoken of the quantity of bro- 
chures and articles which Schrenck pub- 
lished about mediums and about other 
metapsychists. There will be found in 
these comparatively little that has real 
bearing upon metapsychics. It is a sur- 
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prise to observe that this great researcher 
has never made any attempt at an inner 
interpretation of the phenomena that he 
has observed. There is, to be sure, a cer- 
tain advantage in confining one’s self to 
the purely experimental aspects: when the 
experiments are on absolutely solid ground, 

one has nothing to fear from time, which 
is just as destructive to theories as it is 
to temporary scaffoldings. But there are 

compensating inconveniences: particularly, 
one must then be resigned to the position 
of the simple mason who brings the stones 
with which others construct harmonious 
edifices. These edifices are necessary for 
the advance of science, even if they have 

ultimately to be reconstructed in their 
entirety. 

There is a degree of grandeur in such a 

renunciation, when it is a voluntary one. 
But | believe that with Schrenck it was 
not voluntary. He lacked the spirit of the 
philosopher. With him there existed no 
urgent need for construction; he felt only 
the urge of accumulating material. In art 
Schrenck was a collector; and just the 

Same, in metapsychies he has gathered an 

array of facts, some of first order, others 
of secondary interest, still others entirely 
mediocre because their degree of impor- 
tance was not aprioristically visible. 

I remember having discussed all this 

with him very frankly, without having ob- 
tained any sufficient response. In reality 
if Schrenck had any very keen desire to 
convince the world of the reality of para- 
psychology, this arose more from the pride 
and arrogance of the pioneer than from 
abstract attachment to scientific truth. For 
the rest, that is to say for the incorporation 
of these new facts into science, he thought 

that his successors would see to that; he 
was not interested in it. He had no inelina- 
tion toward the spiritistie interpretation, 
even as a working hypothesis. On this point 
he was clear. ‘*With Flournoy,’’ he says 
in the introduction of The Phenomena of 
Matervalization, *‘l am of the opinion that 
the hypothesis of spirits not only fails to 
explain the least detail of these processes, 
but that in every way it obstructs and 
shackles serious scientific research.”’ 

This declaration of 1914 he has never 
since then contradicted. In conversation 
with me he has often said: ‘‘I am in accord 
with you, but the matter is more complex 
than you appreciate.’’ Schrenek in my 
opinion deceived himself here; contrary to 
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what he implies, I am ready to concede the 
complexity of the phenomena and it is on 
this very basis that I recognize the inade- 
quaey of the materialistic explanation. 
Schrenck was never able to visualize any 
other alternatives than those of materialism 
and spiritism. The non-materialistic but 
still non-spiritistic basis upon which it is 
evident to me that the phenomena must be 
rationalized was outside his conceptions. 
From this circumstance arose his constant 
wavering and his ultimate radical abstent- 
tion from all speculation as to the meaning 
of his enormous experience. Both the 
explanations which he saw as available 
being obviously inadequate, what could he 
do but waver and abstain? Under the 
influence of the ideas of Driesch, he finally 
arrived at a sort of vague biological theory 
of the teleplasmic phenomena, and this he 
expresses in a few words at the end of his 
ereat work. One thing which he did 
thoroughly appreciate is, that the problem 
of life cannot be separated from the prob- 
lem of the mind; and that physiology. 
normal or supernormal, is already one with 
psychology. 

Here is another of the rare categorical 
judgments to which he has come in the 

course of his researches; I find it in the 
Physical Phenomena of Mediumship, in the 
conclusion; its date is accordingly 1920: 
‘“The telekinetic and teleplasmic — phe- 
nomena are not only different degrees of 
the same animistic process, they depend in 
the end upon psychical manifestations in 
the subconscious sphere of the medium. 
The soi-disant occult intelligences which 
manifest and materialize themselves in the 
seance never display any higher spiritual 
faculty than is owned by the medium and 
the sitters; they are wholly of oneiric type, 
dream personifications that correspond to 
detached memories, to beliefs, to all the 
miscellaneous things that lie dormant in the 
minds of the participants. It is not on a 
foundation of extra-corporeal beings that 
one will find the secret of the psycho- 
dynamical phenomena of these subjects, but 
rather through consideration of hitherto 
unknown transformations of the biopsychi- 
eal forces of the medium’s organism.’’ 

Metapsychics will honor Albert von 
Schrenck Notzing as one of its pioneers. He 
devoted to it his entire life from the 
moment when he reached the necessary 

stage in the frontier science of psychiatry. 
Without allowing himself to be halted by 
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attack, without any distraction of his 
energies into other domains, he brought 
together an amount of material which no 
other person has been able to equal. At 
this moment there are metapsychists who 
are sowing doubt as to the reality of the 
phenomena which he studied. To listen to 
them, we are absolutely sure of nothing 
outside the mental phenomena. ‘‘Ils sont 
orfevres,’’ as we say in French to indicate 
the tendeney of persons in any special field 
to depreciate the work of all others in 
that field in order that their own worth 
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may be more evident; but this ruse is too 
well known to succeed. And in this instance 
it is also very bad ecaleulation. For of 
those who have been able to read the com- 
plete works of Schrenck and to take full 
account of the rigor of his methods, no one 
could possibly give credit to these sus- 
picions. We are, on the contrary, obliged 
to reply with the most perfect certainty 
that Schrenck Notzing has the immense 
merit of having established definitely the 
reality of the physical phenomena of 
metapsychies. 



AN ANCIENT CAMBRIDGE 
POLTERGEIST 

By H. O. EvENNETT, 

Of Trinity College, Cambridge 

fessor of Arabic in the University of 

Cambridge from 1711-1720, under 

the Sir Thomas Adams foundation. The 
chief authority for his life is the biog- 
raphy in Chalmers’ General Biographical 
Dictionary, written by his grandson, Dr. 
Ralph Heathcote. The Life in the D.N.B. 
adds a few odd references from Hearne’s 
collections, etc., but is based entirely upon 
the older Life. There are two volumes of 
his letters in the British Museum (Add. 
MSS. 15911 and 23204) which supply fur- 
ther details, and extracts from other let- 
ters (without references) are given by 
Isaac D’Israeli, Calamities of Authors. 
The Introductions to his various works 
may also be consulted, and Venn’s Alumni 

. ii. 274. 

These letters describing the poltergeist 
are from the British Museum, Lansdowne 
MSs.. 846, ff. 44 ete. At the time, the Pro- 

fessor was in Cambridge Castle for debt. 
He had just brought out his History of the 
Saracens after a great deal of labor and 
worry, occasioned mainly by his financial 
difficulties from which he suffered severely 
all his life. He was a man of retiring and 
studious habits, who applied himself to his 
work with extreme intensity, to the detri- 
ment of his health. But no other account 
of him, printed or in Mss. refers to the 
experience of the poltergeist. 

CAMBRIDGE, May 6th, 1718. 

To Dr. KEITH. 
Sir, 

I do not remember myself to have been 
worse in my whole lifetime than I was 
on Sunday last when to mend the matter 
I was plagued all night with a Caccodeemon 
that infests our castle after a very strange 
manner. He did not suffer me to get one 

wink of rest till after broad daylight, 
and not much then, for he is verily as 

= IMON OCKLEY, 1678-1720, was Pro- 
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troublesome in the day as the night at cer- 
tain times. 

I know these things are exploded as mere 
Chimeras in this (st Dus placet) discerning 
age; but they must give me leave to trust 
to my own experience rather than to their 
Cut bonos. 

I felt him moving under the bed and 
heaving it up. I waited the event, whilst 
he entertained me with variety of sounds 
and capricious troublesome motions in dif- 
ferent parts of the room. At last he gave 
such an explosion under the bed as seem’d 
to sound in my ears as loud as the largest 
cannon, and rais’d both me and the bed 
with the force of it. 

I soon after heard him tapping at the 
top of my bed’s head. I asked him what 
we were to have next? Immediately he 
flew through the boards that separate my 
bed chamber from the next room, and re- 
turned again with such violence that you 
would have imagined that he had shivered 
them all to pieces. Then giving a slight 
tap in the midst of a great boarded wooden 
chair that stands close by my bed’s head, 
he seem’d to make such a noise as when 
a great cat leaps down upon the boards, 
but withall so hollow as if all his body 
except his feet had been made of copper. 
I look’d for him instantly the moon shin- 
ing very bright, but there was no appear- 
ance; then moving a little while at a dis- 
tance he returned to his old tricks again. 

Once he was whisking about in the cor- 
ner of the room and made such a noise 
suppose as a cat would do playing with a 
piece of paper. I snatched the curtain 
immediately to see him, which he took so 
ill that I thought my great wooden chair 
had been coming directly at me; such a 
suddain terrible jarring noise did he make 
with it. 

So civil he is that tho’ the parlour where 
I live all the daytime is a good bow’s shot 
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distant from the chamber where I lodge, 
yet he now and then makes me a visit 
here; and not long since as I was talking 
with an honest man about him, who is not 
over credulous in such cases, he made a 
proselyte of him at once by giving such a 
bounce as seem’d to shake the whole room 
and almost to blow me and my chair quite 
iway, tho’ I never could perceive anything 
stir. 
Yesterday about one o’clock he enter- 

tain’d us with a multitude of hollow 
thumps exactly resembling the fire of can- 
non at a distance. In the afternoon it was 
more like thunder. 

The last night I design’d to entertain 
him by candle light, but perceiving that 
some people in the street had got a notion 
that I was going to conjure down a spirit, 
and besides that he was not so active as 
in the dark; to humour him in his own 
way I put out my candle and put myself 
in a posture for his reception. The first 
I heard of him was a leap from the win- 
dows like a cat; then the noise of two able 
threshers upon a boarded floor. After- 
wards he twisted a long line making the 
same noise that the ropemakers do. He 
whistles admirably well and drives a cart 
or a gang of packhorses. I have heard 
the sound of the bells as distinetly as ever 
I did in my life. After he had entertained 
me thus for a while, I having rebuked him 
after such a manner as I thought most 
proper, I was resolved to endeavour to com- 
pose myself to sleep in spite of him which 
I did, but he would not let me rest long. 

I faney there is a gang of them, or else 
he is like the Old Man in Searron’s comical 
Romanee, that used to act three parts at 
once viz.: the King, the Queen and the 
ambasadour. 

But, after all it is no laughing matter. 
I am sure I do not find it so It is ex- 
ceedingly troublesome and terrible. There 
is something in the nature of those sep- 
arated beings so different from flesh and 
blood as make their too near approach al- 
most insupportable. God preserve us all 
from the Malignant influences of infernal 
powers for the sake of our blessed Lord the 
Saviour Jesus Christ. 

Yesterday my daughter was here, and 
having confess’d that there were unac- 
countable sounds, she wished they were 
louder. The spirit did not stay a great 
while before he gratified her request, and 
gave us a peal like thunder. 

If anyone doubts the truth of this I am 
ready to resign my chamber to him with 
all my heart. 

S. OcKLEY. 
The next letter is dated Ascension Day, 

1718 (May 23rd, O.S.), and in it Ockley 
apparently answers some remarks that Dr. 
Keith had made. 
Dear Sir, 

I perceive you are under a mistake. You 
are not aware how much I converse in my 
thoughts with the invisible world. I never 
make any ostentation of it, for if I ever 
mention anything that goes any farther 
than Mathematical demonstration our peo- 
ple know just as much of it as I do about 
the situation of the cities in the moon. But 
you are a Gentleman to whom I have such 
obligations that it is not, nor ought to be, 
in my power to refuse you anything; but 
notwithstanding all those obligations were 
they ten times greater, they should not in- 
duce me to communicate anything of this 
kind, unless I had that same assurance that 
I have of your being thoroughly qualified 
to judge of things of this nature. 

Whether or no the spirit haunts the 
castle I am not certain. I believ’d so at 
first, but this I am fully assured of, that 
his last visit was a particular Dispensation 
of Providence to me. 

I have heard him make noises at a dis- 
tance some months ago. I am not so ac- 
quainted with things of that nature as not 
to be able to distinguish those sounds from 
any other. I oftentimes said there was a 
spirit and was of course as often laughed 
at. 

But onee (I believe about 3 weeks ago) 
I had sent the keeper on an errand, it was 
about 9 o’clock at night, and my candle 
stood burning by my bedside, I heard upon 
the wall distinct rappings as if they had 
been upon wainscot; I anticipated your 
good advice. I recollected my spirits and 
resigned myself into the hands of the 
Father of Spirits under the protection of 
his blessed Son our Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ. 

I knew very well that that was but the 
beginning, and lived in constant expecta- 
tion to hear more of it, which I did fre- 
quently ; and the reason why I gave you a 
particular account of Sunday night was 
because it was the most remarkable. 

I was indeed of your opinion first. I 
took it to be an uneasy departed spirit, 
and thought it an act of charity to assist 
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it; but all my labour was lost; I had no 
remedy left but fervent prayer, in which 
I spent the greater part of the night. 

Not that 1 was scared, for I defye any- 
one to convict me of anything that ever 
looked like cowardice,* if I have any fault 
with relation to such matters it lyes in the 
other extreme. 

N. B.—So far as the asterisk was written 
as soon as I received your letter, since 
which time I have been under such a feav- 
erish indisposition as has made me in- 
capable of anything and perfectly listless. 
I slept well for two or three nights and 
began to recover my strength and spirits 
but they must of necessity decay again un- 
less my troublesome guest, as you very 
properly call him, either leave this habita- 
tion, or I be removed to another. He is 
come back again as it were with double 
force; for these two last nights he has ex- 
ercised me incessantly from ten till after 
four in the morning. Last night he gave 
near | believe an hundred strokes in the 
next room to me as loud as men make 
when they are rendering timber or break- 
ing down wainscot! besides variety of rap- 
pings, hideous, hollow, inarticulate voices, 
besides several other inimitable sounds. 
This morning between three and four 
a’clock he was very busy in rubbing down 
a long table that stands in my room, and 
as he was whisking about, he now and then 
stumpt like one that has a wooden leg. 
You seem, Sir, to think that he is a ludi- 
crous spirit, and that therefore he is never 
to be entertain’d or subdued in that way. 
I never did entertain him in that way, nor 
did he ever give me any reason. 

I cannot yet be persuaded that he is a 
ludicrous spirit, nor the Soul of any per- 
son deceased. At present I take hin to 
be a malignant evil Genius, of the same 
sort that | met with in Hand Alley, for 
the sounds and his manner are very much 
the same. 

Nobody heard him but myself last night, 
and let me have been in never so great dis- 
tress, I could neither have awakened any 

of them, nor have been able to gone out 
of my room. 

I believe he would speak but cannot. I 
have thought sometimes to lay hold of some 
of his hollow tones but never could to any 
certainty. Whatsoever he is I do not de- 
sire to be farther informed by such con- 
versation. If he is in any distress, no- 
body more ready than myself to serve him; 
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but I do not desire he should distress me, 
which he do’s exceedingly by robbing me 
of my rest, and exercising and debilitating 
my spirits. I have spoken to him several 
times, but he never returned a syllable of 
answer—a week’s more such exercise would 
reduce me to a very bad condition. 

S. OcKLEy. 
Soon after this the Professor was released 

and returned to his family at Swavesey. 
It is to be supposed that his liabilities were 
finally met thanks to the efforts of his 
friends, although a sentence in a letter of 
Dr. Keith’s, presently to be given, would 
seem to imply that this was not so. Per- 
haps his release was on the score of ill- 
health, for it is certain that he was still 
very unwell on his home-coming. More- 
over, the spirit appears to have followed 
him, as is witnessed in the next letter, 
dated July 6th, from Swavesey. It runs as 
follows: 
Dear Sir, 

You ask me, Sir, whether my 
spirit has left me or not. I cannot say 
that he has. About an hour ago my sec- 
ond daughter and I sitting in the kitchen, 
I heard a very great noise above stairs. 
Now you are to understand that I am a 
man the most impatient of noise of any man 
breathing. I took it for granted that the 
maid had been cleaning the rooms or mak- 
ing a bed, and had flung something about 
by accident, but having occasion to go up- 
stairs I found the coast clear, and upon 
enquiry was inform’d that the maid was 
sent on an errand; all the rooms were imme- 
diately search’d, no cat, no dog, nothing 
visible. 

I cannot close my letter before I ac- 
quaint you with one memoir relating to 
the spirit in Cambridge Castle. One night 
when all the prisoners were lock’d up in 
their rooms except two or three innocents, 
[ had oceasion to go to the house of office. 
As soon as I sat down and placed my 
candle on my left hand, the spirit came 
down with such force as you would have 
imagined would have dashed the whole 
partition to pieces. Such things are so 
far from diminishing my courage that they 
encrease it, for immediately I summon up 
all my spirits, and make the most regular 
Christian opposition that I am able, but 
as I have told you before I am not able 
to bear the influence of their vehicles, and 

[ owe my present indisposition to that 
malignant power (so much by way of 
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parenthesis). I immediately snatch’d up 
my candle in one hand, and opened the 
door with the other, but nothing appeared. 

I knew very well that there was none 
of the prisoners could or would impose 
on me, for tho’ I do not design to make 
going to Jayl a habit, yet common sense 
taught me to secure the friendship of the 
most impudent fellow in the crew. I hate 
mortally to have a piss-pot emptied upon 
my head, and then be answered that no- 
body did it. He would not I’m sure play 
any tricks with me because I was his best 
friend; besides if he would he could not, 
for I defye all mortal powers to impose 
upon me in such a ease. 

The sounds that those spirits make are 
inimitable, and their accursed Influence in- 
supportable. However, I went up and 
ask’d him why he made such a noise (tho’ 

I knew it was not he, but I was resolved 
to be thoroughly satisfied). The poor man 
was asleep, but upon my awaking him he 
answered that he had made no noise but 
had been composing himself to rest ever 
since he came to bed. I then took more 
particular notice of the building and ob- 
served that it was impossible for any of 
the prisoners (considering the situation of 
their lodgings) to have made any such 
noise in that place. I wrapt myself up in 
my gown and went thither again on pur- 
pose to see whether he would return. As 
soon as I was sat down he came with the 
same foree, and gave such a jar to the 
door as if a man had kick’d at it with the 
utmost force. I saw the door jarr, as I 
did the first time, and opened it as quick 
as I could, but finding nothing went to bed. 

S. OcKLEY. 
In reply to this letter Dr. Keith wrote 

on July 12th :— 

Rev. and Dear Sir, . 
I received your very acceptable letter 

of the 6th and rejoyced to see it dated 
from Swavesey. I am sorry first of all to 
hear of your indisposition and listlessness 
and especially of the weakness and tremor 
of your nerves. I shall set down a pre- 
scription or two at the end of this, which 
I desire you would use for about ten days 
or a fortnight. You may send for the 
powders mentioned in the first in two little 

vials, and weigh out 15 grains of each in 
the morning and evening when you take 
them. They will be the more effectual if 
you will add 5 grains of the Sal Succini to 
them, and therefore you may get one dram 
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of this in a vial too. When you have 
weighed out of the powders mix them in a 
little conserve of Rosemary flowers, and 
take it by way of Bolus, drinking a cup- 
full of sage or sassafras tea after it. Tho’ 
you don’t mention any disorder in your 
stomach yet I think it fit to order a gen- 
eral litter for you in order to help your 
digestion, which I reckon to be one-half 
of the cure. If you hav’t an honest Apothe- 
eary that’s your friend your daughter may 
get the ingredients and boil them at home, 
and also the two waters to add to the 
liquor when it is strained out and cold. 
I pray God to give his blessing that they 
may be a means of your recovery. When 
you are in any tolerable condition to use 
it, I would recommend to you gentle exer- 
cise, and especially riding on horse-back. 

In the next place I cannot but lament 
the negligence and imprudence of your 
friends both at Oxford and Cambridge, 
and indeed am at a loss how to account for 
either. In the meantime, you must take 
a good heart and do the best you can. And 
I hope you will especially since now you 
will be easier at home than ever. For I 
reckon the noise and disturbance that may 
come from the other spirit will be in all 
respects less sensible. . .. . eribed the 
whole of your three letters on the subject 
of the spirit in Cambridge Castle, and 
have here enclos’d them to be communi- 
eated to his Lordship at your leisure. I 
have not heard the least syllable of that 
of Hand Alley a great while. I often pass 
by the house and see it is still inhabited. 

I remain very heartily, 
Rev. Sir, 

Your sincere humble servant, 
JAMES KEITH. 

This letter (Add. MSS. 15911, f. 33) does 
not tell us how Ockley’s financial affairs 
were settled. The doctor may be lament- 
ing either that it was not due to the efforts 
of his friends that he was released, or may 
be only deploring that they took so long 
to do it. The professor appears, also, to 
have thought that the spirit which was 
now troubling him at home was a different 
one from that which had plagued him in 
prison. Did Dr. Keith really consider the 
whole affair simply a delusion of his 
friend’s temporarily unbalanced mind? 
This is a question which may well be con- 
sidered. Ockley was doubtless uncouth and 
abnormal. He may easily have overworked 
his brain, for he was indefatigable at his 
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studies, allowing himself little or no leisure 
and working far into the night. The re- 
action which must have followed the com- 
pletion of his history, coupled with his 
physical weakness, may quite possibly have 
deranged his mind for a while and led to a 

hallucinatory condition. 
In spite of restored health, Ockley only 

had two more years of life left him. He 
died at Swavesey on August 9th, 1720, and 
was buried there, though I have searched 
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in vain for his grave. His widow, as might 
be expected, was left in great financial 
straits and was forced to appeal to Harley 
for the means to educate her children 
(Sloane MSS. 4253, f. 70). But as Harley 
himself died soon after it is unlikely she 
ever received any aid. Ockley’s only son, 
Anthony, became a scholar of Gonville and 
Caius College, and his third daughter, 
Martha was the mother of his biographer, 
Dr. Ralph Heathcote. 
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My Witness to the Soul’s Survival—V. 

ers that I hold the real and perma- 

nent part of man to be that imma- 

terial Thinker within us whose powers of 
will, imagination, and memory are ever 
actively engaged in the discovery and cre- 
ation of new and more perfect modes of 
self-expression and more plastic and obe- 
dient vehicles for their manifestation. The 
Thinker weaves garments for his Thought, 
using Life and all the vital powers of 
Nature for the embodiment of his perpetual 
ideals. These ‘‘garments’’ are organs of 
mental and emotional activity, and they 
constitute what we term ‘‘Personality,’’ as 
the symbols which express the essential 
character of the man. But the true Per- 
sonality lies within the external, and we 
need a word to assist us to distinguish be- 
tween the real Entity and its external 
tokens which are the marks of Personality 
only but which, like all symbols, are liable 
to be confused with or, indeed, mistaken 
for the original from which they are de- 
rived. In all the most venerable systems 
of philosophy there seems a fundamental 
recognition of a three-fold constitution of 
man’s being namely, Spirit, Soul, and Body. 
In modern thought, or at least in our pop- 
ular terminology the distinction between 
Spirit and Soul seems to have become ob- 
secured: hence the fallacious and often ab- 
surd use of the word ‘“‘spirit’’ when mani- 
festations of a psychic or ‘‘soul’’ order 
are in question. To any who desire to 
clear their ideas on this subject I would 

recommend G. R. S. Mead’s book ‘‘The 
Subtle Body.’’ Or the Aryan doctrines 
collected by the Theosophical publishing 
houses may be studied. One may gain 
from the enquiry a practical idea of the re- 
lated powers and functions of Soul and 
Spirit together with some notion of those 

less material vestures which lie in the 
planes of substanee intermediate between 

I THINK I have made clear to my read- 
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Soul and Body and partake of the nature 
of both. 

I accept it as a proved certainty as well 
as a logical necessity that we possess within 
the body of flesh another which is its 
etheriec pattern or counterpart. On both 
these bodies the real Personality of the 
man must leave its unmistakable impress. 
But as regards the physical body, this im- 
press is confused, for it betokens much 
that is not individual but racial or of fam- 
ily origin. Hence it is but a fallible guide 
to the individual character. Probably the 
etheric body is a far more accurate sym- 
bol of the man, for the reason that it must 
be conceived to hold and to represent all 
the acquired experience of a lifetime and 
to enshrine all its individual memories. It 
would then reflect the real Personality in 
a higher degree than the body of flesh. But 
just as the earth-body even to the very 
end of life will exhibit the marks of its 
ancestry, and of habit (mental, passional, 
ete.) derived from its forbears, so it may 

be assumed that the psychic vehicle which 
lies within and animates it would be sen- 
sitive in a yet higher degree to the contact 
and impress of other personalities. In this 
view, the subliminal part of us would he 
the arena of activity of swarms of other 
personalities not in the strict sense our 
own at all, but entering into the orbit of 
our individual being through sympathetic 
relation or mental and emotional affinity. 
If my hypothesis be true, it must recon- 
cile phenomena at present seemingly con- 
tradictory, and explain the relation be- 
tween two opposed concepts of the origin 
of psychic phenomena, showing these to 
be essentially one: I mean, of course, the 
‘*spiritist’’ concept on the one hand and 
the ‘‘subeonscious dramatization’’ theory 
on the other. It would mean a distinction 
of degree rather than of kind; a difference 
relative rather than absolute. To exem- 
plify what I mean, let me try to, give an 
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instance drawn from observed facts. I 
would recall first the well-understood dis- 
tinction between ‘‘obsession’’ and ‘‘ posses- 
sion’’—a distinction which may usefully bc 
compared with Mr. Dudley’s recent defi- 
nition as published in this JouRNAL, Jan- 

uary to March of a ‘“‘psychic’’ versus a 
‘‘medium.’’ I am not proposing to con- 
trovert his distinction, which I hold to be 
a very salutary one, but this I would like 
to suggest; that the difference he observes 
is possibly not so much a difference between 
individuals as between states or functions 
which may at different times make them- 
selves apparent in the same individual. In 
other words, a ‘‘psychic’’ is one in whom 
the contact of associated personalities re- 
mains an external one, and such impress 
as they may make upon her subliminal 
consciousness is of a superficial nature, 
and requires to be interpreted through per- 
sonal channels of mental transmission. 
They need not even be of such intimate 
degree as to warrant the term “‘obsessive.’’ 
They may—as appears probable in some 
cases of psychometry—do no more than 
create a mental relation akin to the impres- 
sions which reach us through the senses. 
The next degree would be also ‘‘ psychic’’ 
rather than mediumistic, and it would be 
that which I indicated in my diagram of the 
magnetic field or ‘‘aura’’ of the individual, 
in which the obsessing influences are shown 
as other magnets whose poles of mentality 
are entering in upon the fringe of the sub- 
conscious pole of the ‘‘ psychic.’’ 

But let the resistance of the ‘‘aura’’ be 
lessened, or the strength of the obsessing 
personality be increased and we should 
witness the actual penetration by another 
personality, and the subconscious ‘‘pole’’ 
of the ‘‘psychic’’ would be united te the 
‘‘pole of mentality’’ of the other, giving 
rise to the phenomenon of ‘‘possession’’ 
and ‘‘mediumship’’ in the full sense of the 
word. 

But so long as the associated influence 
remains too weak to invade the instinctive 
or mental barrier put up by the “‘ psychie,”’ 
just so long will that psychic remain the 
interpreter of all impressions that may en- 
ter the field of the ‘‘aura,’’ and these will 
then bear, in a greater or less degree the 
imprint of the psychie’s mentality as the 
mark of their origin. And it may well be 
understood that the visible tokens of the 
actual presence or influence of another and 
independent personality might be so faint, 
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sO meager, or so distorted as to justify 
the belief that there was nothing more in 
the phenomenon than a mere subconscious 
or imaginative impersonation of the alleged 
communicating intelligence. Something of 
this kind offers, to my mind, a more ade- 
quate and comprehensive explanation of 
those fragmentary and imperfect manifes- 
tations of psychie contact than any whole- 
cloth theory of a personal ‘‘subconscious- 
ness’’ at work in manufacturing the sem- 
blance of non-existent communicators and 
controls. I am of course speaking only of 
eases of authentic psychic gifts. There are 
no doubt, quite enough and to spare of 
those who pretend to them from various 
motives. On such, I do not propose to 
waste my readers’ time or my own. Broad- 
ly, the principle which I wish to emphasize 
is this; that even as our physical body with 
its instincts and ancestral traits is a heri- 
tage of the race and nothing more than a 
temporary vehicle of the racial life—not 
personal, inasmuch as all its atoms are bor- 
rowed and perpetually being replaced,—so 
also the etheric body must be regarded as 
a racial rather than a personal thing, and 
because of this, to be regarded as a focus 
and vehicle of all manner of racial affini- 
ties, germs of personality innumerable in 
their power of subliminal contact and asso- 
ciation. And herein would be the main- 
spring of the dramatic tendency so con- 
stantly seen in the psychic and in which 
the marks of non-personal origin would be 
overlaid by the accumulated deposits of 
mental experience. 

So, in short I would present the idea of 
our subliminal being as the sphere of in- 
teraction between our own personality and 
other elements of personality countless in 
number, and nearer to or more distant from 
our consciousness in proportion to our af- 
finity of thought with them and will re- 
main normally submerged and unable to 
dispossess us from our lawful sovereignty 
and self-dominion. 

I do not think there is anything of 
greater importance to psychic science than 
the enquiry into the true nature of that 
etheric body which is capable of material- 
izing itself through the powers of the me- 
dium. There are three aspects under which 
we may make study of it. These are anal- 
ogous to what we learn of the physical body 
and brain. The first is its aspect as a 
manifestation of force or immaterial sub- 
stance, plastic to idea: the second its aspect 
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as an organ of the personal mind and mem- 
ory, of the individual character: and the 
third would be the study of its racial traits. 
Now we know how any habit of mind will 
infallibly impress itself upon the physical 
body and make it a clearer symbol of char- 
acter. Probably the etheric body may 
be a far more accurate symbol of the essen- 
tial personal traits, inasmuch as we must 
suppose it to represent and to express all 
phases of experience and the memories of 
a lifetime. But it is clear that its tem- 
poral manifestation in the séance-room can 
give but one of these phases at any single 
time. We cannot therefore say that the 
psyehic or etheric body has ever been 
wholly represented in a material sense. 
For such representation we should need 
something in the nature of a sublimated 
cinema record: but of course we have no 
such record. 

There are cases in which more than one 
phase of the etheric body has been mani- 
fested. For example, there are at least 
two states in which the thumbprint of 
Walter Stinson has been reproduced, and 
these would appear to relate to two differ- 
ent periods of his life, one of them before 
and one after he had received a small 
wound to his thumb which has left a scar 

on its surface. In each ease the record 
would probably be instinctive or subcon- 
scious, as there does not appear to have 
been any deliberate intention or choice in 
the forming of the symbol. 

In this connection I recall a case of 
‘“psychie’’ photography in which there 
seems to have been a quite unintentional 
blending of two widely distinct memory- 
records on a single plate. This happened 
during a series of experiments by Mr. 
Stavely Bulford, an English psychist. On 
one of the plates there appeared the fylly- 
recognized image of a relative of his own 
who had died at an advanced age. The 
head was that of an old lady. But there 
was this peculiarity about it, that instead 
of the hair being dressed according to her 
custom in later life (and as he would have 

known her), it was represented as arranged, 
after the manner of her girlhood’s days, 
with little bunches of side-curls in the early 

Victorian fashion. In a subsequent com- 
munication it was explained that she had 
thought herself back into her image at that 
time. But this was quite unintentional 
and it might indicate a mental habit or 
preference. It is no mere coincidence that 
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the words ‘‘habit’’ and ‘‘vesture’’ are in- 
terchangeable. The garments we wear are 
symbols of personality in the habitual sense. 
I therefore see nothing illogical or absurd 
in the affirmation that the disembodied are 
‘‘habited’’ thus in garments appropriate 
to their psychical status. As we do not in 
life habitually think of ourselves as un- 
clothed, it is scarcely likely that our mem- 
ory-body—so long as earth’s recollections 
persist,—will have the character of nudity. 
I am not able to envisage the psychical 
body in its objective aspect save in terms 
of memory and habit, either conscious or 
subconscious, as a true record of life’s ex- 
periences. The higher vehicles of Mind 
may have symbolic vestures of a less mate- 
rial pattern, but on this we can not profit- 
ably speculate. But there is another point 
I am desirous of introducing here, as it 
plays a part, I am sure, in connection with 
the phenomena of psychie control which 
must not be overlooked. We know in re- 
gard to our own mental processes that our 
thinking tends to become habitual and 
hence often very mechanical. We know 
how easy it is to let the mind wander re- 
laxing the effort of attention and thus allow 
the automatic functions of the brain to 
usurp control, so that our thought becomes 
desultory and in conversation we may give 
vague and unresponsive answers if our in- 
terest be not sustained. This dream-like 
habit may arise from preoccupation or 
from other causes, and if we observe it in 
others to a marked degree, we say they are 
‘*Not all there.’’ I believe that this dream- 
like state is typical of those communica- 
tions which reach us through the avenue 
of the subconscious mind and that there- 
fore it must be admitted as a factor in 
much of our attempted intercourse with 
psychic controls. There is at times a dis- 
tinctly mechanical aspect to these commu- 
nications, and a hypnotic explanation easily 
offers itself. But if we examine the prob- 
lem more closely we must see that in the 
very nature of such control it is unlikely 
that there can be the same direct facility 
of communication as subsists between two 
living persons: for the avenue lies through 
the region of the subliminal, and it is 
through that dim and dreamlike channel 
that the mental contact must be established. 

I conceive that such lapses may most 
easily occur in connection with the revival 
or attempted revival of physical memories 
on the part of the disembodied, for the 
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simple reason that they being one degree 
removed from the physical state must ex- 
perience the need of effort proportionately 
greater than we. My suggestion is there- 
fore that the vague and unsatisfactory 
quality of some communications may at 
times be reasonably explained on the 
ground that the person communicating is 
‘*not all there.’’ In some of the best in- 
stances of messages from the ‘‘other side’’ 
received both by myself and others, this 
has been affirmed. There is a lapse of in- 
timate association between the Self and its 
Memories and these have to be recalled 
and stimulated with much effort and some- 
times with but partial success. The case 
of Johannes Bryant, monk of Glastonbury 
1497-1534, seems typical of this condition. 
At times he could apparently collect him- 
self and control his recollections so well as 

to be able to give me in precise and veri- 
fiable detail, the story of the buildings 
whose erection he himself witnessed in the 
reign of King Henry VIII. At another 
time, he would plaintively admit his inabil- 
ity to distinguish between what was actu- 
ally existing and what was ‘‘in his dreme.’’ 
And he would have us realize that his con- 
tact with us is limited to the ‘‘earth-mem- 

part of him and that the real and ory”’ 
permanent Self of him rests from its labors 
and is in a sphere where the associations 
of earth do not linger or hinder his prog- 
ress to superior states. 
in the midst of a 
cence, to say: 

**T dydde it not, God wot, not 1! Why 
cling I to that which is not? It is I, and 
it is not I. butt parte of me which dwel- 
leth in the past and is bound to that 
whych my carnal soul loved and ealled 
‘home’ these many years. 

Yet I, Johannes, am of many partes; 
and ve better parte doeth other things— 
Laus—Laus Deo!—only that parte which 
remembreth elingeth like memory to what 
it seeth vet.”’ 
Equally brilliant as an exponent of cer- 

tain phases of the earth-memory is the 
Oscar Wilde ‘‘control’’ which is the more 
impressive of identity on account of its 
having manifested through at least three 
independent mediums. Yet even in this 
case it will be seen that there is room for 
doubt as to whether the whole personality 
is present or whether we are not rather in 
touch with a certain stratum of his recol- 
lections derived from the later phases of 

Thus he breaks off 
‘ather painful reminis- 
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his earth career. Where a many-sided per- 
sonality of this order is concerned, such 
part of that personality as may find a sym- 
pathetic link with the mind of the particu- 
lar medium or sitter engaged, may be ex- 
pected to emerge and find expression. 
Thus the Oscar Wilde of Mrs. Dowden will 
not be exactly the same side of him as the 
O. W. of Mr. V’s mediumship, and again 
the O. W. of ‘‘Margery’s’’ script will vary 
from these. Yet all three will reflect the 
personality of Wilde in some one or other 
of its phases or moods. I shall give my 
readers a sketch of these communications 
as I know them; for I think it would not 
be an easy matter to discover a more in- 
teresting case of ‘‘associated personality’’ 
than this. I use the term advisedly, be- 
cause I think we have here good evidence 
of the presence of a genuine independent 
personality who gives satisfactory proof of 
his identity. The record of the O. W. com- 
munications published by Mrs. Dowden un- 
der the title ‘‘ Psychic Messages from 
Oscar Wilde’’ has, I believe, been endorsed 
by competent literary critics. As to that, 
I must rely on what those may say who 
are familiar with his works, for I cannot 
pretend to any extensive acquaintance with 
them. But as I have said, we must look 
very closely into the mental associations of 
medium or sitter or both before arriving 
at any conclusion on such matters. 

Mrs. Dowden is quite frank as to her 
own knowledge of Wilde’s work, and her 
book inspires confidence. But I have rea- 
sons of my own for regarding this as a 
genuine case of ‘‘control,’’ even though it 
may appear that Wilde was not ‘‘all there.’ 
When I first had the privilege of sitting 
with Mrs. Dowden for experiments in auto- 
matic writing, she had scarcely finished 
with the Wilde control although the bulk 
of the material had been recorded, and the 
‘*Daily News’’ had given publicity to the 
matter. Now Mrs. Dowden had a definite 
plan in asking me to sit with her; and it 
had nothing to do with Wilde. It con- 
cerned my previous work in relation to 
Glastonbury Abbey. 

I had not been a reader of Wilde’s works, 
but had seen and appreciated one or two 
of his plays. Almost as soon, however, as 
our sittings commenced, there came mes- 
sages from some who claimed to have been 
monks of Glastonbury. But Wilde broke 
through and was plaintive at having been 

ousted by these ‘‘pious’’ people, whom he 
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seemed to regard with a certain disdain. 
One of his remarks is amusing. His com- 
ment on my own mentality as the source 
of these intrusive associations was humor- 
ous if somewhat satirical. I quote it from 
Mrs. Dowden’s reeord of a Ouija-board 
communication dated December 14, 1923. 
The ‘‘traveler’’ was pointed towards me 
and Wilde spelled out: 

‘‘A curious restoration this. 
find a mind into whose 
should like to plunge. 
to probe your ideas.’’ 
Then, after a pause (during which I sup- 

pose he was doing his probing) : 
‘‘This is a strange construction. Here 
I find the mediaeval mind, and on it is 
perched, like a pert bird, the spirit of 
the twentieth century. A poet could in- 
deed make sport of you, but I have 
other feelings: for my deep pity is ex- 
cited, that this intricacy of mind is 

placed in this dim age of toilsome work. 
Sir, will you permit me to discourse with 
you? It would give a shade who shuns 

the light great pleasure to share ideas 
of twenty years ago with you.”’ 
I said: ‘‘Surely, Osear Wilde, the 

glimpses of the world which you obtain 
through this medium must be helpful and 
refreshing to you?’’ 

‘It is as if a rose had opened in my 
path: for what can such as I find in a 
world of shadows and of dimness? This 
is not punishment, as you believe, but 

a portion of my experience which floats 
by me like a grey cloud and which will 
consummate the full expansion of my 
soul. I know that eestasy is mine; but 
here I am confined; and the rich day is 
hidden from me. Never ean I gaze 

again upon the blue waters of the sea 
or feel the wind come whispering by, me 
in the dim evening light. I am a shadow, 
and the life here the shadow of a shadow. 
Can you imagine what I am?”’ 
My sittings with Mrs. Dowden continued 

at frequent intervals throughout the years 

1924 and 1925 and were resumed from 
February to August 1926—shortly after 
which I left for America. But so far as 
| can remember, Oscar Wilde as a commu- 
hieator, never again made his presence 
known in these sittings. 

In October, 1926, I arranged to sit with 
‘‘Margery’’ for automatic writing and at 
the first trial, which took place on the 21st 
§ October, some very promising results 

Here I 

intricacies [| 

Permit me, Sir, 
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were obtained. On the following evening 
we had a private sitting upstairs in order 
to talk with Walter and to sound his views 
on the subject of these experiments. Wal- 
ter approved them as they did not, he said, 
involve any internal control of his medium, 
but were subject to a very different law 
which operates from without. Thus, he 
explained, there was no likelihood of inter- 
ference with his own control by any for- 
eign entity. He desired that the trials. 
should continue and he would assist them. 
But speaking of the monkish influences 
which were about the sitter, he said he 
would prefer that we should try for some- 
thing definite in the nature of a play or 
novel dealing with psychie subjects and 
for this he said he would try to get help 
from his own side. And on the 23rd, when 
we held our next sitting Walter introduced 
his eoadjutor. Who should it be but Oscar 
Wilde! Here is my record of the script. 
The writing seems a mixture of two or 
three different hands. In places, the Greek 
‘fe’? is used. This was characteristic of 

Wilde’s writing. 
(Walter) ‘‘Hello, Bond.”’ 

(FBB. ‘‘Top of the morning to you, 

Walter.’’) 
(Waiter) “‘Top of the milk to you. 
O. W. says ‘‘Don’t think. It is so un- 

unhealthy. Many persons die of it. It 
is like a disease.’’ 
(FBB. ‘‘What is a disease, Walter?’’) 

(Walter). ‘‘Thinking. O. W. says this. 
(Here ensued a change of control. O. W. 
speaks. ) 

(O. W.) ‘‘Bond. Death is such a distress- 
ing certainty, isn’t it,—like marriage? 
Only one ean avoid marriage, and not 
death. Never think about it! But one 
must—it is too certain. There’s that 
distressing element, Time, again. Well, 
there will be no uneertainty about 
PLACE for some of us! 
‘‘Write some very graphic descriptions 
about the old Abbey to have ready—espe- 
cially the Well and Underground’ pas- 
sages. Now proceed and may all the 
evil spirits speed you—they are speedier. 
There is a place for everything. List 
the names of your monks and get all 
the descriptions ready. You do the pious 
side of it.’’ 

Oscar WILDE. 
Sitting January 2, 1927. 

‘*Hello, Bond. Some eall me Wilde. I 

was really very tame. The familiar way 
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I am addressed in this harem! (There 
were two or three ladies present and this 
was a propos of some remark.) I am 
used to it. One becomes accustomed to 
almost anything. . . . Yes, I loved all 
women at a distance. . . . (Question 

asked here)... . I have never been sad 

. Just misplaced experience. Why 
don’t they let me write? .. . these hands 

.. one hand is sufficient... No? Well, 
what am I doing? 

(after some conversation among the guests) 
‘‘No, I am being appreciated. Madam, 
I fully appreciated myself on earth. 
Some have to die to do that,—not me! 
(Question here)... The same. I love 
the perfect liar. They are a necessity. 
If you are going to lie, acquire tech- 
nique. ... Are you a good liar? Try 
again. (Here FBB remarked as to an 
English play or scenes for a play pur- 
porting to be written by the shade of 
Oscar Wilde.) All right. If they are 
good, I wrote them. . . . The beauty of 
being dead. If your writings are no 
good, you didn’t. If good, claim them. 
Someone else has to do the work.’’ 

‘*Bonne Mout. The moat around old 

Glaestinbury. It was a good moat, they 
tell me. Arviganus (This should be Ar- 
viragus, the name of the British king 
who granted land to Joseph of Arima- 
thea, but this is quite unknown to me- 
dium) gave the marsh to Joseph, and he 
builded the church from the wattles of 
the marsh. How’s that? My seripta- 
rium! He built a little wooden church 
and on that church, later, two stone 

churches took their places. Both were 
destroyed by fire. See what a perfect 
fiction writer I have become! 

‘How the high Chureh of England ever 

sprung from that, I dinna ken. The 
candles started from the monks lighting 
their way into misty eellars. The robes, 
—huge aprons to keep their food from 
slopping. .. .”’ 

(in another hand) 
‘‘We bring to you great actors of the 

past. The Past—the Present—Future 
—allis one. No longer does there seem 
the Great Divide.’’ 

Good night.’’ 

The contact once established, Wilde was 
able to write through the hand of Margery 
when sitting alone. Thus, on the 25th of 

October, she received the following: 
‘*T am coming to you through the mind 
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of another—perhaps it is just as well. 
Call it the subconscious if you wish, 
only thank God there is a mind at all. 
So many seem to have lost theirs. 

‘*T am going to try and help you with 
an idea; part of it truth and part lies. 
I have told you, lying is an art. It re- 
quires the most careful study. Prac- 
tice must precede perfection. Ancient 
historians gave us the most delightful 
fiction in the form of fact: the modern 

novelist gives us dull facts under the 
guise of fiction. 

‘*Modern fictions and writers of po- 
etry seem to be increasing. I would dis- 
courage it. We will go back to the ancient 
monks, in whose hands dramatic art be- 
comes abstract and mythological. 

‘*Let us not stick to life: it becomes so 
boresome, vulgar and commonplace. But 
rather let us enlist Death in our service, 
clothing it in strange raiment and reso- 
nant music. 

‘*Tf people talk,—let them! You can’t 
possibly stop them. I have told you 
there is only one thing worse than being 
talked about and that is, not being talked 
about: so let’s proceed. We will revive 
the old art of lying and the old art of 
truth. 

‘*T was not appreciated living: nor do 
I expect to be now that I am dead— 
dead !—what a beautiful word. It con- 
veys the meaning that the end has come, 
—an end to everything. I was a great 
artist in my line: you will never find a 
greater one. With full appreciation of 
myself, let us proceed.’’ 
And he proceeds to sketch out the lines 

of a play in which the monks of old time 
are to perform their part anew on earth’s 
stage. Had circumstances permitted, this 
play might have developed: but it was not 
to be. Yet strangely enough, the Oscar 
Wilde control of Mrs. Hester Dowden has 
found dramatic expression in a play claim- 
ing to be written under his control. Plans 
were made for its production at the New 
Theatre, London, in the autumn of 1927, 
but they fell through—as I understand— 
for reasons in no way connected with the 
merits of the play itself. 

In assessing the value of the Oscar Wilde 
communications as evidence for the pres- 
ence of an ‘‘associated personality’’ inde- 
pendent either of the medium or other per- 

sons engaged, the following facts may be 
borne in mind. 
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(1) Margery is totally unfamiliar 
with the details of the life, the works, 
and the opinions and literary character 
of Osear Wilde, who would be nothing 
but a name to her. 

(2) She has practically no knowledge 
of the details of Mrs. Dowden’s medium- 
ship: and as regards my own archaeolog- 
ical work she has only hearsay evidence 
and has not read my books. So far as 
her subconscious trend might operate in 
the results of this experiment, it would 
probably be the monastic atmosphere 
that would be apparent owing to her 
hearsay knowledge of the Glastonbury 
work. But the Wilde influence would 
be quite outside it. 

(3) Assuming myself to have been the 
bearer of this contact, there may have 
been a subconscious stimulus of sugges- 
tion in Walter’s remark on October 21st 
that he could get someone from his side 

to assist in the production of a play,— 
a suggestion tending to revive recollec- 

tion of what Mrs. Dowden may have told 
me of his intention with regard to her- 
self. 

(4) But the script of October 25th, 
so characteristic of Wilde, as well as the 
outline of the play (complete with pro- 
logue and epilogue) were produced en- 
tirely in my absence from the neighbor- 
hood, and when I was in Minnesota. The 

scheme of the play deals with reincarna- 
tion and it is merely a bald outline with- 
out dialogue; practically a scenario only. 
Nothing in it suggests to me the genius 
or personality of the writer. 

[In spite, therefore, of the flashes of epi- 
eram and other marks of the genuine Wilde 

which distinguish the script received 
through Mrs. Dowden, the feeling has re- 
mained with me that we are dealing here 
not with the full and integral personality 
in its essential aspect, but with a certain 
‘stratum’’ of that personality, embodying 
one or other of the later phases of his lit- 
erary career and indicating a _ certain 
‘habit of mind’’ reflecting some recogniz- 
able traits. This feeling impressed itself 
ipon me when studying Mrs. Dowden’s 
record, and in particular certain fragments 
among the unpublished material which 
seemed to me to suggest a state of ‘‘disso- 
‘iation’’ in which he found himself, a state 
in which he was striving to co-ordinate and 
'o unify the sundered links of memory and 
experience and to realize a fulness or com- 
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pleteness of being which had once been his 
but was now his no longer. 

I shall now pass to a very different ex- 
ample of mediumistic control and commu- 
nication, bearing the hall-mark of a gen- 
uine nature in the manner of its verifica- 
tion and in the identification of the person 
communicating, which in this case is abso- 
lute. But again, the individual who writes 
the message is not present in full conscious- 
ness and it is only a part of him, and that 
the dream-consciousness, which furnishes 
the link that enables him to speak. But 
he comes just as any other control might 
come, and were it not for the knowledge 
of his identity, this would constitute pre- 
cisely, one of those cases which the psychic 
researcher would classify as a ‘‘subcon- 

scious dramatization’’ of facts telepathi- 
cally conveyed from the mind of the sitter. 

I had been about four months in Amer- 
ica when this happened. On New Year’s 
Eve, 1926-27, at 9.30 p. m., I was sitting 
with ‘‘Margery’’ for automatic writing. 
She was holding the pencil and I was plac- 
ing my hand lightly on hers as is my 
usual rule. I had nothing special in mind 
and said ‘‘ We will ask them to give what 
they wish.’’ 

‘Yes, you are kind. Old friends have 
changed: old manners gone. Imagine a 
dry New Year’s Eve! Take a few of 
these busy folks and chop their heads off 
on the Tor ... (like) the last Abbot.’’ 
This, Margery did not understand. I 

explained it to her as a humorous refer- 
ence to the fate of the last Abbot of Glas- 
tonbury. The ‘‘Tor’’ is the hill overlook- 
ing the Abbey. The writing went on: 

‘“Yes, if they could see your ugly 
posts, they would weep salt tears ... tha 
ones you put in to show the old Abbey 

. and you an architect! Hang you 
from the thornbush! 
Now who was this person who objected 

so forcibly to the tarred stakes which I 
had inserted to mark some of the founda- 
tions that I had discovered there? The 
thornbush has historic associations of 
which Margery is ignorant. There was 
further badinage on the part of this face- 
tious communicator and he informed me in 
reply to my question, that he was a friend 
whom I knew well. I assured him that 
I had not the least idea who he might be 
and all I got in reply to my request for 
his name was: 

‘*A good New Year’s puzzle for you, 
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Bond. .. Ask me no questions and I 
shall tell you no lies.’’ 
As I am not permitted to give the name, 

[ shall here use a pseudonym. My friend 
was at last persuaded to respond, and 
wrote this: 

‘*T am from the Isle of Apples. 
keep my eye upon you. 

I will 

FLOHR.”’ 
Again, Margery is ignorant of the fact 

that ‘‘The Isle of Apples’? means ‘‘ Ava- 
lon’’—otherwise Glastonbury in Somerset. 
‘*Plohr’’ then proceeded : 

‘The Blessed Isle of Avalon 

Upon a marsh they built a kirk. 
[ am your friend—a monk—your worthy 

friend. 
You know me well.”’ 
Once more I tried to get the name with 

some means of identification, and this time 
Margery wrote: 

‘* PLOWER.”’ 
This I reeognized as the name of a man 

with whom I have done a good deal of 

business in that part of the country. I 
said ‘*Tell me, Flower, are you talking to 
me in your sleep?’’ ‘‘Not so,’’ was the 
reply. Then I said ‘‘Well, you must be 
travelling in your dreams. ... Now Flower, 
listen to me. I want to you to remember 

all about this dream when you wake. You 
have been dreaming true. Mind you re- 
member all about it.’ (‘‘ Yes’’) . And 
be sure to write it down. You will promise 
me this?’’ 

‘*Yes, I 

adviser.’”’ 
I said: ‘‘Do you fully realize that you 

have come to me here?”’ 
‘*T am here.’ 
‘*Do you realize that your body sleeps?”’ 
‘*T do not know.”’ 

‘Will you make an effort to remember 
everything ?’’ 

**T will, if I ean.”’ 

will act as your adviser 

‘‘Now, once more, give me your name. 
The lady holding the pencil does not know 
it. [ want you to sign your full name 

through her hand: then I shall be quite 

certain that it is yourself and no other.”’ 
Margery then wrote slowly and in long 

sloping letters the name (pseudonym used 
here ) 

‘*Harotp A. FLOWER.’’ 
The name was perfectly correct and in 

the style of writing which seemed to me 
characteristic of the writer. I transeribed 
all this communication, made a careful 
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tracing of the signature and posted them 
to Mr. Flower within a few days of the 
event. I received from him shortly after- 
wards an acknowledgment. This was fol- 
lowed later by a fully explanatory letter. 
delayed owing to a pressure of business. 
It bears out Mr. Flower’s assurance that h: 
was not talking to me in his sleep. From 
his reply, I quote the following: 

‘*Your letter written at New Year 
came duly to hand with enclosed copy 
of automatic script. This interested me 
greatly as it so happened that at the 
time it was received by you, I was sitting 
up late with my brother-in-law who is 
much interested in architecture and was 
discussing with him the topic of archi- 
tecture in America; your name being 
mentioned many times in the conversa- 
tion. In order to make certain of this, 
I asked my friend to give me his own 
recollection of what we discussed on that 
night, and he at onee confirmed my re- 
membrance. 

‘*T should further say that the signa- 
utre is so nearly a facsimile of my own 
(earlier) form of signature that at first 
sight I thought it had been copied from 
one which appears in my personal ree- 
ords. There has been a change in the 
style, the method of forming the ‘H’ be- 
ing notably different now. 

‘“‘T would add that the spelling 
‘FLOHR’, first given for my name, is 
the original way in which my father’s 
family spelt their name. Probably this 
is unknown to yourself or anyone in 
G. . .. I think the ‘ugly posts’ alluded 
to in the seript are your tarred stakes 
which I certainly do not admire except 
for their utility. Altogether I think the 
episode remarkable as I was undoubtedly 
thinking of you and your American tour 
that evening in connection with architec- 
ture. As you know, I followed your plan 
of visiting America with considerable in- 
terest. It makes the episode the more 
remarkable when you realize, as I have 
told you, that I am strongly averse to the 
teaching of your doctrine.’’ 

Yours sincerely, 
Har. A. FLOWER. 

Quite true. Mr. Flower has no liking 
for the diseussion of psychie subjects, and 
our personal relation has not led us much 
into that field. But the Abbey arid its 

historie antiquities have attracted his imag- 

ination and this has naturally centered 
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around myself as their principal exponent. 
Also he was always specially interested in 
my plan to visit America and often said 
how much he wished he could come over 
with me, 

According to difference of longitude, it 
would seem that on the night in question 
he and his brother-in-law sat up well into 
the small hours, and I daresay they got a 

trifle somnolent towards the end of the 
session. His thoughts are turning to me, 
hut he recalls nothing of the strange excur- 

sion which has carried that subliminal part 
if his mind across three thousand miles of 
cean to offer New Year’s greetings to an 
ibsent friend. 

Apart from the giving of the signature 

in the correct style used by Mr. Flower two 
i three years before, perhaps the most re- 
markable feature is the revelation of his 
(erman ancestry in the first name given. 
| do not suppose that there was a soul in 
the place who knew this. I only knew that 
he had—or his family had been in Aus- 
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tralia, and that he had come to our neigh- 
borhood and set up business there within 
recent years. He is quite a young man. 
And whilst we have been always friendly 
and there have been several business trans- 
actions between us, I should not say that 
he was an intimate friend. But in some 
way it would appear either that his per- 
sonality has impressed itself on me, or 
mine on him, so that a_ subconscious 
link has been created and this link has 
shown itself in this unanticipated man- 
ner. The occurrence has provided me with 
much food for reflection. But there is one 
consideration which emerges very clearly : 

and that is, that had it not been for Mr. 
Flower’s ability to give his name through 
Margery’s hand, the case would have been 
just one of those which orthodox psychie 
research would describe as the product of 
subconscious suggestion on the part of the 
sitter, since the real personality behind the 
communication would have remained un- 
discovered. 



CHIPS FROM THE WORKSHOP 
By THE 

‘ OLLOWING my optimistic remarks 

in the February issue with regard to 

the publication date of the JoURNAL, 

we have just had the most serious delay in 
its appearance to which we have been sub- 
jected during my tenure of the editorial 
chair. Posteards have been sent out to 
forestall a deluge of inquiries about the 
non-receipt of the April issue, but it seems 
as though a little more explanation is due 
our members than could be got in the space 
which was available on these. 

The new printer for 1929, who started a 
bit haltingly and got down to good work 
with the February and March issues, was 
in reality a sort of Siamese-twin corpora- 
tion. Just after the March issue of 
Psycuic RESEARCH had gone into the mails, 
the two members of this combination fell 
apart with a loud detonation ; and it became 
necessary for me to decide which of the 
two should continue to do our printing. I 
chose the less obviously responsible and 
well-established one, because it was he who 
had. solicited the job in the first place; and 
his responsibility and degree of establish- 
ment seemed sufficient to insure that he 
would do the work satisfactorily. 

Everything that happened after that con- 
tradicted this assumption. The identical 
type-font which we had used for the first 
three issues of the year was not available; 
and. instead of telling me this and showing 
me samples of the fonts that he had, he 
made a selection on his own initiative. The 
type he chose was appreciably smaller than 
what we have been using, which is itself 
open to criticism, if on any ground at all, 
on that of smallness. No proofs were shown 
me until sufficient matter had been set to 
fill about forty pages of the JOURNAL. 
Being a rather good-natured and easy-going 
person, [ refrained from forcing him to the 
expense of resetting all this; but I would 
of course have required something different 
for the May issue. 

Work proceeded with objectionable slow- 
ness, and after everything was set and read 
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and OK’ed there was an appalling delay 
in getting on the press. The climax came, 
however, with the delivery of the advance 
copies to me. The presswork was sloppy ; 
the white paper was not even a good ap- 
proximation to that we have been using; 
the cover stock was of a color similar to 
that used in the January emergency, only 
a little worse; and as the final straw to 
break the poor old camel’s back, the copies 
had been trimmed to a size one full half- 
inch narrower than that established by the 
previous issues. This, of course, would 
have made it impossible to bind the year’s 
volume without trimming all the other 
issues to the same size; which would have 
eut right up to the type on all pages and 
into it on some, to say nothing of the odd- 
sized volume which would have been thus 
brought into being. So the printer was 
gently but none the less firmly informed 
that he might have the entire edition back 
to sell for junk, and that he was through, 
both as regards the bill for this issue and 
as regards further work for the A. S. P. R. 

The other half of the dismembered orig- 
inal concern that manufactured the first 
three issues of the year has reset the April 
issue and reprinted it, and our subscribers 
have by now received it, rather later than 
I had anticipated by virtue of the fact that 
this not ineonsiderable order came into the 
composing room at a moment when there 
was already a congestion of work. In all 
details of typography and presswork the 
advance copies which I have seen bear out 
the assurance given me that the member of 
the firm who got me into the jam with this 
issue, and who is no longer with them, was 
the one responsible for whatever poor work 
they did on previous issues ; and the promise 
that we are going to have from now on a 
first-class job of composition and printing. 

The May issue, in which these remarks 
appear, will of course be delayed by the 
necessity of allowing the April re-issue to 
get out of the way. That for June should 
not be materially late and in July I expect 
to get the issue in the mails on schedule— 
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which is to say, by the 15th of the month 
of dating. I hope that those readers who 
have some knowledge of the printing in- 
dustry will be in some degree amused by 
his account of my troubles—they have sat 
lightly enough on my own shoulders, in 
all respects save the one rather critical 
item of the demands on my time made by 
ihe necessities of proof-reading the issue 
twice. 

* * * * * 

The present issue contains the first of a 
new series of studies by Dr. Burns of the 
vork being done by Dr. Bull. It is very 
easy to get a distorted viewpoint toward 
hat work. His patients are persons who 
may be definitely diagnosed as insane, or 
who may be merely suffering from mental 
disorders of insufficient severity to justify 
‘the use of that term. They may or may not 
present a prima facie aspect of duality or 
possession or obsession or dissociation. Pro- 
vided they display no organic brain lesion 
and no syphilitic infection, and provided in 
other definite respects they meet the pre- 
requisites which Dr. Bull regards as defin- 
ing his field, they are treated on the 
assumption that their trouble arises from 
possession by a spirit personality, which 
may or may not be of definitely malign 
intent. In a good percentage of cases this 
treatment is successful; by which is meant, 
that the obsessing entity is dealt with in 
terms of face values, that he is persuaded to 
go away and let the patient be, and that 
the patient is then cured or at least relieved. 

Now it is almost impossible to get any- 
body but a trained psychical researcher to 
regard this series of statements unemotion- 
ally. Those who have an initial predilection 
toward the spirit hypothesis find that hypo- 
thesis brilliantly verified to the point of 
proof by Dr. Bull’s work. Those with an 
urge against spiritism are equally positive 
that the entire series of cures is easily 
explained on psychological bases, the gen- 
eral idea being that the patient becomes 
convinced of the reality of his state of 
possession and of the efficacy of the pro- 
posed eurative procedure, after which the 
cure proceeds automatically as a matter of 
auto-suggestion or auto-hypnosis. We are 
very familiar with the fact that among 
primitive peoples all over the world there 
exists an enormous amount of sorcery of 
the general type that involves casting a 
spell over the victim; that this is feasible 

only where the victim believes it to be so, 
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and that when he stops believing in the 
process this ceases to occur; and that when 
he continues to believe in the possibility, 
if some exorcistic mummery can be set up 
in which he will also believe, it will ‘‘eure’’ 
him. It must be a matter for proof rather 
than for assumption that Dr. Bull is not 
using precisely this sort of benevolent im- 
posture upon his patients. 

Any study of the work which Dr. Bull is 
doing, then, must proceed free from all 
assumptions. His obsessors and his medi- 
umistie controls who aid in their expulsion 
must not be arbitrarily believed in or arbi- 
trarily disbelieved in. They must merely 
be carefully studied for whatever they may 
turn out to be, with the hope that when the 
facts are sufficiently marshalled, what they 
really are will be evident. Dr. Burns brings 
to this study an admirably correct view- 
point of precisely this nature. The present 
study is the first of a series of six or seven 
that will run through the JouRNAL during 
the coming months; and we plan a more 
detailed presentation of one or more of the 
longer cases, to be issued later in the form 
PROCEEDINGS. 

* * * * * 

Mention of PROcEEDINGs brings me to say 
a word or two about the second volume of 
the double-barreled Procrepines for 1926- 
27. Those who have received and read the 
first of these two volumes will appreciate 
that at many points it leaves open certain 
matters of controversy, which rightfully 
should not be left open. This was feasible, 
for the very reason that the second volume 
was coming along. But everything that is 
started and not finished in the first volume 
must be finished in the second; for it is not 

to be followed by a third. It turns out to 
be a more long-winded business than I had 
anticipated, this winding up neatly and 
tightly of all the loose ends left over from 
the first volume; and so it turns out that the 
second volume will be somewhat later in 
making its appearance than I had hoped. 

* * * * * 

Some years ago, in a couple of para- 
graphs dashed off under some pressure to 
fill an unexpectedly vacant corner of the 
Scientific American editorial page, I ex- 
pressed the idea that a regular reader of 
a serious publication like that one must 
occasionally wonder what particular ele- 
ment of editorial psychology leads to the 
selection of topics discussed on that page. 
In a given issue there might well be a dis- 
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cussion of the latest proposal to weaken or 
strengthen the American battleship fleet; 
a word or two of advice to the reader on 
some little-sensed but rather annoying 
aspect of motoring; some remarks upon the 
possible relationships between a changing 
weather cycle and a changing public habit; 
a humorous account of a highly abstruse 
treatise just appearing on some homely 
topic such as the best shape for the mold- 
board of a plow; a philosophical inquiry 
into the state of the popular mind, based 
upon the wild mania which the intellectu- 
ally feeble have displayed for seeking to 
understand Einstein; and a little essay 
upon the Fine Art of Translating. I was 
sure that the thoughtful reader must con- 
clude that this range of topic inevitably 
represented a cross-section of the editor’s 
interests and experiences during the month. 
When I write a little skit under the head 
** Natural Selection Made Artificial,’’ point- 
ing out that if we go on multiplying our 

hard roads and the traffie thereon, and if 

we fail to educate the wild animals to keep 
off these broad smooth lanes, we shall ulti- 
mately exterminate the species who have 
the greatest difficulty with this lesson, is it 
not obvious that I have, over a period of a 
week or a month, from my seat behind the 
wheel observed more crushed turtles and 
eats and chickens on the highways than 
normal experience calls for? Is it not as 
inevitable, in the general case as plainly as 
in this specific one, that the things the 
editor hits upon to write about are the 
things he is thinking about, and that these 
must be the things that his reading and 
his daily life bring to his attention? 

All of which has nothing whatever to do 
with psychieal research save in so far as it 
affords a key to the raison d’etre of the next 
few paragraphs. These paragraphs, as will 
be abundantly evident from the context, 

are based upon experiences of my own of 
recent date, which seem to have some bear- 
ing upon our subject or at least some 
interest to one interested therein. These 
are all nice chatty little items, which seem 
eminently suitable for this department, the 
nearest approach we have in the JOURNAL 
to a page of psychical and near-psychical 
fOssip. 

~ * * * * 

There are, as we all know when we care 

to think about it, a great many so-called 
mediums in the world whose performance, 
as given commercially, is totally fraudulent. 
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We know what the attitude of these persons 
usually is to the general idea of research, 
however it is brought to them; they shrink 
from it and shun it most heartily. We 
have not, I imagine, given much thought 
to a slightly different aspect of this matter : 
what must be the viewpoint of the totally 
fraudulent medium toward the Research 
Officer ? 

I am just recently come from an experi- 
ence which has shed a good deal of light 
on this, rather’ unexpectedly and to my 
keen amusement. The picture has for 
background a performer all of whose 
phenomena are done by normal means, 
some of which are sufficiently clever to have 
intrigued my keen interest. This ‘‘medium’”’ 
will inevitably be a distinetly cynical per- 
son. If you confront him with the claim 
or the suggestion that some of the phe- 
nomena of some of the other mediums are 
valid, you take him completely outside the 
field of his experience. Much more prob- 
ably than in the ease of the intelligent 
layman, he will be confident that his own 
experience exhausts the possibilities; and 
that these things so contradictory of human 
experience in general, and of his own in 
particular, are not possible. In other words, 
the totally fake medium is usually firmly 
fixed in the honest conviction that all the 
other mediums are necessarily fakes, too: 
and any suggestion to the contrary he is 
pretty apt to meet with the most scornful 
derision. 

Consider then what must be his thoughts 
about me, the Research Officer—always 
assuming, to begin with, that he is moved 
to give me any thought at all. If he does 
this, it is because for some reason I arouse 
his interest; and being a person whose 
watchword is thoroughness and the effective 
embracement of every opportunity, he is 
roing to give me his careful consideration. 
He will find that I have a background of 
combined academie activity, journalistic 
suecess and business contacts making it ex- 
tremely difficult for him to conelude that 
Il am anything other than a person of at 
least average intelligence and keenness. 

From this starting point, if he proceeds to 
reason about me, his mental processes 
must run about as follows: 

Here he is, nobody’s fool, obviously. 
He’s been in that job now for going on 
five years, going through the motions of 
psychical research. In that time he’s seen 
plenty. He must know, as well as I do, 
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that it’s all the bunk. But he sticks 
around, ‘‘researching’’ and drawing a sal- 
ry for it. He writes articles solemnly and 
erlously discussing these phenomena and 
ying them up with all sorts of wild and 
woolly explanations and all sorts of deep 
stuff like relativity that- nobody under- 
stands. He goes through all the motions 
f taking the stuff seriously; but he must 
know that it’s all a fake—he’s seen so 
nuch of it, and he can’t be so dumb that 
ie hasn’t got wise to it. Well! He must 
be a fake, too, like all the rest of us! 

Having got thus far in his reasoning, 
what does he do about it? Well, he ar- 

anges to test out the Research Officer: to 
seek means for learning whether the above 
reasoning is valid, or whether against all 
the probabilities the Research Officer is just 
plain dumb. First of all he arranges to 
meet the Research Officer in the seance 
room; and there observing that the Re- 
search Officer knows abundantly well how 
to stop fraudulent phenomena but does not 
always choose to stop them, the first diag- 
nosis‘is adjudged to be supported. Next 
he arranges to meet the Research Officer 
socially, to learn whether he is a scientific 
icicle or a ‘‘regular fellow.’’ The facts 
here are found to be in favor of the latter 
alternative ; and the Research Officer, being 
one step ahead of the fake medium through- 
out all this, has gone out of his way to 
make them evident. So the next and final 
step is boldly taken: the Research Officer 
is honored with a proposal for his active 
confederacy, in and out of the seance room. 
All of which I found of extreme interest 
as a matter of psychology, quite aside from 
ihe amusing aspects, which in the bare out- 
line here given and in numerous unrecorded 
details were quite sufficient. I really think 
that the state of mind and the series of 
deductions which this ‘*medium’’ displayed 
are quite inevitable, to any one who starts 
where he started and takes for granted 
the things he took for granted. And cer- 
tainly if all the phenomena of psychical 
research were a monumental fake, I should 
much prefer to be the sort of intellectual 
pirate which I am here credited with being, 

than to have realized the other alternative 
of being too stupid to appreciate the facts 
after seven years exposure to them! 

* * *% * * 

Another recent experience of mine seems 
to me to merit chronicling here. Actually 

t is a series of experiences, stretching over 
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several years, and completely lacking the 
statistical background which alone would 
serve to give them rigor. None the less, 
I am confident that 1 have not made the 
familiar errors and failures of observation 
that explain so many reports of a series 
of remarkable coincidences persisting over 
a long period. 

The field is the wholly unscientific and 
frivolous one of the cross-word puzzle. 
Every person who is in any degree addicted 
to the solving of these will have noticed 
that when he meets a totally strange word 
in today’s puzzle, or a word of sufficiently 
special character or sufficiently small usage 
to make him acutely conscious of its pres- 
ence, there seems to be a most extraordi- 
nary tendency for that identical word to 
crop up immediately in another puzzle. I 
have long been conscious of this, and have 
found no cross-word addict who is not 
equally conscious of it. I am provoked to 
these remarks by a particular density of 
occurrence during the past week. 

During this week, the words mileage and 

edging occurred in the regular matutinal 
puzzle that appears in the New York Herald 
Tribune. My mental life revolves much 
more about words than does that of the 
average person, they interest me keenly, 
as words, and I am constantly doing men- 
tal tricks with them and finding myself 
interested in slight discoveries about them, 
and generally allowing. them to constitute 
my mental recreation. So I make with 
much more confidence than most persons 
could make it, the statement that I know 
I had never before met edging in a puzzle 
and that I am almost as positive about 
mileage. My interest in the cross-word 
pastime, I ought to remark, is sufficient to 
lead me to work about twenty of them per 
week (mostly on the trains), and has main- 

tained this fairly constant level for about 
four years. 

The word edging recurred in another 
puzzle, in another paper, by another con- 
tributor, within two days; and mileage in 

another production by another contributor 
in the same paper within a week. If these 
were frequent cross-word friends like tiara, 
tsar, or atone, there would be of course 
less than nothing to this observation. If 
it occurred but twice over a long period 
there would be nothing to it. But I am 

very positive that it occurs sufficiently 
often to be very distinctly a matter for 
comment. Again, these two words are, 
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after all, common; and if the coincidences 
of this sort were confined to words like 
them, I should not probably comment upon 
them. But they are not so confined. 

Not long ago, the word seriema occurred 
in the Herald Tribune puzzles on two econ- 
secutive mornings. The seriema is a mem- 
ber of the cross-word zoo, being a South 
American bird of some sort. Here is cer- 
tainly a word which one has not heard 
at all and which one will remember when 
one meets it again. One met it again, as 
I have indicated, the very next day. The 
editor of the Herald Tribune’s puzzle cor- 
ner was herself moved to comment upon 
the coincidence, which rather disposes of 
the idea that the puzzles were of common 
origin. Incidentally, in commenting, she 
indicated very clearly that she had ob- 
served these coincidences, too. 

Several weeks ago, a Herald Tribune 
puzzle included the word Oriente, one of 
the provinces of Cuba. The same week I 
met it again, with of course the same defi- 
nition, in another puzzle. Most positively 
[ had never seen it in a puzzle before, 
though it was not a total stranger to me. 

Another example arises out of the Sun- 
day papers of May 19th. The Herald Trib- 
une had a puzzle with a word defined as 
a fish of some sort, which intersected an- 
other unfamiliar word in such fashion that 
without a dictionary one could hardly ar- 
rive at their common letter; and I did this 
puzzle on a train. Laying it down, I turned 
to the World, and presently found a defi- 
nition, ‘‘a food fish.’’ This time all the 
intersecting words were familiar ones so 
the strange one worked out completely. It 
was robalo, and I picked up the Herald 
Tribune puzzle and supplied the o, and 
there it was again as large as life. This 
is another one that I had never met be- 
fore in the puzzles or anywhere else. 

[ am perfectly certain that this type 
of coincidence occurs very much more often 
than one would expect it to occur on any 
basis of intuition, or of ecaleulation from 
any easy set of initial assumptions. Of 
course there are those who would imme- 
diately leap to the conclusion that there 
is some psychical element governing the 
minds of the constructors in their choices 
of words. As a matter of fact, waiving the 

inherent absurdity of this, they do not de- 
liberately choose words like these. They 
lay out their patterns of squares, start 

with two or four familiar words intersect- 

ing at some point of the diagram, and build 
about these. Words like sertema and robalo 
and Oriente enter for the same reason as 
atrocities like rerevere and havers: becaus: 
careful combing of the dictionary or eare- 
ful examination of their component parts 
reveals them as letter-combinations which 
can be defined and which will therefor 
serve to get the constructor out of a jam, 

in which it has not been entirely evident 
that he was going to be able to complete 
the design without numerous changes in the 
words already set down. 

If the puzzles were supplied by a syndi 
cate of any sort, one could infer that they 
were got up on a quantity production 
basis, and that certain combinations hav- 
ing been found to lead nicely to com- 
pleted diagrams, were used again and 
again. But the cross-word has apparently 
not been syndicated to any such degree; 
the names and addresses of the contrib- 
utors published by most of the papers that 
earry puzzles are indicative of this. 

The whole matter is of interest to us 
here, because the situation so closely par- 
allels one that constantly comes up when 
we attempt to appraise the results of me- 
diumistie experiment. Certain things have 
been said by the medium which turn out 
to have complete or partial correspond- 
ence with fact. When we attempt to place 
the results on a statistical basis of probab- 
ilities, we usually find them to be of such 
complicated and unsystematic nature that 
we are obliged to make arbitrary assump- 
tions of wide range before we can pro- 
ceed to calculate probabilities at all. What, 
for example, is the probability that I am 
acquainted with a person whose initials in- 
elude the letters G. and K., and who is 
a cripple of some sort? Who is going to 
answer this question without making an 
assumption that to some degree is a mere 
generalization from his own experience, 
and that is therefore open to attack? 

It seems to me that my experience with 
the cross-word coincidences suggests a sys- 
tematic tendency to under-value the. prob- 
abilities of chance coincidence, where these 
are not easy to assign an exact numerical 
rating. It is quite idiotic to suppose that, 
conceding my observations to be valid, 
what I have observed arises from any other 
factor than accident; yet it is abundantly 
clear to me that it happens much more 
often than one would easily conclude that 
accident should cause it to happen. What 
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is the answer? What bearing has this 
ipon the results of such compilations of 
robability as those of Mr. Breaker in the 
JouRNAL for December, 1927, or of Dr. 
Prince in the Mother of Doris incident? 
Or if, as seems plausible, extreme cases 
ike the latter one are not affected, what 
s the bearing upon a multitude of less in- 
lividually conclusive episodes? 

I would point out particularly that the 
question cannot be answered by showing 
that the calculations are correct and that 
he assumptions on which they are based 

are valid. The trouble goes deeper than 
that. If the chance of a thing’s occurring 
n a given week is one in ten, we know 
hat the chance of its occurring in two con- 
secutive weeks is one in a hundred, and 

in three consecutive weeks is one in a thou- 
sand, ete. But it can oceur every week, 
indefinitely ; ultimately it must oceur for 
any number of consecutive weeks you 
‘hoose to specify ; therefore, observation of 
a single series of weeks over which it does 

or does not occur is never adequate. Test 

must be made upon a sufficient basis to 
meet the objection that we have dealt with 

the single occasion or the few occasions on 
which the highly improbable did oceur, or 
with the long run of concurrent improb- 
abilities which must sometime occur. And 
if we were to find that in all sorts of un- 
related human activities, coincidences as 
impressive as the cross-word examples 
whieh I have cited were oceurring quite 
regularly and with a frequency far greater 
than we should naturally assign them, we 

should have something to worry about. 
Many readers will feel that this is actu- 
ally the ease; I would, however, caution 
them against the very general tendency to 

forget the coincidences that did not happen 
and remember only those that did. And 
| make no attempt in this wholly anec- 
dotal narrative to draw conclusions; I con- 
fine myself to the asking of a question. 

* * * * * 

Routine message phenomena soon bring 
the .psyehical student to the point where 
he seriously questions the scientific value 

of continuing to observe and record them. 

In every feature they are so wholly the 
same in ease after case that their con- 
tinued cataloging can hardly lead to a new 
light on their nature; and if we have not 
enough records now to prove their occur- 

nee as valid supernormal phenomena, we 
ver shall have. 
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But just as the most light upon the 
processes of clairvoyance and telepathy is 
got from instances where the subject’s state- 
ment has been wrong in whole or in part, 
the error being of such sort as to indicate 
where and how it originated, so we get 
from time to time isolated seance-room 
episodes which present some factor of crit- 
ical divergence from the norm. One such 

episode that occurs with reasonable fre- 
quency but that is still sufficiently a diverg- 
ence to be of interest and importance is 
the communication, couched in conven- 
tional message terms, from one who is not 
dead. Especially if the sitters’ knowledge 
is deficient on the point so that such a 
communicator may without mendacity be 
treated precisely as though he were dead, 
he is liable to develop into an episode of 
great importance. 

Another type—the general type, in fact 
—of message departing from routine is the 
one in which for some reason or other, on 
an anti-spiritistic basis, the source is not 
evident of the information which on that 
basis the medium has supernormally cog- 
nized. In the most common ease the point 
is merely that no sitter knows it; and as 
we are forced to go further in space and 
in time from the seance room in search for 
a living person who does know it, by just 
so much is the conventional anti-spiritistic 
explanation rendered more complicated and 
more indirect. : 

A ease in which the psychometric or tele- 
pathic origin of the data is unusually far 
from easy location has just occurred in 
an informal seance reported to me most 
informally by Miss Haven, the Business 
Secretary of the A. S. P. R. No record 
of this seance was kept, but it will be seen 
that the episode is one that suffers little 
from this. 

The psychic was Miss Barit, who has 
been doing excellent work in sittings for 
members of the New York Section. The 
communicator was a friend of Miss Haven’s 
who had died during the week, and whose 
body had been shipped from New York 
to relatives in Chattanooga, Tenn., on the 
Friday morning. The seance was held on 
the Sunday afternoon. The corpse, being 
shipped on a passenger train in the usual 
fashion, was due in Chattanooga Saturday 
morning or noon. The communicator 

stated that it had been delayed in tran- 
sit, and was not arriving until approxi- 
mately the hour, on Sunday afternoon, at 
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which the seance was being held. A let- 
ter from the consignees in Chattanooga, 
who wrote without knowledge of the seance 

episode, was received on Tuesday or Wed- 
nesday, and stated that owing to the non- 
arrival of the corpse until late Sunday 
afternoon, the funeral had to be put over 

until Monday. 

On a spiritistic basis this episode is 
very easy of rationalization; one has only 
to think of the decedent as being sufficiently 
interested in the history of her own an- 
atomical shell to follow it, as being able 
to do this, and as being able then to re- 
port through Miss Barit. On a non-spir- 
itistie basis slight possibility of utilizing 
telepathy as a solvent exists; for as it 
happens the relatives who were awaiting 
the corpse knew only that it had not ar- 
rived, and not at all when it would do 
so; and it is perhaps of some significance 
that they did know of the seanee. One 
would in this connection have to think of 
the psychie as getting information of non- 
arrival from the family, and then going 
on a telepathie still-hunt for train employees 
whose minds could be tapped for informa- 
tion as to the probable hour of arrival! 
The relativistic alternative, under which 
the medium does not get in contact with 
external knowledge of facts, but rather 

with the external facts themselves, is not 
nearly so helpless; but even it suffers some- 
what from one circumstance: the absence 
of anything which can with the usual de- 
gree of clarity be recognized as the phys- 
ical or psyehieal link between the medium’s 
mind and the external fact. Mr. Dudley 

in his reeent interesting and important 
study of mediumistie types has stressed this 
factor and M. Sudre is equally convinced 
of its importance. When the facts de- 
livered in the seance are those which the 
sitter knows, or which especially relate the 
deceased to him, it is easy, and conven- 

tional, to regard the sitter himself as con- 

stituting this link. When the facts have 
nothing whatever to do with the sitter or 

with the relations between her and the de- 
ceased, as is here the ease, it appears to 
me that even in the absence of any clear 
notion as to how the (hypothetically) rela- 
tivistie process of supernormal cognition 
works, there is here an additional operat- 

ing difficulty. The present narrative is of 
course, like the one about the cross-word 
puzzle coincidences, on a wholly anecdotal 
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basis; but even on this basis I think it 
worthy of presentation here. 

* * * * * 

Speaking of Mr. Dudley, it is my pain- 
ful duty to record the fact that the Janu- 
ary, February and March issues, contain- 
ing his serial Psychics versus Mediums, ar 
in the first two cases completely exhausted 
and in the latter instance approximately 
so. There has been extreme interest in Mr. 
Dudley’s text, and a much heavier de- 
mand for these issues than is normal with 
our back numbers. Mr. Bond’s series tell- 
ing us, under the title Athanasia, why he 
believes in survival, has also been in much 

demand and has contributed to putting the 
January and February numbers out of 
print. 

Orders for these issues or requests to 
date subscriptions back so as to include 
them cannot, therefore, for the present be 
filled. There is a considerable probability 
that we shall either reprint the issues, or 
get out a book in which these two serials, 
with certain other matter from our issues 
of the past and the immediate future, will 
be included. When we decide what we are 
going to do about this we shall let you 

know in this place; until we do, you will 
not be able to get Mr. Dudley’s paper or 
the back installments of Mr. Bond’s. 

We’re sorry, and we’ll try not to let it 
happen again. In the meantime, we shall 
appeal to you for assistance in making up 
our minds what to do about it. The fact 
is, numerous inquiries have come in, indi- 
eating that the inquirer, if it were avail- 
able, would perhaps order several copies 
of Mr. Dudley’s article or even a more con- 
siderable quantity than that. One gentle- 
man feels that it onght to be in the hands 
of every student of the psychic. If we 
knew just what the demand would be, we 

should know better what to do about it. 
So: 

What have most in mind at the 
moment is the issue of a large pamphlet 
or small book, as the case might be, con- 
taining Mr. Dudley’s entire paper and the 
entire primer of psychical research for lay- 
men, by myself, of which the first install- 
ment follows immediately after these bits 
of editorial chat. We should very much 

we 

appreciate a word from our readers, indi- 
eating a desire to have one or more copies 
of such publication, when as and if pub- 
lished ; or, if you know you shan’t want it, 

If you have any pro- a line to that effeet. 
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nounced feeling whether Mr. Bond’s series 
Athanasia should be included in whole or 
n part, tell us that, too. The price will 
presumably be somewhere in the neighbor- 
ood of a dollar—hardly more, most likely 
ess. It is not the intent to make any profit 
m the publication, but merely to make this 
mportant material available and to get the 
Society out whole on the manufacturing 
osts. And if the response to this query 
idicates a reasonably sure market for as 

niany as a thousand copies, we shall cer- 
‘tainly put them out. 

There has been some doubt in my mind 

regarding the suitability for the JOURNAL, 

if the survey of our field directed at the 
layman, which I have just now mentioned 
and of which the opening installment is 
viven on page 278. The subject matter 
evidently is one having to do with psychical 

research, but after all, our readers are not 
supposed to be laymen. They are however 
interested in the subject, and there seems 
to be no reason why they may not be inter- 
ested in what is after all an essay in the 

fundamentals. Further I know for a fact 
that many of our readers are more or less 
frequently placed in some embarrassment 
for the most effective answers to questions 
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asked by well meaning persons, or to gibes 
advanced with not quite such good intent; 
and I imagine that on this account as well 
as on more general grounds, a statement of 
the fundamentals that has been so often 
tried out and found effective, may be of 
some utility. 

So I have finally decided that while it 
cannot by any means rank as one of the 
more important features of the year, this 
serial is worth the space that it will oceupy. 
In starting it in this issue, I ean also hold 
out promise of something else to the reader 
who feels that this one is not quite up to 
his depth. Such a reader will read this 
essay, if at all, with more or less the feel- 
ings of the expert swimmer in the shallow 
end of the swimming pool. He will perhaps 
feel a little better if I tell him that I am 
also at work on a survey of the scientific 
achievement of psychical research during 
the past ten years or so, which will start in 

an early issue. It is necessary for a science 
holding the uncertain position that ours 
holds, thus to stop and take stock at inter- 
vals. And the result of such stock-taking 
will be a discussion which I hope no student 
of psychical research, however qualified, 
will find beneath his dignity to ponder over. 
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I.—Psychical Research in its Relations with Science 

as a Whole 

Amplified from Material Presented in Numerous Public 

Lectures 

By J. MAtcoum Birp 

URING the winter of 1923-24 it 

D was that, for the first time, I 

was invited to lecture upon psy- 

chieal research. The audience was that 
afforded me by the typical Sunday eve- 
ning chureh Forum. What I had to tell 

them was mainly from the literature 
and little enough from my own expe- 
rience. Sinee that date, I have lectured 
on this subject upon approximately two 
hundred occasions. More and more it has 
been possible for me to base my talks upon 
what I myself have seen, referring to the 
literature only in support of the thesis 
that my experience is typical. More and 
more, as this has been possible, I have 
done it; for other things being equal, the 
lecturer interests his audience in direct 
proportion to the living contact with his 
subject which he has shown. My own con- 

tacts with the phenomena of psychical re- 
search are neither more extensive, more 
important or more interesting than those 
of other observers; my own remarks may, 
however, by all means best be clothed in 
terms drawn from those contacts. 

Occasionally I have talked, upon some 
more or less specialized topic within the 
field of psychical research, to the sophis- 
ticated audience afforded me by a group 
of psychical researchers or spiritualists. 
Gatherings of the members of the A. S. 
P. R. and general audiences at the Lily 
Dale summer camp are typical here. Such 
episodes have little to do with what I mean 

9 
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to bring out in the present remarks, and 
of them I need speak no further. More 
usually my audience has been a popular 
one, in the sense that it has consisted of 

persons having no more than an intelli- 
gent layman’s contact with the phenomena 
and the philosophy of metapsychies. Such 
audiences have come my way through 
echureh Forums, endowed public lecture 
courses, University foundations for curricu- 
lar or extra-curricular exposure of students 
and faeulty to living topics of the day, 
Rotary or Kiwanis or Chamber of Com- 
merce luncheon or dinner groups, intel- 
lectually elite organizations such as Uni- 
versity or Engineers or Physicians clubs 
or societies, socially elite ones of the sort 
found singly or sometimes dually in all 
our medium large cities, the common or 
garden variety of Woman’s Club, the Y. 
M. C. A. and the Y. M. H. A.; ete. I 
have met these audiences all over the 
country from Boston and Richmond (Va.), 
to Memphis, Salt Lake City and Winnipeg. 
I have been obliged to compress my re- 
marks into the twenty minutes which was 
all that a long-winded predecessor on the 
program had left me before the fixed hour 
of adjournment; and I have on three oc- 
casions in as many different cities stayed 
on the platform for more than four hours 
for the pleasure of meeting the persistent 
and intelligent questions of an audience 
that remained substantially intact through- 
out that period. I think that all this cita- 
tion of experience and of extremes quite: 
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justifies the generalizations which I have 

drawn in my own mind as to the wide- 
spread interest in the subject. The cur- 
rent verdict of the large publishing houses 
to the contrary notwithstanding, every- 
body is interested in psychical research. 

Inasmuch as I am constantly having new 
psychical experiences and constantly form- 
ilating new ideas about the machinery and 
he philosophy of these, the material at my 
disposal for these talks is by no means 
constant. In my mind there exists no more 
than there does on paper any set pattern 
for them; and that no such pattern exists 
on paper can be attested by numerous 
reporters in. numerous cities who have 
sought this cheap and easy way of report- 
ing me without staying to listen to me. 
And on this accidental note I am tempted 
to stop for a moment to record my impres- 
sions of the low order to which the fourth 
estate has fallen. Since I returned from 
my European adventure of early 1923 on 
the same ship with Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle, I have again and again been the 
center of publie interest in our subject and 

have again and again been the hub around 
which an important newspaper story cen- 
tered. I would not attempt to count the 
number of times I have been interviewed 
or dealt with even more extensively than 
this by newspaper people. I am confident 
that no less than a thousand individual 
reporters have during these seven years 

attempted to act as intermediary between 

me and the reader of the morning news. 

Of this entire number, there has been 
exactly one who had enough shorthand to 
take down what I said while I was saying 

it; every other individual has had to rely 
upon longhand or memory. Of the entire 
number, just four stick out in my recollec- 
tion by virtue of their ability to listen ‘to 
what I told them, get their minds around 
it, and reproduce the gist of it in their 
stories with any degree of accuracy. With 
this experience, I can well appreciate why 
it is that my audiences always seem to leave 
me with the feeling that my subject is far 
nore straightforward and rational than 

they have been led to believe; and why 
many a Chairman, in thanking me for 
what he insists is the most successful event 
on his year’s program, has said that if he 

had only known how interesting and intel- 
ligible and lacking in sensationalism my 
talk was going to be he would have had it 
years sooner. The journalistic practice of 

making reporters overnight out of ignor- 
ant office boys, and of encouraging these 
men to write down to the level of the 
greatest mass of readers, is responsible for 
more misunderstanding of more things than 
it could conveniently plead guilty to. 

In my mind, as I was saying when I 
was shunted off on this side-track, there 
exists no set pattern for a popular lecture 
on psychical research. Nevertheless there 
are certain fixed points about which my 
lectures always revolve. There is always 
in my mind at a given date a rather defi- 
nite body of material constituting the reser- 
voir upon which I draw in presenting my 
subject to a popular audience. I suppose 
that if I had the time to cover the ground 
for any one such audience as it might 
be covered, and assurance that the audience 
would remain with me to the bitter end, 
I should empty the reservoir. For no single 
audience have I ever emptied it, of course. 
But for some time I have had in mind the 
notion of emptying it for the general audi- 
ence. For some time I have wanted to 
digest this lecture material and set it down 
in printed form. The motive behind this 
desire is I suspect largely a selfish one; 
I have wanted to do this thing as much 
for my own edification as for anybody’s 
else. 

Nevertheless I cannot feel entirely sel- 
fish in the premises. We have it is true a 
sufficiency of primers of psychical research, 
but with none of these am I wholly satis- 
fied. None of them presents the material 
with what I regard as the most advan- 

tageous viewpoint from which its consump- 
tion may be attempted by the intelligent 
layman; none of them makes what im- 
presses me as a particularly happy choice 
of the material thus to be presented. 

Aside from this general dissatisfaction, 
it has seemed to me that the reactions of 
my audiences to this, that and the other 
specific narration or specific feature of my 
general discussion have afforded me the 

most valuable indication of what does and 
what does not go across. In presenting 
an introduction to psychical research com- 
piled from the material used in my lectures 
I present something that has been tried 
out on the dog; and what portions of it 
I here employ, my readers may be sure 
the dog has found acceptable. I need not 
of course emphasize that the text which fol- 
lows is not at all what I have told any 

single audience; rather, from among the 
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things I have told to any of my audiences, 
it is a compilation of those which seem to 
have best hit the mark. The structure, the 
viewpoint, and the sequence are those 
which I employ in my lectures when I 
have as much as an hour and a quarter 

at my disposal for direct remarks. But 
much that I withhold in my direct re- 
marks and produce only in response to 
those standard questions which I know will 
be asked if only the audience is given op- 
portunity thus to react, is here woven in 
at appropriate points. And naturally the 
material which I present to a reader who 
can stop reading and go away and come 
back again to resume his attack, is far 
more complete and receives by far a more 
complete discussion than when I deal with 
auditors who must absorb and digest in 
the one sitting what I have to tell them. 

My lectures are given under a variety 

of titles and even under some variety of 
subject matter. If an audience, for ex- 
ample, seems to be one which will not draw 
unduly general inferences from a lecture 
on ‘*‘Fraudulent Mediums I Have Met,”’ 
[ have not the slightest objection to talk- 

ing under that title and on that subject. 

Indeed, I have found that after I have 
spent an hour or so displaying in detail 
my acquaintance with the technique of me- 

diumistie fraud, the ten minutes of closing 
insistence that there is another side to the 
picture goes over with peculiar effect; and 
[ am by no means above playing this little 
trick upon a difficult audience. 

More usually, of course, my title is some- 
thing about the Present Status of the sub- 
ject. or My Psychical Investigations or 

Experiences or Adventures, or the Scien- 
tific Side, or something of one of these 
general natures. In such event the major 

topic is the genuine phenomena and their 
place in the universe, and the seamy side 
gets mention only to such degree as may 

be necessary to satisfy my auditors that 
it is not being overlooked or ignored. And 
always, whatever the precise title given 
my discourse in the printed matter, this 
presents me to the audience, in advance, 
as a person who has had university train- 
ing, who has taught mathematies in a lead- 

ing university, who has served for some 
years as member of the editorial staff of 
one of the world’s foremost periodicals of 
popular science, and who has now for sev- 
eral years been at the head of the scien- 
tifie work of the A. S. P. R. Even though 
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the announced title does not emphasize 
that aspect, it is then invariably antici- 
pated that I am going to speak as a scien- 
tist and am going to deal with my subject 
matter from a scientific viewpoint. 

This circumstance defines my opening 
attack. It is most important that the per. 
son who seeks light upon psychical re- 
search shall get that light in such fashion 
as to bring him to realize precisely what 
is and what is not implied by the words 
science, scientist, scientific, ete. For the 
layman is as prone to be over-awed here 
as the scientist is prone to be over-awing. 
The latter presents and the former accepts 
the scientific method as something very 
special and complicated and _ recondite; 
something fundamentally different from 
the methods which ordinary folk apply to 
an ordinary task; something for which 
there exists a very special, altogether ab- 
struse, almost occult, formula. 

This viewpoint is wholly erroneous. 
There is no scientific method that differs 
in any such fundamental respect from the 
procedure through which any intelligent 
person assures himself of the best and most 
sensible attack upon any task that con- 
fronts him. The business of science is the 
observation of the phenomena presented to 
our senses by the universe in which we find 
ourselves, to the end that we may formulate 
general principles which shall exhibit the 
relations existing among these phenomena. 
The purpose behind all this is not a single 
one. It is a characteristic of the human 
mind that it seeks always to gain the best 
possible understanding of anything pre- 
sented to it, and that it will do this for 
the mere sake of understanding, without 
thought for any utilitarian aspect of the 
matter. This is one of the driving motives 
of science: the purely esthetic desire to get 
to the bottom of things. It is another char- 
acteristic of the human mind to seek always 

to put to the best possible use all the 
things that are presented to it, the tangibles 
and the intangibles alike. This motive 
characterizes applied science or engineer- 
ing and distinguishes it from pure science, 
and affords another of the motivating influ- 
ences that drive the scientist to his work. 
Of course these characteristics, either or 
both, are not present to equal degree in 
all human minds, any more than are other 
likes and dislikes, other instincts and ten- 
dencies ; and in particular, it is rather easy 
for a dominating class to educate the mass 



of its underlings into disinterest, distaste, 
even fear, of the pursuit of knowledge. 
but I speak in general terms, and in gen- 

eral terms what I have said as to the char- 
acter of science’s program and its gener- 
ality of human appeal remains valid. 

Now some jobs are easy and some are 
hard. The one that science assumes as its 
nission is among the most difficult of the 
asks presented to any human person. But 
his added difficulty merely means that the 

scientist must take greater pains in arriv- 
v at his goal than those taken by workers 

n most other fields. In particular, while 
means that he will employ tools quite un- 

known to these other workers, it does not 
at all mean that his tools are fundamentally 
different from theirs save to such degree 
as their work is fundamentally different 
trom his; and within the same limitations, 
it fails to mean that he will seek funda- 
mentally different methods of approach 
toward his goal. Inasmuch as by virtue 
of its very definition scientific work has 
to be done with precision and rigor, the 
common sense method of doing it is one 
that earries precision and rigor, and it 

should not be necessary specifically to use 
the adjectives precise or rigorous in char- 
acterizing the scientist’s methods; the char- 
acter of his work plus the statement that 
he is going to exercise common sense in 
his attack thereon covers this ground. 
Whether we speak in broadest generalities 
or in connection with a specific attack upon 
a very specific problem, scientic method 
consists in absolutely nothing more than 
the application, to this business of exam- 
ining the universe and seeking to learn the 
facts about it as completely and positively 
as in us lies, of the ordinary methods of 
common sense. The necessity for rigor and 
precision arises by virtue of the fact that 
the work of science is work of investiga- 
tion and determination; and whether in 
science, in law, in business or in any other 
eld of human labor the determination of 
facts calls for precision just as automati- 
cally as the lifting of heavy loads ealls 
‘or strength and a sure grip. 

In so far as common sense is constant 
in its outlook upon all things, there is a 
general scientific method available for all 
scientific work in all fields. But this is 
merely the method of common sense. To 
every question of procedure or to every 
problem of factual determination which sci- 
ence faces, there is a common sense answer ; 
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and this is the scientific answer. If there 
are several answers, all of them sensible, 
common sense seeks the most sensible one; 
so does science. ‘‘Most sensible’’ may at 
one point be judged to mean ‘‘most rigor- 

9 
ous;’’ at another, ‘‘least laborious;’’ at 

another, ‘‘cheapest’’ or ‘‘quickest.’’ In sci- 
entific. work it is apt to mean ‘‘most pre- 
cise’? or ‘‘most rigorous’’ more consist- 
ently than in other fields; but this is a 
function of science’s subject matter and not 
at all of its method. Common sense tells 
you to be sure you have the right tool, and 
then to proceed with its use; science in its 
more pompous moments may seek to give 
a more verbose dress to this principle of 
‘“be sure you’re right, then go ahead,’’ but 
no amount of polysyllabie disguise can con- 
ceal the fact that it is the same old hard- 
headed, common sense principle. 

I have just now pointed out a bit im- 
plicitly but none the less emphatically that 
the business of science consists wholly in 
determining things, whereas that of most 
other fields of human activity is mainly in 
the making of things or in the physical 
finding of things or in the moving of things. 
In terms of race history, the last of these 
activities to which the human mind comes 
is that of determining things. Coming to 
this activity, the human mind sees that 
common sense has now to be applied in new 
ways; that its application to this business 
of determination leads to pronouncements 
peculiar to the newly discovered field of 
science, which pronouncements may then 
be made to appear as elements in a spe- 

cial, occult, abstruse scientific methodology. 
But is it anything more than common sense 
that tells us that many witnesses to many 
repetitions of a new fact or experiment are 
better than one witness to one occurrence? 

Or that we know more about a fact when 
we are able to provoke its occurrence (to 
experiment) than when we can only go 
where it is occurring, and watch it? Or 
that we can learn more about a new mani- 
festation of the universe by provoking its 
occurrence under a variety of conditions 
than by merely repeating it over and over 
under identical circumstances? Or that 
things oeceur that lie beneath the threshold 

of our senses, and that instruments which 
aid these senses and lower that threshold 
may perhaps be made, and if they may be 
made will lead to new observations of new 
phenomena, and may then properly be re- 
garded as part and parcel of our sensorial 
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equipment for observing 

universe? Or that if a 
be explained by calling upon a familiar 
theory, we must do this in preference to 
inventing a new theory? Or that if a thing 
happens at all there must be some cause 
for it this side of a miracle, and that if 
we do not know what this causeeis we 

merely have it to seek? Or that the bare 
occurrence of phenomena must be exam- 
ined with some greater degree of care when 

we do not know any general principle that 
will cover them than when we do, and that 
even greater caution must be exercised in 

their acceptance if they appear actually to 
contradict some definite element of exist- 
ing knowledge? Or that if after A has 

happened B sometimes happens and some- 
times does not, B cannot be a necessary 
consequence of A? Or that a change in 
the magnitude of the cause ought to pro- 
duce a change in that of the effect? Or 

that, if some suspected new causative 
agency is under examination, we should em- 
ploy in experiment two identical sets of 
objects, one of which is exposed to this 
ageney and the other insulated against it? 

the facts of the 
phenomenon ean 

One might go on indefinitely formulat- 
ing these little quirks of scientific proce- 
dure and describing these tools of science. 

When one were through, if one ever were, 

what one would have would not be ai 

cabalistie system, but rather a mere formu- 
lation, as it applies to the scientist’s work, 
of that solid background of common sense 

that is the rightful domain and heritage 
of every intelligent human mind. The 
sensible and effective way of moving 
toward any goal that is properly ineluded 
within the domain of science is the scien- 
tific way ; and any method that lacks direet- 
ness or certainty or any other attribute of 
common sense procedure is an unscientific 
one. Appreciation that all this is in ae- 
cordanee with the facts is made consider- 
ably more difficult by the loose use of the 
expression scientific method to define the 
common sense method of doing anything, 

from digging ditches and planting corn to 

running a big business or solving a mur- 

der. In point of fact this way of speech 
is no more (and, if we understand what 
we are saying to begin with, of course no 
less) illuminating than to speak of busi- 
ness-like procedure by the scientist or the 
detective, or efficiency of action by the 
diteh-digger. If there is a general scien- 

tifie method applicable in all fields, it is 
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again nothing more than the common sense 
procedure of using the best and most direct 
and in every way most sensible attack ; and 
] think precision of thought would be pro- 
moted if we stopped the confusion between 
dissimilar fields of endeavor which over-us« 
of such words as scientific implies. 

Well, then: the scientist is going to seek 
the facets about the universe, and as a mat- 

ter of course he is going to employ the 
most sensible means of seeking them that 
he can master. One very fundamental 
feature of this job is that it is never done. 

We dwell in a universe which if not in- 
finitely complex, at least presents to us an 

. extraordinary variety of aspect, and one 
suggesting that an infinite vista of dis- 
covery lies ahead. Starting with the first 
rude observations of savage races, science 
has advanced to its present high estate. 
The process has been a dual one, of accre- 
tion and of correction. The savage thought 
lightning was the mark of an angry God’s 
wrath and he knew nothing of the ex- 
plosive qualities of a suitable mixture of 
gasoline and air. The first of these marks 

of ignorance was a misconception which 
had to be corrected, the second was a per- 
feet vacuum in knowledge which had to 
be filled. Coming down to later times 

where we may more obviously speak of an 
existing state of scientific knowledge, we 
may think, say, of the year 1800; in which 
conventional orthodox geology followed the 
doctrines of catastrophism while the role 
played by bacteria in infeetion and putre- 
faction was unknown and unsuspected. A 
Lyell arises to tell orthodox geology that 
it is wrong; a Lister and a Pasteur to 

tell biology that it is incomplete. 

Now we have suggested, a little way 
back, that science is apt to be over-awing. 
It is not the fact that a true scientist is ever 
over-awing, ever dogmatic as to the im- 

mutable character of what he thinks he 
knows. But unfortunately, scientific ad- 
vance and pedagogy have for some cen- 

turies been carried on by the same group 
of persons. And unfortunately, the scien- 
tific and the pedagogical disposition are 
in proper truth as far apart as the poles. 
The pedagog must insist upon the current 
state of knowledge; the scientist must re- 
gard this current state merely as the basis 
from which the next state is to be worked 
out. When the scientist is confronted, as 
now and again he inevitably is, with the 

statement that under certain conditions, 
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-ertain phenomena occur which either con- 
tradict one of his pronouncements of the- 
ory or fail to be explainable on the basis 
of any of these pronouncements, the scien- 
iist’s procedure is always the common sense 
one. He will say, in effect: ‘‘Very good, 
ve are perhaps about to learn something. 
Ve shall examine these new phenomena 
with extreme care and reach the best pos- 
sible judgment as to their reality. If we 

‘nd them to be real we shall then seek 
formulate a new theory or reformulate 

un old one so that they shall be explained 
nd made a part of our systematic knowl- 

edge of the universe.”’ 

The pedagog is something else. When he 
is confronted with any such claim as we 
iave outlined, his reaction is always one 
of metaphorieal bristling and of very real 
resistance. He says in effect that these 
claims are.absurd because they contradict 
or go beyond something which he has been 
teaching, and that it is therefore his duty 

to resist them to the bitter end. As a 
ineans of erystallizing this resistance, he 

lavs down what he chooses to regard as an 

axiom of scientific procedure: namely, that 
you may go as far as you like in unrea- 
soned and irrational formulation of a nega- 

tion of occurrence, so that you need not 

ever prove or seek to prove that a phe- 
nomenon does not occur; but that if you 
choose to say that it does occur, you must 
build up in behalf of that statement a 
demonstration of absolute rigor. But abso- 
lute rigor is to be found only in mathe- 
inatical processes where no question of 
factual observation is involved and where 
the assumptions with which one starts are 
bv definition not presented as intrinsically 
true and henee are not open to attack; 
while we deal here by very definition with 
questions of factual observation, and can- 

10t insist upon the axiomatic character 
of anything whatever. Accordingly, it is 
always possible for the pedagog to escape 

an unweleome facet by imposing a burden 
t factual proof which it is impossible for 
the true seientist to meet or by attacking 
soe assumption that is too fundamental 
0 permit of proof. Always, of course, the 
«dagog in doing this poses as the de- 
ender of the sacred precincts of science 
against profanation by error; always when 
ie does it he forfeits the rank of true sci- 
citists and stamps himself ineradicably as 
i mere school-teacher. No true scientist 
ever would meet Mr. Voliva, for instance, 

with the statement that the earth is not 
tlat because we know it to be round. Rather 
he would point out that with a flat earth 
we could not get curved edges to the 
shadow thrown upon the moon at the 
moment of its eclipse, could not get the 
Foucault pendulum experiment, could not 
get various other phenomena which we do 
get; and that therefore the earth is not 
flat as Mr. Voliva alleges. No true scientist 
would have met Galileo with the statement 
of pedagogical theology (the deadliest com- 
bination of viewpoints known to man) that 
a legend handed down to us from an 
obscure and ignorant Syrian tribe of three 
thousand years ago prevents us from assum- 
ing that the sun stands still while the earth 
rotates, whereas the concept of a perfect 
assemblage of seven major celestial bodies 

illuminating the earth forbids the possi- 
bility that Jupiter has a satellite. But in 
all ages a majority of so-called scientists 
have been nothing more than pedagogs, and 
often theologians in the bargain; and so 
in all ages there has been a resistance to the 
acceptance by organized science of new 
facts—a resistance that has been irrational 
and unscientific in exact measure with its 
departure from common sense. 

The whole business of science is in fact 
the dealing with such new questions. The 
moment a phenomenon becomes accepted 
or a theory proved, it is no longer a part of 
living science, any more than the house 
which he finished yesterday is within the 
province of the contractor’s work today. 
As science makes its new advances, it 
embalms them in that structure known as 
‘‘accepted scientific doctrine’’ and passes 
them over to the pedagog, of whose world 

they now become a part; just as the con- 
tractor, having finished with a house, turns 

it over to the tenant. The tenant may find 
the house unlivable and may then reeall the 
contractor to make good its deficiencies; 
just so the pedagog may call upon the 
scientist for further light on questions of 
new or of old dogma. But every house- 
holder knows what happens when he tries 
to do for himself some job for the doing 
of which he really ought to call in a regular 
mechanie or contractor. And when the 
pedagog seeks to usurp the role that prop- 
erly is the scientist’s, we get quite as much 
of a mess. 

Of course the hard and fast line of 
demarcation between pedagogs and scien- 

tists which this implies does not really exist, 
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any more than does one between house- 
holders and mechanics. Just as some house- 
holders are by nature more or less apt at 
some or at many mechanical tasks and 
just as many real mechanics own houses, 
so there are pedagogically minded scientists 
and scientifically minded pedagogs, scien- 
tists who teach and pedagogs who do valid 
research. This is the reason why the con- 
fusion of viewpoint which I have stressed 
oecurs—this, and the tradition that every 
pedagog must do something to advance the 
scientific repute of the institution that 
employs him, while every scientist must 
earn part of his daily bread by giving 
instruction. 

The net result of this confusion and 
interaction between two fields that ought 

to be distinct is that in all departments of 
scientific thought, there is always a greater 

resistance to the infiltration of new ideas 
and the acceptance of new phenomena than 
there ought to be. A thing that is alleged 
to oceur, either does occur or does not; and 
a determination of the facts should not be 
difficult of attainment. There should 
properly be, at all times, some slight sus- 
picion that if a thing really occurs, its 
occurrence should have been observed 
before this. In the light of this, when 
new occurrences are claimed, some showing 
must be made in behalf of the proposition 
that they have always been observed or 
some good reason must be indicated why 

they have heretofore escaped observation. 
Again, there must always be a greater 
inclination to serutinize alleged new phe- 
nomena with care and suspicion, in direct 
‘atio with the degree to which they appear 
to go beyond a mere addition to knowledge 
and to involve actual contradiction of some- 
thing previously accepted. But with these 
proper safeguards against senseless attack 
upon what science has already learned, the 
claim that something is being presented for 
it to learn is not one that is inherently 
absurd and not one against which undue 
obstacles should be reared. The only reason 
why it has been more or less customary to 
rear them is that which I have indicated: 
the confusion between science and peda- 

gogy. 
Psychieal research deals with a rather 

large and quite poorly delimited group of 
phenomena for which no orderly arrange- 
ment under existing doctrines or hypotheses 
of orthodox and accepted science is possible. 
If these things really occur, science must in 
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some degree be enlarged or made over. The 
bare occurrence of the phenomena wil! 
therefore inevitably be disputed, be 
violently controverted; and unnatural 
obstacles will be placed in the way of one 
who seeks to show that they do occur. 
This is the history of every scientifi 
advance ; I need make no citations in sup- 
port of this familiar fact. But in most 
instances, either the new claims are very 
easily shown to be fallacious and are then 
dismissed from further serious promulga 
tion ; or they are without too much difficulty 
shown to be valid and are ultimately) 
accepted, the existing scientific structure 
being accommodated to them as econom- 

ically as possible. 

Now most of the principles and theories 
of science are of comparatively narrow 
scope; and the discarding of an old one in 
favor of a new one does not involve serious 
disarrangement of more than a small frac- 
tion of the entire field of science. When, 
for instance, we make the rather extraordi- 

nary discovery that in fundamental con- 
struction electricity and matter are identi- 
cal, we revise the very ultimate foundations 
of science without at all disturbing the 
superstructure. All the highly specialized 
facts and principles of physics remain 
unchallenged and unaltered; so do those of 
electricity ; it is as though the foundations 
of the Woolworth Building had been found 
slightly inadequate, and eaisson work had 
been successfully prosecuted, a couple of 
hundred feet under Broadway, to relieve 
the deficiency without in the least disturb- 
ing the business of the tenants or the 

architectural features of the structure 
itself. But the phenomena whose alleged 
occurrence forms the subject matter of 

psychieal research raise a vastly more 
serious question, and one that strikes at the 

very roots of everything. 

Organized official science for several hun- 
dred years has been on a materialistic basis, 
and has constantly been coming to a more 
circumscribed viewpoint of what it means 
by materialism. Nothing ean have external 
reality unless it ean be reduced to terms of 
matter and mechanics. The process of 
thought is a chemical and electrical reaction 

in the brain, consciousness is reducible to 
the same terms, the human personality is 

wholly dependent for its existence upon 
the physical instrument and the mechanical 
processes through which it functions. 
Psychical phenomena, whether we seek their 
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rationale on a spiritistic basis or an anti- 
spiritistie one, certainly defy explanation 
i materialistic terms. We can accept them 
only at the price of admitting the occur- 

nce of causative factors that make no 
peal to our senses and possess no com- 
m factor of reality with the physical and 
chanical causes to which materialism 
stricts us. And this is a far different 

‘ning from merely saying that we have 
ne a little deeper into certain aspects of 

iaterial reality which have seemed to be 
indamentally different and have found 
‘m fundamentally alike. It involves 

irowing away the entire scheme of philos- 
phy on which science has built, the entire 
istification for most of the present view- 

points of science. To the pedagogicaily 
‘iinded person it seems impossible that the 
accepted system can be as wrong as that; 

is as though you asked him to blow up 
he Woolworth Building and replace it 
‘rom the bottommost foundation because 
ihe windows on the forty-seventh and forty- 
eighth floors did not match those in the rest 
of the building. It would be much more 
economical and much less disturbing to the 
even tenor of his way to smash the offend- 
ing windows, or even to ignore them, 

Nevertheless, to the true scientist there 
can be no question what the proper pro- 
cedure is in the presence of the claim that 
these things oceur. If he asks why their 
occurrence is only now being claimed, he 
may be informed with emphasis that this 
is not at all the case: that from prehistoric 
times every literature and every body of 
tradition constructed by any human race 
has ample indication of their occurrence, 
and that in most states of civilization pre- 
ceding our own severely materialistically- 
based one this occurrence has been freely 

recognized. After a little reading has satis- 

fied him that this is truly the case, he can 
have but one viewpoint if he be a true 
scientist. He can take no other stand than 
that the question of occurrence must be 
viven full examination, and if it is decided 
in the affirmative, whatever revisions that 

are necessary in the general structure of 
sclenece must at once be undertaken. And 
ny objection to this on the ground that 

to be 
auch 

the revisions are too extensive 

attempted and that it is therefore 
cheaper to sit back placidly and insist that 
+1 

‘ phenomena do not occur, if he be a true 

ientist he will dismiss at once as wholly 

and pedagogically out of order. 
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Do these things occur, in whole or in any 
part? This is the sole question which 
psychical phenomena present to the scien- 
tist whose attention is called to them for 
the first time. This question he must dis- 
pose of to his complete satisfaction before 
he does anything else. After he has dis- 
posed of it, if his answer is negative, he is 
through: the subject presents no further 
problem. But if the answer to the question 
of occurrence is that some of these things 
do oceur, the scientist then faces a second 

and far more knotty problem. He must 
now answer a second question: Why? 
What is the cause; what natural law 
goverus these newly recognized phenomena ? 

Now it is a matter of perfectly straight- 
forward common sense that the scientist is 
not going to give any attention to the 
second question, the question of explana- 
tion, until he has answered the first one, 

that of cause. Of the numerous reasons for 
this that come to mind I mention only two. 
If the phenomena turn out not to happen 
the second question never arises, and it were 
folly to waste time with it until we know 
whether it does arise. Further, if we at- 
tempt parallel consideration of questions of 
occurrence and of cause, we are, despite 
our most earnest efforts to avoid it, going 
to be driven into the fallacy of resisting 
more strongly the occurrence of phenomena 
that are evidently going to be more difficult 
to explain. All this is as I say nothing 
but common sense but it is surprising how 
many alleged scientists fail to be sensible 
to this degree. 

The materialistic philosophy that under- 
lies the science of the past century or so is 
all very well. In particular, it has served 
very nicely as an interpretation of the 
universe so far as this has been known to 
us, and has actually pointed the way to- 
ward many far-reaching advances. But the 
whole experience of four thousand years of 
more or less well recorded history drives 
home the fact that philosophies of the 
universe are in their very nature not final- 
ities. They cannot possibly be more than 
systems of interpretation—they are dis- 
tinetly secondary to the observed facts. A 
given set of facts may always be rational- 
ized under various contradictory systems 
of philosophy; the very reason why 
philosophers are always quarreling among 
themselves so much more bitterly than are 
experimental scientists is that they deal 
with something that in its essential nature 
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is a matter of individual judgment quite 

Jacking in intrinsic finality. 
So we may be entirely content with the 

general outlook upon the universe which 

we have got by broad generalizations from 

the accepted scientific facts of today. But 

we should always remember that these facts 

will support equally well other systems of 
generalization; and that presently we are 
very likely to unearth some new facts that 
require a different generalization. Object- 

ing to a group of alleged facts because of 

the havoe which their acceptance would 
play with the things we think we know 

about the universe would be bad enough, 
on any basis. When the things to which we 
thus blindly offer our support are not even 
themselves observed facts but are simply 
the ideas which a certain school of thought 
has derived from the observed facts—well, 
what more need one say? Is it not evident 

that the cart is being placed altogether in 
the wrong position with reference to the 
horse? Facts come first, always. And a 

fact is always a fact; a mere conclusion 
which we draw from a fact can never ap- 

proach the fact itself as one of the funda- 
mentals of the universe. 

Now it happens that orthodox just 
biologists and orthodox followers of other 
scientific threads are being pretty well 
jarred loose from their hide-tound materi- 
alism, these past ten years or so, by new 

facts coming in from widely divergent 

fields of observation. This accumulation 
of evidence from many quarters has 
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assumed a degree of formidability which 
new evidence from the one quarter of 
psychical research could never attain. Even 
though in the confession we make it plain 
that scientists are not always entirely 
scientific, and that this large parcel ot 
apparent facts has been refused a decent 
hearing, these forty years, because certain 
of their implications were considered 
along with the question of their cause and 
were not relished—still we must confess. 
Science has committed this error, quite 
systematically; science has confused the 
question of occurrence and that of cause 
so far as the phenomena of psychical! 
research are concerned. Today science is 
fast recovering from that confusion and we 
find a constantly increasing disposition to 
accord the facts of mediumship, elairvoy- 
ance and allied fields an unprejudiced 
hearing on their unconfused merits. When 
this consideration is given, I think it no 
exaggeration to say that the answer is 

invariably in the affirmative. I know no 
single case where a person of scientific 
ability has succeeded in divoreing himself 
from all prejudice against the notion that 
these things happen, has examined eare- 
fully into the question of their occurrence, 
and has failed to find that in considerable 
rariety of type they do occur. Just what 
types present themselves, just what con- 
clusions as to the occurrence of this, that 
and the other type may be reached, will 
constitute the point of continuation into a 
second installment. 

[To be continued] 



International Notes 
By Harry Price 

~~ HAVE just returned from Munich 
* 
>, after an interesting, if somewhat de- 

““ pressing visit. I went to Munich for 

three reasons: in the first place, I wanted 
~ ascertain the exact position of affairs as 
regards German psychical research; sec- 
ondly, I wanted to know what was happen- 
ing to the late Karl Krall’s laboratory ; and 
thirdly, I wished to inspect Count Carl von 
\\linckowstroem’s collection of works on 
Nostradamus—the most important in pri- 
vate ownership—which was for sale. 

[ arrived at Munich on Tuesday, March 
19th, and was met at the station by Dr. 
Gerda Walther (the late Baron von 
Schrenck’s secretary) and Count Klinckow- 
stroem who entertained us at dinner not 
only at the same restaurant, the Weinhaus 
Schleich, but at the same table at which 
the Baron and his friends had always held 
their nightly Stammtisch, or convivial 
gathering. The fact that we were sitting 
at the same table where for many, many 
years Schrenck had entertained his friends, 
cast a gloom over our little party and, 
assuming the spirits of our friends are 
able to revisit their haunts, I am sure that 
Schrenck must have been with us that 
night. After dinner I was the guest of 
the German Magic Circle, and certainly no 
gloom was apparent in the .particularly 
jolly evening which they had provided 
for me. 

The next day, Wednesday, Dr. Walther, 
Karl Amereller, Rudi Schneider and -I 
motored out to Muenchen-Harlaching, 

about forty minutes’ drive, to examine the 
laboratory of the late Karl Krall, which 
had been opened up speciaily for me. Some 
few years before he died Krall built him- 
self a large house, the Dretlinden, outside 
Munich and more recently added a wing 

which he fitted up as a laboratory, work- 
shop, dark-room, ete. Karl Amereller, a 
very clever mechanician, fitted up the 
laboratory for him and we spent a very 
pleasant afternoon there examining the 
various ‘‘gadgets.’? We wandered all over 

the large house, inspected the fine library 
and again I could not help thinking that 
the spirit of the late owner must have been 
silently watching us. Though intensely 
interesting, it was a somewhat depressing 
afternoon. Everywhere we were reminded 
of death and decay. On the walls were 
the skulls of Krall’s famous ‘‘talking’’ 
horses; in sealed glass jars were their 
brains, carefully preserved. In the grounds, 
as we left, the servants were netting the 
pond for dead goldfish which had perished 
during the intense cold spell. I was very 
glad to get back to the lights and sounds 
of the city. 

On Thursday, March 21st, I had the 
pleasure of lunching with the Dowager 
Baroness von Schrenck Notzing and her 
daughter-in-law, the Baroness Elizabeth 
Schrenck-Areco, the wife of the late Baron’s 
elder son, who succeeded to the title. Gen- 
eral Peter, very old friend of the family, 
spiritualist, and well-known writer on 
psychic matters, was invited to meet me. 
It was at Schrenck’s house, many years 
ago, that I first met General Peter. 

Over the coffee and liqueurs our conversa- 
tion naturally turned upon the future of 
psychical research in Germany. I under- 
stood from the Baroness that Schrenck’s 
séance room, ete. (which was specially un- 

locked for my inspection—the first time 
since his death) would be retained in situ, 
and perhaps General Peter would work 
there sometimes. The fate of the late 
Baron’s library is still undecided; the 
Baroness may present it to one of the 
German public libraries. 

Of course, the future of the Schneider 
boys was discussed. Willi is quite estab- 
lished at Edersberg, about thirty miles 
from Munich. He passed the necessary 
dental examination and went as assistant 
operator to a man who, growing old, was 
on the point of retiring. Willi has entire 
charge of the establishment and is doing 
well. He has finished with mediumship. 

Rudi Schneider is—for the time being— 
staying at the house of Karl Amereller; 
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but later he hopes to go to Braunau (his 
home town) to start work as a fully- 
trained motor engineer.’ On the Thursday 
evening we had a sitting with Rudi at the 
home of Karl Amereller—the first séance 
he has given since the death of Schrenck. 
All the sitters were strangers to me, and 
several were unknown to one another. I 
rigidly controlled the medium and we got 
excellent phenomena of the usual telekinetie 
type. Either the phenomena were genuine, 
or they were the work of the rest of the 
cirele, acting in collusion. If fraudulent, 
Rudi has the amazing gift of being able to 
obtain confederates in any country, at any 
time, and on the spur of the moment. The 
sitters at my most recent séance with Rudi 
were Dr. Gerda Walther, a young woman 
school teacher, another doctor, and Amer- 

eller himself. We employed a good red 
light and I held Rudi, as in a viee, for about 
three hours. We had the usual billowings 
of the cabinet curtains, levitation of the 
table, raps to order, ete., ete. Whatever 

was the ‘‘ prime mover’’ on this occasion, it 
was not Rudi; who it was, or what it was 
I hope to discover some day soon as Rudi is 
flying to London on April 10th for a series 
of séances at the National Laboratory. If 
Rudi succeeds in obtaining good phenomena 
there, it will do much to disperse the cloud 
that is at present overshadowing the 
Schneider mediumship. Karl Amereller is 
accompanying Rudi to London. 

I heard—quite unofficially—that by his 
will Baron von Schrenck had left Rudi a 
few thousand marks. The Baron had pro- 
vided Willi with a good education and a 
start in life, so—I gathered—he was not 

mentioned in the will. From two inde- 
pendent sources—and perhaps both equally 
false—I heard that Schrenck had left 
property valued at sixty million marks 
(something under $15,000,000). Person- 

ally, I do not believe it, though of course 
he was very rich. I understand that pro- 
vision has been made for the continuation 
of the Zeitschrift fuer Parapsychologie in 
which he was financially interested. 

As regards Schrenck’s successor, no in- 
formation was forthcoming. I believe that 
Dr. Rudolf Tischner tried to form a new 
society for psychical research in Munich, 
but the necessary financial backing was not 
forthcoming and the scheme collapsed. 
Personally, and taking a long view, I be- 
lieve that Leipzig will now become the chief 
foeus of psychic activity in Germany. 

INTERNATIONAL NOTES 

I was unable to visit Leipzig during my 
German tour but Professor Hans Drieseh 
recently informed me that they were 
endeavoring to found a great German 
Gesellschaft fuer Parapsychologie if th 
money is forthcoming. And as Dr. Driesc), 
tritely remarks, ‘‘money 1s necessary!’ 
But as 'I remarked previously, I think 
Leipzig will become the chief psychic center 
in Germany. Besides being one of the seats 
of learning, Leipzig has psychic traditions 
which are not yet forgotten. Some years 
ago, on my first visit to Leipzig, I happenex! 
to visit the Thueringerhof weimhaus and 
was shown the table at which Zoellner sat 
and worked. Professor Driesch has ac- 
cepted the honorary vice-presidency of the 
National Laboratory, in place of the late 
Baron von Schrenck Notzing. 

* * * ~ * 

When I was in Germany I heard a good 
deal about a ‘‘ psychic home”’ or ‘‘house of 
magnetism’’ which a Herr Joseph Weissen- 
berg is ‘‘running’’ in Berlin. Stories of 
semi-religious rites and wholly-magical 
incantations, miraculous cures, et¢., are 
current and people (except those in the 
‘‘inner ecirele’’) are wondering what iis 

happening there. , 
* * * * * 

Mr. T. H. Pierson, the seeretary of the 
American S. P. R. and Mrs. Pierson are 
expected in London on April 8th and a 
reception, to be held on April 11th, is being 
arranged for them. Speakers from the 
National Laboratory, the London S. P. R., 
and the ‘‘College’’ will each say a few 
words of welcome to the visitors. The 
reception has been arranged by the London 
Spiritualist Alliance. The reader will note 
that the meeting will be in the nature of a 
psychic family gathering, and (unlike 
many families) we have all promised to 
bury the hatchet for at least one evening! 

* * * * * 

The short-title descriptive catalog of the 
library of the National Laboratory of 
Psychical Research is now in the press and 
will be ready by May Ist. The work will 
contain about 7,500 entries, about 400 pages 
of text, 41 full-page plates of rare books, 
title-pages engravings, ete., and a frontis- 

piece of a colored aquatint (1820) by J. J. 
Chalon, reproduced by the four-color pro- 
cess. The volume will form Part 2, Vol. 1, 
of the Laboratory’s Proceedings. Non-mem- 
bers can obtain copies of the catalog for 
15 shillings net (or $4.00) post and pack- 
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ing free. As the library is unique, we 
xpect a big demand for the catalog. The 
latest addition to the library is the Klinck- 
wstroem collection of works on the 

‘‘yrophet’’ Nostradamus, mentioned above 
avd which I purchased while in Munich, 

oks ranging from 1555 to 1928 being 
included in the eollection. The earliest 
york in the National Laboratory collection 

'- crea 1490, and a very early manuscript, 
np. 1450. The Laboratory collection 
ibraces every phase of the occult from 
vehieal research to witeheraft, and in- 
udes the largest collection of works on 
eudo-phenomena, charlatanism, and 
oks for the scientific examination of 

phenomena extant. The catalog is the 
result of many years’ collecting, collating 

d arranging of data concerning the books, 
d it has taken two persons three months 
prepare the lists for the printer. 

* * * oe * 

Professor Dr. Hans Driesch sends me 

the second edition of his The Science and 

Philosophy of the Organism, which Messrs. 
A. & C. Black, Ltd. (London), haye just 

published at 20 shillings net. The original 
edition was in two volumes and formed the 
Gifford Lectures for 1907 and 1908. Though 
the work has been condensed somewhat, 
this second edition has been brought up to 
date and all newly established problems 
have been discussed. In the section on 

biology and metaphysics, Dr. Driesch re- 
marks: 

““T must confess that the theory of 
so-called personal survival becomes more 
probable from year to year, even if we 

intentionally put aside all stories of 
appartions phantoms, ete. It is within the 

realm of mental psychical phenomena that 
ihe strongest support comes to the hypoth- 
esis of so-called spiritualism. I do not 
say decision, but support—animistie ex- 
planation, though not absolutely impossible, 
is yet very artificial . . . ”’ 

* * * * * 

Sir Oliver Lodge has sent me a copy of 
e short memoir of Lady Lodge which he 

tas had printed for his friends. It is 
entitled ‘‘Mary F. A. Lodge. In Memoriam. 

By Her Husband.’’ Sir Oliver says: 
‘None of us is lamenting her departure 

unduly. We knew how ready she was to 
vo, and we knew how eagerly and lovingly 

he would be welcomed when the time of 
‘release came. The period of helpless- 

s was painful to her, and none of us 
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wished to prolong it. Our faith in con- 
tinued existence is absolutely secure; not 
a shadow of doubt troubles us. The funeral 
was indeed a thanksgiving service for a 
long and beneficent life, a peaceful end of 
the illness, and a happy reunion with those 
who had gone before. She was interested 
beforehand in the funeral arrangements, 
she begged that it should not be gloomy, 
and hoped that we would walk from the 
house to the church, a distance of only 
half a mile, singing selected hymns all the 
way ... The coffin of unpolished English 
oak was draped in a white embroidered 
silk shawl, an heirloom in her family . 
Tears were absent in spite of the inevitable 
pang of temporal separation; the keynote 
of the service was thankfulness in the sure 
and certain hope of immortality. The whole 
was carried out in accordance with her 
wish, as a sign to the villagers that only 
her discarded body was being committed 
to the ground, that she herself was only 
there in spirit, and that joy rather than 
sorrow should herald her promotion to a 
happier sphere. 

‘*She often recited portions of the 23rd 
Psalm and ‘Crossing the Bar’ while she 
was lying weak and helpless. We are not 
presumptuous enough to expect that the 
ineffable meeting with ‘her Pilot’ has yet, 
occurred,—all in due time ;—but we know 
and already have information that she was 
met and welcomed by her beloved son and 
daughter, and she was allowed to send us a 
characteristic and evidential message before 

being taken by them to rest and reecupera- 
tion.”’ 

* * * * * 

At the monthly dinner of the Ghost Club 
on April 3rd I sat next to Mr. C. Ashton 
Jonson who, with Mrs. Jonson, accom- 
panied Sir. A. C. Doyle’s party on his 
South African tour. They appear to have 
spent an interesting if strenuous time and, 
as we know from the press, the tour was 
not entirely devoid of ‘‘incidents.’’ 

* * * * * 

Mr. John McLaughlin of Atlantic City 
sends me a piece of what he calls ‘‘trick 
paper as used by a Coney Island freakshow 
Indian psychie.’’ Apparently the faker 
handed round pieces of note-paper, which 
were signed by the recipients, collected 
them again, placed them in a large test 
tube and to the amazement of the victims 
the sheets became covered with very 
ambiguous answers to their very general 
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questions. Mr. McLaughlin kept his piece 
of paper and at his leisure tried to develop 
the writing. He found that a fairly intense 
heat developed the writing but he was 
puzzled by the fact that the ‘‘psychic’’ 
(actually a Mexican Indian) applied no 
heat and yet the writing quickly appeared 
when the papers were placed in the tube. 
So he sent the paper on to me. 

Mr. McLaughlin witnessed one of the 
very oldest pseudo-psychie tricks known 
to investigators. There are scores—in fact, 
hundreds—of so-called sympathetic mks 
which develop out when heat is applied. 
Milk, onion juice, a very weak mixture of 
sulfuric or other mineral acid and water 
—to name only a few liquids—are invisible 
when used for writing purposes and can be 
developed out by heat. 

But the Coney Island faker was using 
an ‘‘ink’’ which developed upon being ex- 
posed to the fumes of a powerful reagent, 
in this case strong ammonia. What Mr. 
McLaughlin did not see were the few drops 
of .880 ammonia at the bottom of the test 
tube. The writing or printing on the 
paper may be done with a number of 
highly-diluted chemicals such as copperas 
or sulfate of copper. On unglazed paper 
the writing is quite invisible but develops 
up a deep rich blue when exposed to the 
fumes of ammonia. The Indian faker used 
a chemical (perhaps galls) which developed 
out brown under the fumes. Solutions 
of the chlorides of cobalt and _ nickel 
develop upon heat being applied to them, 
and fade as they cool—and there are hun- 
dreds of other combinations, 

Writing with rice water and developing 
with iodine was a common device in the 
Indian mutiny. The iodine turns the starch 
in the rice water a deep blue. 

* * * * * 

Under the title of ‘‘ Modern Witcheraft’’ 
Sir Richard Gregory, the editor of Nature, 
has a long and important leading article 
in the issue of February 9th on the present 
position of spiritualism and_ psychical 
research. Sir Richard discusses the 
symposium on spiritualism which appeared 
in the Daily News recently, and which has 
been mentioned in these Notes. 

Sir Richard’s plea (and I believe it is 
the first time such a plea has originated in 
a scientific journal) is that the time has 
arrived when orthodox science must investi- 
gate the whole subject of psychie phe- 
nomena—exactly what I and many others 
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have been emphasizing for years. It will 
be noted that Sir Richard Gregory insists 
that the ‘‘first necessity is a thorough 
knowledge of the art of mystification,’’ 
which, says Sir Richard, the ordinary 
physicist ‘‘does not possess.’’ 

I make no apology for quoting this epoch:- 
making article in extenso. To paraphrase 
a well-known British political slogan, 
what Nature says today, official science 
acts upon tomorrow. The ball has already 
been opened by one of the faculties of thie 
University of Leipzig inviting Ottokar 
Fischer (the well-known Austrian illusion- 
ist and psychic investigator) to deliver two 
lectures on the art of deception and mis- 
direction as applied to psychic phenomena. 
Here is Sir Richard’s article: 

* * * * * 

The symposium on spiritualism which, 
as already noted in Nature, the Daily News 
has been publishing, is of some importance 
even though it be merely an indication of 
the deplorable and sometimes almost 
pathetic attitude of prominent laymen to- 
wards the scientific method of approaching 
obscure problems. From the great majority 
of the articles submitted, it would seem that 
not only are the methods of science wholly 
misunderstood, but also that there is little 
appreciation of the meaning of evidence 
when applied to physical and psychological 
matters. This is the more surprising when 
we remember that prominent legal writers 
have contributed to the series, and aptly 
illustrates the fact that the human mind 
finds it difficult to apply the same stand- 
ards of evidence to subjects which differ 
both in their general content and above all 
in their emotional significance. 

The terms of reference under which the 
symposium was conducted were grouped 
under three heads. First came the question 
of deciding if the claims of spirit communi- 
cations made by spiritualists are proved or 
disproved, or indeed if they can be proved 
or disproved. Secondly, the evidence of 
experience on which the writers’ opinions 
were based was requested; and finally, a 
reply was sought to the question whether 
the growth of spiritualistic practices was 
likely to prove a menace or otherwise to 
mind or body. Apart from the confusion 
between ‘‘spirit communications’? and 
‘‘spiritualistic practices,’’ the terms are 
simple and, whilst not well adapted for 
scientific discussion, are broad enough for 
popular opinion. Moreover, the elasticity 
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of the terms might have given the writers 
good exeuse to present some of the evidence 
in detail, which would have been of interest 
to the general reader. 

‘rom this point of view, however, the 
symposium cannot be called a success. It 
must be clearly remembered that the scien- 
tiie method is the only one properly 
applicable to these alleged supernormal’ 
puenomena. Theories based upon theologi- 
cal or philosophical speculation have little 
real value until the facts which underlie 
them are found to be so far related to the 
known that they can be properly described, 
and the phenomena concerned repeated at 
will, or at least adequately and repeatedly 
observed. Until this is done the alleged 
facts are themselves suspect. The believers 
in early witchcraft would have provided 
better evidence for their faith than that 
which the exponents of the modern variety 
have contributed to this symposium. State- 
ments are made and stories related without 
any sound evidence being adduced in their 
support. Similarly, the opponents of the 
spiritualists have to a great extent con- 
tented themselves with arguments which 
leave untouched the kernel of the problem. 
We are not concerned, for example, with 
whether alleged spirit communications are 
trivial or profound, sublime or ridiculous. 
To assert that, because in so many cases 
they are trivial and ridiculous, therefore 
they cannot proceed from spirits, is to 
assert that we have knowledge as to what 
spirit communications ought to be like, and 
no such knowledge exists. Again, when it 
is asserted that certain of the phenomena 
are explained by telepathy, the statement 
has no meaning. Telepathy does not ex- 
plain anything. It is merely a name 
invented to deseribe a supposed process 
concerning which we -know nothing, not 
even that it exists. 

Attempts have been made repeatedly to 
demonstrate experimentally the existence 
of telepathy. Probably the best known 
trials were those undertaken with Prof. 
Gilbert Murray acting as percipient. One 
might have supposed that, with so distin- 
guished a collaborator, experiments would 
have been devised which would have had 
at least some relation to ordinary scientific 
procedure. Such, however, was not the 
case. The tests partook much more of the 
nature of parlor games, and we understand 
that suggestions for further and properly 
controlled experiments have been rejected. 
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The same story echoes down the ages. The 
writers of the Daily News symposium have 
little to add to the questions of Porphyry 
and the answers of Iamblichus; the stories 
of St. Augustine and the caustic satire of 
Lucian. The problem was the same then 
as now. The excuses and subtle methods 
of the medium Alexander of Abonutichus 
were identical with those used today in the 
séance rooms of West London. In the 
circumstances, it is difficult to be surpri: 
at the general attitude of modern scientific 
men who are apt to regard the witchcraft 
of today in the same light as they regard 
the witchcraft of yesterday, as a belief 
based upon fraud, delusion, and hypocrisy. 

Now, whatever may be the truth under- 
lying alleged supernormal phenomena, 
there is no doubt that an increasingly large 
number of persons believe in their reality. 
Even if such phenomena have never oc- 
curred, it is indubitable that human beings 
of all ages and times have reported them 
in terms of such remarkable similarity that 
it is difficult to believe that similar sets of 
circumstances have not origi2ted them. 
For example, the stories of haunting phe- 
nomena have been:so similar for hundreds 
of years that we cannot doubt that certain 
events do take place in certain houses 
which lead the occupiers to describe their 
experiences in the same way and to main- 
tain that they are inexplicable. Now, apart 
from the question of the normal or super- 
normal character of the phenomena of 
haunting, these facts alone are worthy of 
the attention of science. What are precisely 
the circumstances which lead people in 
ordinary life to describe in detail the ap- 
pearance of phantoms which are _ not 
rarely seen by more than one person at 
the same time? What are the conditions 
which lead persons widely separated in 
time and space to describe the appearance 
of showers of stones which seem to fall out 
of the air (the so-called stone-throwing 
poltergeist) ? Again, how can we describe 
adequately those abnormal psychological 
mechanisms which result in cases of mul- 
tiple personality, where certain of the 
so-called secondary personalities betray 
knowledge of persons and events which 
careful inquiry fails to prove could at any 
time have been within the normal content 
of the subject’s mind? Precisely the same’ 
problem is presented regarding the beliefs 
of primitive peoples. Phenomena, inex- 
plicable to the natives themselves, and also 
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to European observers, have been reported 
from all parts of the world. 

The Daily News symposium is some slight 
indication of how superstition and eredul- 
ity are fostered on account of our ignorance 
of the origin and basis of these world-wide 
tales. We cannot doubt that a more com- 
plete and systematic investigation is desir- 
able, but at the same time it would seem 

that it is not the duty of the ordinary 
scientific man to undertake researches in 
this field. The first necessity is a thorough 
knowledge of the art of mystification, and 
this implies a good acquaintance with those 
psychological factors underlying conscious 
and subconscious deception, pathological 
lying, false memory, number preferences, 
and similar conditions. The ordinary 
physicist does not possess any of these 
qualifications, and the results of lacking 
them can be observed if we study the 
amazing history of the N-rays to which Mr. 
Campbell Swinton alluded in his article in 
the Daily News. 

The subject is at present outside the 
range of competent scientific inquiry, and 
thereby a mass of valuable information is 
being lost. Whatever may be the explana- 
tion of the belief in supernormal phe- 
nomena, we can seareely deny that it has 

had an enormous effect upon the happiness 
and misery of mankind. Belief in these 
occurrences appears to be increasing, and 
the only method of checking its progress 
or confirming its basis is the application of 
impartial, unemotional, and rigid scrutiny 
of the alleged facts by men trained to 
detect sources of error and possessing some 
knowledge of the history of the problem in 
its relation to human thought. Such in- 
quiry, we think, cannot be much longer 
delayed. The symposium we have been con- 
sidering is a fair indication of the chaos in 
the mind of the public, and the recent 
prosecution of a ‘‘medium’’ [ Mrs. Cantlon, 
of London] by the State shows the same 
uncertainty and hesitation in the mind of 
the Government. An inquiry conducted on 
scientific lines would be a task of great 
magnitude and considerable difficulty. On 
the other hand, if the only results were to 
fail to find any evidence of ‘‘supernor- 
mal’’ activity, a very important body of 
material would have been collected which 
must throw a good deal of light on the psy- 
chological questions involved in malobser- 
vation and error, not only in civilized peo- 
ples, but also among the inhabitants of 
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countries which have not at present wholly 
absorbed the culture of the West. 

* * * * * 

A curious sequel to the death of Mr. 
F. W. Percival (recorded in last month’s 
Notes) has been reported to me. Just be- 
fore his death he booked a séance with 
Mrs. Mason, a trance medium, at the L. S. 
A. When Mr. Percival died, his companion, 
Mrs. Wyatt took the séance. Mrs. Wyait 
writes me: ‘‘To my surprise, Mr. Percival 
came through at once, and none of my own 
people during the hour I sat. I need not 
recount the many unmistakable pieces of 
evidence, but quite out of the blue, and no 
connection before or after, came the sen- 
tence: ‘Tell Price I am a living man!’ ”’ 
It is, of course, possible that it was really 
the ego or personality of Mr. Percival who 
communicated but the evidential value of 
the message is lessened because (a) the 
medium knew both Mr. Percival and Mrs. 
Wyatt; (b) she was aware of the fact that 
he was a member of the National Labora- 
tory and therefore knew me; (c) she knew 

my guarded attitude towards evidence for 
survival and subconsciously she might have 
been trying to impress me. But all the 
same, it was an interesting incident. 

* * * * *% 

Professor A. Hamilton Thompson recent- 
ly delivered before the Lincoln Historical 
Association a most interesting lecture on 
‘*Medieval Ghost Stories.’’ He pointed out 
that Horace in a well-known passage re- 
ferred to the sceptics who derided ‘‘ dreams, 
magic terrors, tales of wonder, witches, 
night-walking specters and Thessalian por- 
tents.” This catalog included most of 
the subjects which could be classified under 
the head of ghost-stories, and of these, none 
was peculiar to any one age of history. 

No doubt the sources and material of the 
medieval ghost story were of unmeasurable 
antiquity. It had no special merit as a form 
of literary art, being often told in bald 
prose without any natural grace and style, 
but it had this characteristic which differ- 
entiated it from the ghost stories of later 
ages. There was no conscious attempt on 
the part of the writer to compel one to sus- 
pend disbelief, nor was he arguing against 
the sceptics on behalf of a cherished opin- 
ion. He wrote simply of what was to him 
a matter of fact, inexplicable to him on 
grounds of human reason, but familiar to 
human experience. 

On the one hand one missed that atmo- 
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sphere of romantic excitement with which 
the greatest tellers of ghost stories, and 
Sir Walter Scott in particular, had so skil- 
fully produced an atmosphere in which one 
was almost constrained to echo the ery of 
Mr. Bartholomew Matthews in The Suicide 
Club ‘‘ Envy me! I am a coward!’’ On the 
other hand, one was freed from that anx- 
jous environment of proofs, and attesta- 
: ns signed by Justices of the Peace, which 

t the reader cold to the tale of the Drum- 
mer of Tedworth, and the other remarkable 
incidents related in such a repertory as the 
appendix to Glanvill’s Saducismus Trium- 

tus. 

The foundation of the medieval ghost 
story was the belief in a supernatural world 
of spirits, good and evil, which was ready 
to answer the call of the magician, or, on 
occasion, to make its existence known with- 
out any intervention. The normal ghost, 
the disembodied spirit revisiting the scenes 
of its earthly activities, naturally, found its 
way into folk lore and popular narrative; 
but the conception was not countenanced 
by medieval theology. 

‘‘No angel,’’ said Aquinas, ‘‘has the 
power of changing matter from one form to 
another, but they can so use certain semi- 
nal essences which are found in the ele- 
ments of the world that they can take ap- 
parent forms, whether for good or evil pur- 
poses.”” It was from this point of view 
that most theologians explained the most 
famous Seriptural ghost story, the appari- 
tion of Samuel to Saul at the invocation of 
the witch of Endor. Yet the belief in the 
art of demons was so strong that Aquinas 
rather leaned to the opinion that the ap- 
parition was merely a phantom or trick of 
imagination played by the devices of the 
devil, who assumed the semblance of Saul 
tor the time being. 

The orthodox doctrine, while making al- 
lowance for exceptional cases of genuine 
apparitions, was that ghosts were illusive 
appearances due to the prevalence of 
demons in the atmosphere. 

The medieval world was full of such 
manifestations of the occult. A very thin 
veil divided the seen from the unseen. Be- 
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lief in a supernatural world, in hierarchies 
of spirits commissioned to protect or suf- 
fered to molest human beings in a perpet- 
ual warfare between the powers of the air 
for man’s soul, was held with matter-of- 
fact conviction. 

To a more sophisticated generation, me- 
dieval ghost stories often seemed to require 
working up. The object of such tales was 
pious edification. The forlorn ghost walked 
to gain the suffrages of mortals, to obtain 
a pardon without which it could not do 
its necessary task of expiation in purga- 
tory. 

They were tidings of a supernatural 
world, and amid much that was grotesque 
and childish, they partook of the supreme 
merit belonging to most medieval stories 
of the miraculous and marvelous in that 
they admitted one to a close acquaintance 
with the life of the age in which they were 
composed. 

7% * * * * 

Mr. Bernard Shaw is the latest recruit 
to the ranks of the writers on occult sub- 
jects. Concerning dreams, he says in the 
Sunday Dispatch for April 7th: 

‘*T have found that the dreams of other 
people generally come true, but, singularly 
enough, I have never had a dream that has 
come true. 
‘A dream once provided me with infor- 

mation that I was seeking. When my play 
Arms and the Man was produced in 1894, 
the identify of the person who financed 
the production was kept a close secret. 
Ten years later, however, it was revealed 

to me in a dream. 
I dreamed that I was in a sitting room, 

and presently Miss Horniman came in, and 
[ remarked, ‘So it is to you I am indebted 
for the production of Arms and the Man?’: 

‘‘The next day I called on Miss Horni- 
man, and she confirmed my dream.”’ 

Mr. Shaw said that he had never been 
influenced or aided by dreams in his writ- 
ings, and added: 

‘*Please do be careful when listening to 
scientists’ views on dreams! You know 
they are the most credulous people in the 
world!’’ 
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